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ABSTRACT 


"Jesus and His Fellow Jews: A Register Analysis of Some Exchanges in the Synoptics 

and the Fourth Gospel" 

James Huang 

McMaster Divinity College 

Hamilton, Ontario 

Master ofArts (Christian Studies), 2014 

This thesis examines how the Fourth Gospel and the Synoptic Gospels depict 

exchanges between Jesus and certain ofhis fellow Jews, with the goal being to further 

our understanding ofthe relationship between them. Halliday's concept of register is 

applied to analyze a certain portion of their conversations, including independent clause 

analysis, Subject analysis, and dependent clause analysis. This research illustrates that the 

relevant exchanges in John and the Synoptic Gospels are similar in terms of interpersonal 

meaning, are different in terms of experiential meaning, and are different in terms of 

clause complexing. Some possible explanations are also discussed at the end of the thesis. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis will examine how the Fourth Gospel and the Synoptic Gospels depict 

exchanges between Jesus and certain ofhis fellow Jews, with the goal being to further 

our understanding of the relationship between them. Similarities and differences between 

these two groups of Gospels are crucial for understanding their relatedness, and various 

scholars have already studied similarities and differences by examining the ideas or 

events in the Gospels. However, a detailed study of another important characteristic of 

Gospel narrative, the way language is used to depict exchanges between story characters, 

is still wanting, and this is the gap my research will fill. 

Halliday's concept of register will be applied in this research. In Chapter 1, I will 

review prior research regarding the relationship between John and the Synoptics. My 

focus will be on those key works that challenged and changed the traditional dependency 

view, because they set a new foundation for further investigation of this topic. Chapter 2 

is divided into two parts. In the first part, I will introduce Halliday's notion ofregister and 

explain how it can be applied to conversations in stories; and in the second part, I will 

introduce the theories and procedures I have used in order to analyze independent clauses, 

Subjects,1 and dependent clauses. Chapters 3, 4, 5 are then the core ofmy thesis. They 

1 In this thesis I follow the convention of SFL to capitalize the term Subject. In this convention, the names 
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contain my analysis of numerous conversations between Jesus and the Jews within the 

narratives of Mark, Luke and the Fourth Gospel. Chapter 6 will provide some concluding 

reflections. 

In the end, my research has shown that the relevant exchanges in John and the 

Synoptic Gospels are similar in terms of interpersonal meaning (independent clause 

analysis), are different in terms of experiential meaning (person and Subject analysis), 

and are different in terms ofclause complexing (dependent clause analysis). Thus the 

superiority of Jesus over the Jews is revealed in all three Gospels, but the things that 

these characters negotiate and the ways that they provide supporting information are 

different. Although this result will by no means fully resolve our understanding of the 

relationship between John and the Synoptics, it clarifies some general similarities and 

differences and therefore focuses scholarly discussion on fmding the best possible 

explanation for these general facts. To conclude my thesis, I will suggest that these three 

Gospels have a common early tradition to the effect that Jesus often engaged in public 

debates with other Jews-and that he consistently came out of those debates looking like 

the superior figure. At the same time, the sphere of experience that the common tradition 

refers to was also preserved, with different guises, in John and the Synoptic Gospels. I 

of structural functions are spelt with an initial capital (Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 113). 
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will also explore some possible explanations for the differences that exist between the 

Synoptic conversations and those in the Fourth Gospel. 
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CHAPTER 1: SURVEY OF LITERATURE 

The subject of this thesis is a comparison ofhow the Fourth Gospel and the 

Synoptics portray exchanges between Jesus and certain ofhis fellow Jews. I am not 

viewing this topic as an isolated issue, but am treating it within a larger topic: the 

relationship between John and the Synoptics. The relationship between these two groups 

of texts is a long-discussed topic, and two important questions are related to this debate: 

Can one dichotomize the Synoptics as history and the Fourth Gospel as theology? And 

was the Fourth Gospel composed independently or written based on one (or more) 

Synoptic Gospel(s)?2 

The first question is related to some significant differences that exist between 

John and the other Gospels.3 This phenomenon was observed even in the era of the 

Church Fathers. One of the most frequently cited statements is that of Clement of 

Alexandria: "But that John, last of all, conscious that the outward facts had been set forth 

in the Gospels .... composed a spiritual Gospel."4 Then in the 19th century, because ofits 

extensive use of theological terms, the status of the Fourth Gospel as a reliable source for 

2 These two questions are based on Kysar's succinct summarization of scholarly debate regarding the 
relationship between John and the Synoptics. See Kysar, "Dehistoricizing," 80-85. 
3 Many commentators provide such comparisons in their commentaries. For example, Carson lists five 
obvious differences, and Beasley-Murray just states that "the elements of contrast are well known and do 
not require detailed description." See Carson, Gospel According to John, 21-23; Beasley-Murray, John, 
xxxii. 

4 Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History 6.14.7. 
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historical research was further demoted.5 However, Kysar correctly indicates that due to 

the development of redaction criticism, the nature of Gospels has been re-evaluated. 6 

Now scholars understand that every Gospel should be considered as a theological work, 

including both the Gospel of John and every Synoptic Gospel. That is to say, the 

difference between John and the Synoptics is not quite as Clement originally thought. 

The second question is concerned with the dependency of the Fourth Gospel on 

the Synoptics. 7 Moody Smith indicates that "the twentieth century has, in fact, more than 

once witnessed the dissolution of a consensus on the relationship of John to the Synoptic 

Gospels."8 In the early part of the twentieth century, scholars generally held that "John 

knew and used the Synoptics. "9 Morris fmds it interesting that both conservative and 

radical critics supported this opinion: ''the former said that [John] wrote to supplement 

the Synoptists and the latter that he aimed at correcting them."10 The turning point 

occurred in 1938. That year Gardner-Smith published an important book, Saint John and 

5 Carson indicates that the turning point was the publication of D. F. Strauss's Das Leben Jesu: Kritisch 
bearbeitet in 1835. Since then, the Fourth Gospel has been regarded as "the least useful work in the New 
Testament, from the perspective of the historian (Carson, Gospel According to John, 30). 
6 Kysar, "Dehistoricizing," 80. 
7 This topic, as Keener states, has been "argued often and thoroughly" (Keener, Gospel ofJohn, 40). A 
complete review on this topic can be found in Smith, John among Gospels. Also see Smith, "Some 
Dimensions," 95-172. One prominent advocator ofdependency theory is F. Neirynck. See Neirynck, "John 
and the Synoptics" and Neirynck, "John 1975-1990." 
8 Smith, John among Gospels, 10. 
9 Smith, John among Gospels, 13. 
10 Morris, Studies, 15. One example of the latter is Hans Windisch, who advocates that "John intended to 
write an autonomous and self-sufficient book in the fullest sense of the word, and he fully ignored all other 
writings which were known to him, including (in all probability) the Synoptic Gospels (Windisch, 
Johannes Und Die Synoptiker, 134, cited in Smith, John among Gospels, 30). For more information about 
the work of Hans Windisch, see Smith, John among Gospels, 19-31 and Baird, History Volume TWo, 457. 
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the Synoptic Gospels, to challenge this consensus. He indicates that their similar structure 

and occasional parallels do not necessarily indicate a literary dependency. 11 In fact, the 

Fourth Gospel may represent an "independent authority for the life of Jesus."12 This 

argument was supported by C. H. Dodd. In his prominent work Historical Tradition in 

the Fourth Gospel (1963), Dodd contends that behind the Fourth Gospel "lies an ancient 

tradition independent of the other Gospels."13 Today, the radical argument of 

Gardner-Smith is not supported by most scholars, 14 but the possibility that John contains 

an independent tradition is generally accepted in scholarship. 15 

The concepts introduced above serve as the foundation for us to investigate 

further the relationship between the Fourth Gospel and the Synoptics. On the one hand, 

because they are similar in nature, 16 they can be compared, side-by-side, with the same 

11 Gardner-Smith, Saint John, 88-91. After investigating various possible parallels between the Fourth 
Gospel and the Synoptics, Gardner-Smith states that "it does not necessarily follow that [the author of the 
Fourth Gospel] had read the Synoptics" (Gardner-Smith, Saint John, 91). 
12 Gardner-Smith, Saint John, 96. 
13 Dodd, Historical Tradition, 423. Because the Fourth Gospel may contain materials from an independent 
tradition, Dodd contends that this Gospel merits "serious consideration as a contribution to our knowledge 
of the historical facts concerning Jesus Christ." However, because there is still a gap between "ancient 
tradition" and "historical facts," Dodd's conclusion was criticized by the scholars who thought that Dodd 
'jumped too quickly from 'early tradition' to Jesus" (see Kysar, "Dehistoricizing," 89). Such debate will 
not be addressed here because it is beyond the capability of the methodology used in this thesis (i.e. register 
analysis). 
14 Part of the reason why this radical view was not generally supported is that after the mid twentieth 
century, various scholars continued to indicate the literary dependence between the Fourth Gospel and the 
Synoptics through detailed exegetical studies. See, for example, Neirynck, "John 1975-1990," 16-55. 
However, Blomberg states that "it is doubtful [these results] will convince those who were not convinced 
before" (Blomberg, Historical Reliability, 47). 
15 For example, Keener states: "Although some argue that John used the Synoptics, probably a greater 
number of scholars still bold that he simply used independent traditions that have contacts with the 
Synoptics" (Keener, Gospel ofJohn, 41). 
16 That is to say, the dichotomy of"history" and "theology" no longer holds. 
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methodology; on the other hand, detailed comparisons of these two groups of texts from 

various approaches is necessary so that the nature of John's independence can be 

described more precisely. Therefore, following his 1963 work, which focuses on the 

comparison of the parallels, Dodd investigated this topic from another perspective in a 

paper published in 1967. This time he chose John 5:19-30, a paragraph which does not 

have Synoptic parallel and is generally regarded as a theological argument. 17 In his paper 

he compares how the Gospel of John and the Synoptics describe two theological subjects 

Gudgement and Jesus' authority to judge), and he comes to the conclusion that the 

depictions of Jesus' personality and deeds found in the Fourth Gospel correspond with 

those "offered by the Synoptics in a very different idiom."18 Ifthe content of John is not 

the evangelist's invention or his imitation of the Synoptics, it means that there is a 

common tradition that "fed both the Synoptics and John."19 

Because Dodd's work indicates the possibility ofusing the Fourth Gospel as a 

source for historical research, his method has been applied by the scholars who aim to 

evaluate the authenticity of the Fourth Gospe1.2° For example, Blomberg analyzes the 

17 Dodd, "Portrait ofJesus," 185-95. 

18 Dodd, "Portrait ofJesus," 194. 

19 Kysar, "Dehistoricizing," 89. Based on his findings, Dodd goes a step further to argue that ''the 

similarities we have noted will go far to assure us that behind the two renderings of the portrait there stands 

a real historical person" (Dodd, "Portrait ofJesus," 195). In this thesis, I will not comment on the 

historicity of the conversations under investigation, because this would require a different approach than 

the one I have taken. 

20 In the summary ofHTFG, Dodd contends that the ancient tradition behind the Fourth Gospel "merit[s] 
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whole Fourth Gospel in Historical Reliability ofJohns Gospel (200 1 ). Because his 

interest is whether "the ideas in this discourse, however they may have been rephrased, 

do go back to Jesus himself,"21 the comparison of ideas between the Fourth Gospel and 

the Synoptics therefore becomes the major concern of his book.22 The monograph of 

Bartholoma, The Johannine Discourses and the Teaching ofJesus in the Synoptics (2012), 

focuses on the discourses in the Fourth Gospel.23 In this work he uses two indexes to 

examine the similarity between John and the Synoptics: "similarity in wording" and 

"similarity in content."24 These two criteria indicate that the major concern of 

Bartholoma is parallel concepts, and these results are later applied to evaluate the 

authenticity of Jesus' words in every discourse.25 

From the review above, we can see that earlier works have analyzed Jesus' 

discourses in detail, but their emphasis has been on the comparison of concepts or ideas. 

Another important character ofGospels- the way Jesus interacts with other 

serious consideration as a contribution to our knowledge of the historical facts concerning Jesus Chrisf' 

(Dodd, Historical Tradition, 423). The method ofDodd has been applied by some scholars who intend to 

deal with the problem of authenticity, including Blomberg and Bartholoma (see the discussion below). Due 

to the focus of this thesis, I will focus only on the comparison of texts and will not involve the discussion of 

John's authenticity. 

21 Blomberg, Historical Reliability, 113. 

22 For example, in comparing John 5:23, Blomberg states that "the language of honouring and 

dishonouring the Father through the Son closely resembles Synoptic texts like Matt I 0:40, 18:5 and Mark 

9:37" (Blomberg, Historical Reliability, 114). Through these comparisons, Blomberg identifies the points at 

which "criteria like multiple attestation and coherence apply" and help him to define the authenticity of 

each pericope. See Blomberg, Historical Reliability, 291. 

23 In this book he compares John 3:1-21,4:1-30,6:22-59,8:12-59, 14:1-31, and 20:11-29. 

24 See Bartholomii, Johannine Discourses, 85-90, especially the summary table in 89. 

25 See the conclusion in Bartholomii, Johannine Discourses, 414. 


http:discourse.25
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characters - has not been intentionally handled. 26 This, however, is an indispensible 

part ofGospel comparison, because a Gospel is not composed of a series ofpropositions 

but contains many stories. That is to say, besides the content ofJesus' utterances, the way 

he speaks to other characters is also preserved in the ancient tradition inherited by each 

Gospel author. Therefore, to describe the relationship between Gospels, one should check 

not only the concepts or ideas ofutterances, but also the way that Jesus interacts with 

others using language. The works ofDodd, Blomberg and Bartholoma have examined 

the correspondence ofcontents in John and the Synoptics, and therefore this thesis will 

cast a wider net and investigate aspects of Jesus' words that are not treated in their 

research. My method would be applicable to any combination of characters in these 

narratives, but in this thesis I will concentrate on public interactions between Jesus and 

his fellow Jews. 

26 A brief address ofthis topic was found in Dodd's 1967 paper, in which he briefly discussed two kinds of 
relationship: one is Jesus and disreputable characters, and another is Jesus and his disciples. However, the 
way Dodd evaluates their relationship is still based on the content of their spoken words. See Dodd, 
"Portrait ofJesus," 196-98. 
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CHAPTER 2: THEORY AND METHOD 

1. Register Analysis on Narrative 

A. Register and Context of Situation 

One simple approach to catch the concept of "register" is to start from our 

everyday experience. For instance, the way one speaks with his family members is surely 

different from the way one writes to his customers. In the former context, we may write 

"I just wanted to let you know that," while in the later we may write "I am writing to 

inform you that.'.27 Both situations may involve the same topic, but the wording is very 

different. A speaker or writer knows which kind ofwords or expressions are suitable for a 

specific situation, and this consciousness constrains the way s/he expresses himself or 

herself. Halliday himself provides a definition ofregister: 

The notion ofregister is at once very simple and very powerful. It refers to the 

fact that the language we speak or write varies according to the type of situation.... 

What the theory ofregister does is to attempt to uncover the general principles 

which govern this variation, so that we can begin to understand what situation 

factors determine what linguistic features. 28 

Hence, understanding the causes of the variation of language is the major interest of 

register analysis.Z9 The concept ofregister is "a framework for approaching varieties of 

27 Hudson, Sociolinguistics, 49. 
28 Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic, 31-32. Also refer to Porter, "Register in the Greek," 200. 
29 Besides Halliday's variety-based model, Hudson developed another model, item-based model to analyze 
register. See Hudson, Sociolinguistics, 51. In this paper I adopt Halliday's model. 

http:analysis.Z9
http:that.'.27
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language from the perspective of their use in context. "30 This leads to another important 

notion, namely, context of situation. 

According to Halliday, Malinowski was the first one to introduce the concept of 

"context of situation."31 He developed this concept when he did research in the 

Trobriand Islands of the South Pacific. In his fieldwork, he observed that two kinds of 

language were being used. The first one was used in daily work, for example, fishing. In 

such activity, people used language to communicate with each other: when the ship was 

close to the shore, people on the shore would shout to those on the boat; in a canoe 

competition, people would also use language to deliver strategy. All these wordings 

involved a pragmatic use of language; they were used in a specific cultural environment 

that Malinowski came to call a "context of situation." 

Subsequent work has more fully developed Malinowski's notion, so that we can 

now say that context of situation is the socio-cultural context of a text. In fact, we can say 

that a series ofwordings only functions as a "text" when it manifests a social context. 

When these words are expressed in sounds or in written symbols, they convey meanings 

and therefore make the communication between people become possible. According to 

Halliday, a successful communication is a complex process: people within the 

30 Porter, "Dialect and Register," 197. 

31 Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, 6. 
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conversation listen to others, predict what others may say, and respond properly 

according to the situation, all ofwhich facilitates effective communication. 32 Ifone 

participant fails to follow, the conversation may cease (and therefore fails). 

Hence, the question is: is there a proper method to predict what to say and 

therefore facilitate the communication? According to Halliday, a workable way is to 

predict according to context of situation. Halliday defmes three components that can be 

used to analyze the social context of a text: 

1. The field ofdiscourse refers to what is happening, to the nature of the social 

action that is taking place. 

2. The tenor of discourse refers to who is taking part, to the nature of the 

participants, their statuses and roles. 

3. The mode of discourse refers to what part the language is playing, what it is that 

the participants are expecting the language to do for them in that situation. 33 

These are the three features of a context that influence the language ofa text. 

Since a text is generated in a context of situation, these three factors would always "leave 

a 'trace' in the text; what is relevant to the context of situation would be illuminated by 

the language of the text. "34 This statement implies that each category is realized through 

some kind of elements in the text (these elements are the "traces" of the corresponding 

context of situation). Halliday defines three elements in the text to describe the 

32 Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, 9. 
33 Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, 12. 
34 Hasan, "Place ofContext," 176. 
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relationship between text and context of situation: field is realized by experiential 

meanings, tenor is realized by interpersonal meanings, and mode is realized in textual 

meanings.35 

Along similar lines, Land in his recent dissertation suggests that a context consists 

of"some sphere ofhuman experience," "discourse participants who are enacting an 

activity that entails a particular set ofparticipant relations and roles," and "a mode of 

conveying information" (italic original), which are realized respectively by experiential, 

interpersonal, and textual meanings.36 For clarity ofdiscussion, I will follow Land's 

approach to these three contextual features. 

B. Contextual Configuration 

Following the concept of context of situation, Hasan introduces the concept of 

contextual configuration (CC)- a combination of field, tenor and mode- to describe a 

situation type. 37 Each of the three parameters "may be thought of as a variable that is 

represented by some specific values."38 For example, the variable field may have the 

value of "manager" or ''teacher"; the variable tenor may allow a choice between 

35 Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, 26. 

36 Land, "Integrity," 73. In identifying the relationship between context and text, Land argues that ''because 

different verbal actions ... correlate most strongly with different interpersonal meanings," "what is 

happening" and "who are taking part'' should be understood as interpersonal notions (Land, "Integrity," 73, 

n. 19). 

37 Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, 55. 

38 Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, 55. 
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"command" or "ask a question"; and the variable mode may be "written" or "spoken". 

Some of the possible combinations include: 

The manager commands the staff in speech. 

The teacher asks the student a question in speech. 

The manager asks the staff a question in an e-mail. 

The teacher commands the student in an e-mail. 

According to Hasan, each of these entries is a CC-"a specific set ofvalues that realizes 

field, tenor and mode. "39 In describing a CC, all three elements must be included; that is, 

the three variables work together to motivate the appearance of a specific text. "If text 

can be described as 'language doing some job in some context,' then it is reasonable to 

describe it as the verbal expression of a social activity; the CC is an account of the 

significant attributes of this social activity. ,.4o 

Since CC represents a specific combination of field, tenor and mode, it means that 

"each context of situation corresponds to a location along the dimension of register 

variation-that is, to a register.'.41 And, based on the delicacy which one assigns to each 

variable, the range of its corresponding register varies. Hence, one can defme a CC which 

links to a specific register, or a CC which links to whole "families" of registers. For 

example, recipes, car repair instructions, and furniture assembly instructions represent 

39 Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, 55. 
40 Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, 56. 
41 Matthiessen, "Register in the Round," 236. 

http:register.'.41
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different registers. But, they can be grouped into a family of''procedural registers," for 

they contain a similar kind of tenor and mode, and only vary in field (i.e. different sphere 

ofhuman experience).42 Matthiessen uses one figure to express the concept ofregister 

variation (Figure 2.1 ). Each CC has its corresponding register. These registers overlap 

one another, but because of the difference in CC, each register also has its uniqueness. 

This concept will be applied to defme the texts to be analyzed in this research . 

••••· ~3 

•••• regl$tet 2 

•••• regl$tetl 

Figure 2.143 

C. Dual Context of Situation 

My discussion to this point has dealt with examples where only one context of 

42 Matthiessen, "Register in the Round," 236. Another example is introduced by Halliday (cited by 

Matthiessen) to characterize scientific English: "in field, extending, transmitting or exploring knowledge in 

the physical, biological or social science; in tenor, addressed to specialists, learners or laymen, from within 

the same group (e.g. speCialist to specialist) or across groups (e.g. lecturer to students); and in mode, phonic 

or graphic channel, most incongruent (e.g. formal "written language" with graphic channel) or less so (e.g. 

formal with phonic channel), and with variation in rhetorical function--expository, hortatory, polemic, 

imaginative and so on." See Halliday, "Language Physical Science," 162. 

43 Matthiessen, "Register in the Round," 237. 
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situation exists, such as conversations between two persons, lectures, or a business letter. 

In these cases, there is only one context: the one in which these participants are involved. 

However, in some situations, a text may contain two types of contexts-as for example, 

in story-telling. Because the Gospels fall in this category, I will briefly discuss this 

complication. 

In previous sections, I mentioned that Malinowski developed the concept of 

"context of situation" while doing research on a South Pacific island. There, in addition 

to the kind of language which is pragmatically used in daily life, he also observed another 

kind of language that is not as obviously linked to a context of situation. For instance, 

Malinowski observed that people on the island would gather together to listen to stories. 

On the surface, the story can exist by itself. That is, it can be told in the morning or in the 

evening, in a room or besides the shore, to a small group of people or to a large group of 

people. But, from another point ofview, these stories are not so "isolated." In fact, they 

have their own function when they are told in a specific context of situation. For example, 

when there is famine in the island, a story regarding how people help each other during 

tough times is told. Hence, story-telling has a function of community solidarity and 

enhancement of the group's well-being. In this way, the telling ofa specific story has an 
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indirect relevance to the pragmatic context of situation.44 

This phenomenon illustrates the concept of dual context ofsituation.45 The first 

context is the one of the narrator, who tells the story in a specific context involving 

elements ofhis or her contemporary world. This immediate context may influence the 

way s/he tells a story, and the telling also brings about practical effects on that context. 

Another context is the one of the narrative world, which is "an imaginary one of the story 

6itself.'.4

If we observe a Gospel text, we can fmd that both types oftexts can be found in 

the Gospel. The first type is for direct communication, such as Luke 1: 1-4 and John 

20:30-31. These texts are direct instructions or comments from the author, and are 

expected to bring about pragmatic influence on its audiences. Another type is for indirect 

communication, and they occupy the major portion of a Gospel text. In these texts, a 

Gospel author does not state a proposition directly (e.g. "Jesus has the ability to heal") 

but communicates with his audience by telling stories. 47 On the one hand, these stories 

44 Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, 7. Malinowski's dual contexts suggest ''the 

simultaneous operation of two contexts, which though related were yet distinct" (Hasan, "Place of Context," 

176). 

45 Hasan, "Place ofContext," 176. 

46 Hasan, "Place of Context," 176. According to Hasan, narrating may be divided into inventing (e.g. tale 

or novella) or recounting (e.g. biography or a news story) (Hasan, "Speaking with Reference," 294). 

However, in this research such distinction is not crucial, because it does not affect the analysis regarding 

the interaction between story participants. 

47 For the convenience ofdiscussion, I use the term "story" here. This term does not mean that the content 

it refers to is non-historical. However, the historicity of the content belongs to another area ofdiscussion 

and not in the scope of this paper. 
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are used to communicate with the external world. On the other hand, narrating creates a 

story universe in which story characters interact with each other, and the dialogues or 

monologues within the story are the texts realized in a specific story context. 

Since the information ofa story context is described in the background of each 

story (e.g. time, place, participants, etc), one can create a text database based on a 

specific CC, and then use that database to examine the characteristic of the corresponding 

register. For example, if one is interested in the register of the public teaching of Jesus, 

Matt 5-7 will be selected because it is an open speech to the crowds and the disciples 

(Matt 5:1), but Matt 24-25 will be excluded for it is a private talk (Kat' '[<SLav) between 

Jesus and his disciples (Matt 24:3). With similar concepts, I will defme a specific CC 

value so that conversations of the same story register may be properly picked out and 

examined. 

D. Summary and Texts to Be Analyzed 

Up to now I have introduced the major concepts that will be used in this research. 

Halliday's notion of register connects a text to its context and provides a systemic 

approach (experiential, interpersonal, and textual meaning) to examine a text; contextual 

configuration correlates contextual parameters (field, tenor, and mode) to registers and 

can be used to select proper texts (i.e. texts of the same register) for this research; dual 
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context effectively describes the nature of the Gospels and provides a foundation for 

analyzing depicted conversations between Jesus and other Jews. 

The Fourth Gospel and two Synoptic Gospels, Mark and Luke, will be analyzed in 

this research,48 and three criteria will be used to select target texts. (1) The "fellow Jews" 

defined in this thesis include various Jewish leaders49 in these Gospels and "the Jews"50 

in the Fourth Gospel. (2) Only those dialogues which happen in public and between Jesus 

and a group ofJews will be analyzed.5
1 (3) My analysis will not include the pericopes 

regarding the trial of Jesus, because dialogues in the court instantiate a register that is 

different from the one used when Jesus speaks to Jews in a sphere other than the sphere 

of a legal court. The texts to be analyzed are summarized in Appendix 1. 

48 Due to limited space, I have to decide which Gospels should be included in this research. Since the aim 
of this thesis is to address the "independence of the Fourth Gospel," I have decided to keep the three 
Gospels listed above because the Gospel ofMatthew is believed to have least dependence on the Gospel of 
John. The level ofdependency can be found in many commentaries. For example, Keener summarizes that 
"it has been argued that John used Matthew .... Scholars more often affirm that John used Luke .... Most 
often scholars who think John used another Gospel suggest that he used Mark" (Keener, Gospel ofJohn, 
40); Neirynck also states ~hat "dependence on Matthew was regarded as much more problematic" 
(Neirynck, "John 1975-1990," 16). 
49 These leaders include the Pharisees, the scribes, the chiefpriests, the elders, the lawyers, and Sadducees. 
50 The meaning of John's usage of''the Jews" has been widely discussed among scholars (see for example, 
Keener, Gospel ofJohn, 219-28). Carson suggests that "most commonly it refers to the Jewish leaders" 
(Carson, Gospel According to John, 142), though this term may also contain an ironical sense to represent 
''the Jewish leaders in [John]'s day who are endeavoring to centralize Jewish authority" (Keener, Gospel of 
John, 227). Therefore, direct speeches ofthis group are included in this research. On the contrary, the 
participants such as ''the crowds" (e.g. John 6:25--40 and 7:20-24) do not refer to Jewish leaders and their 
words will not be included in this analysis. 
51 John 3:1-15 is excluded because this dialogue occurs in a private scene. Mark 12:28-34 and Luke 
7:36--49, 10:25-37, 11:37-54, 13:10-17 and 14:12-14 are not selected because though these words are 
spoken in public, they are not addressed to a group ofJews but to a specific person. 
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2. A Method for Analyzing Gospel Texts 

In the second part of this chapter, I will describe the methods to analyze the 

language used in exchanges between Jesus and the Jews. I will approach this topic from 

three angles. First, I will examine the structure of these exchanges as moves, which will 

focus on the analysis of independent clauses. Then, I will analyze the Subject(s) of these 

exchanges, that is, the things that are being negotiated in dialogue. Finally, I will examine 

the dependent clauses in each utterance, since these represent extra ideational content 

attached to each move. 

A. Independent Clause Analysis 

In the first part, I will analyze conversations between Jesus and the Jews as moves 

in exchange. This analysis intends to understand how a speaker does things to others 

through language. 52 

(1) Speech function analysis 

The first two features pertaining to speech function analysis are speech roles and 

commodities exchanged. According to Halliday, each participant has a speech role in an 

interaction, giving or demanding. This role is not one-sided, for when one speaker does 

something himself, ''he is also requiring something of the listener." In other words, 

Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic, 112. 52 
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"giving implies receiving and demanding implies giving in response."53 Therefore, in a 

dialogue, a speaker and his/her addressee is respectively assigned a speech role: one is 

active, and another is complementary. Another fundamental element in an interaction 

event is the commodity which is exchanged in a conversation. According to their nature, 

the commodity may be either goods-&-services or information. When these two variables 

are combined, four primary speech functions and the expected & discretionary response 

types can be defmed.54 In analyzing the speech function ofJesus and the Jews, I will use 

the features of these two sub-systems SPEECH ROLE and COMMODITY as my starting 

point, and when the terms statement, command or question are used, they represent a 

specific combination of features of these two systems. 

Another reason to use these two sub-systems is that this approach can examine the 

non-verbal objects that are involved in an exchange. When the object demanded by a 

speaker is not information but goods-&-services, the expected response of this 

requirement is the provision ofthis specific object. For example, in Mark 12:15-16, when 

Jesus says cpepE'tE IJ.OL a,vapLOV '(va '(ow to the Pharisees, they follow this instruction to 

53 Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic, 107. 

54 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 107-08. These four primary speech functions are offer, 

command, statement, and question. Along this line, expected and discretionary responses (total eight terms) 

can also be defined. Expected responses to these four initiation speech functions are acceptance, 

undertaking, acknowledgement, and answer; discretionary responses to them are rejection, refusal, 

contradiction, and disclaimer. See the table in Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, I 08. 
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bring one (ot &€ ~vEyKav). In this situation, language "has a more ancillary function"55 

and "is brought in to help the process along. "56 Through this expected action, the 

interaction between conversation partners is realized "socially," that is, "realized by 

patterns of social behaviour."57 In my analysis, actions of this sort will be understood as 

a move of the addressee. The two systems, SPEECH ROLE and COMMODITY, are 

shown as the two figures below. 

ROLE •[ :::and ??MMOOilY c :;:.::::~servkes 

Figure 2.2 

The third feature of a move is its relationship with its preceding and next move. 

According to Halliday, this feature is described by the subsystem MOVE, which contains 

two terms: initiating and responding, and response type can be further divided into two 

types, an expected response and a discretionary one. 58 This system can be used to 

describe a conversation that has an initiation, which is realized with a full clause (e.g. 

55 Thompson, Functional Grammar, 4 7. 

56 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 107. Martin also indicates that "when negotiating information 

we expect a verbal reponse (or gesture), whereas when negotiating goods-and-services we expect action" 

(Martin and Rose, Working with Discourse, 223). 

57 Matthiessen et al., Key Terms, 104. Matthiessen states that "the elements ofa generic, or contextual, 
structure may be realized semiotically or socially. When they are realized semiotically, they are realized by 
patterns of meaning, in the semantic system of language .... When they are realized socially, they are 
realized by patterns of social behaviour. This happens only in 'doing' contexts" (Matthiessen et al., Key 
Terms, 104). 
58 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 108. 
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Tiocrouc; &p-couc; EXE'tE; [Mark 6:38]), and a response, which is here realized with an 

elliptical clause (e.g. TIEV"CE, Kat Mo tx8Uac;).59 In this type of interaction, the initiator 

defines a role for himself and at the same time sets a complementary role for his dialogue 

partner. In Mark 6:38 discussed above, the addressee fills the slot which is left open in the 

question, therefore completing this exchange. 

However, in a real conversation, besides this kind of typical response, an 

addressee can respond to the initiator in various ways. For example, he may just reject the 

role assigned by the initiator and respond to him indirectly with another question, as what 

Jesus does to Pilate when Pilate interrogates him inside the praetorian (John 18:33-38).60 

In the term ofEggins, this response is defmed as rejoinder moves. Different from 

responding moves, which ''just negotiate what is already on the table," rejoinder moves 

"query it (demanding further details) or reject it (offering alternative explanations)."61 

While the former "move the exchange towards completion," the latter "in some way 

prolong the exchange,"62 as what is observed in John 18:33-38 introduced above. 

By expanding the system network regarding a move to further delicacy, 63 Eggins 

59 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 108-09. 
60 For example, in John 18:33 when Pilate asks Jesus au EL ol3aaLA.Euc; -rwv 'Iou5a:Lwv; Jesus replies him with 
another question ri1TO aEO:U"tOU au "tOU"tO AEyHc; ~ lf.Uot ElTIOV aot 1TEpL Ef.LOu; A detailed analysis on their 
dialogue can be found in Land, "Jesus before Pilate," 13-22. 
61 Eggins and Slade, Casual Conversation, 207. 
62 Eggins and Slade, Casual Conversation, 200. 
63 This system network is shown on Eggins and Slade, Casual Conversation, 192. Each item in the system 
(open, continue, respond, and rejoinder) contains various delicate choices and is addressed in Eggins and 

http:18:33-38).60
http:tx8Uac;).59
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provides a revised model to analyze casual conversations. One strong point of her model 

is that it covers the situation in which a response (i.e. rejoinder) does not follow the 

agenda defined by the addresser. 

However, one shortcoming ofher model is that she does not indicate which move 

should be identified as an "open" move, 64 and therefore though her model can be applied 

to a conversation longer than a typical initiating-responding pair, most moves, according 

to her coding, are identified as reacting moves--different types of reacting moves. 65 That 

is to say, in her analysis, most moves in a conversation are interpreted as a series of 

responses to a far-preceding initiating move. 66 When most moves are identified as 

responses, the relationship between these moves may be overlooked. 

Therefore, although I intend to expand Halliday's system ofMOVE so that it can 

be applied to a conversation longer than a typical initiating-responding pair, I will not 

adopt the approach ofEggins. Different from Eggins's system, my method will focus on 

Slade, Casual Conversation, 192-213. 

move c··········· open . 
•m m mm ~ • sustain 	 .•m• •••••• r contmu-[e respond


""""'"'L.. react . . .... 

rejoinder 

64 Or in Halliday's term, an initiate move (Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 108). 
65 See Eggins's coding on a casual conversation listed in Eggins and Slade, Casual Conversation, 170-73. 
66 Martin indicates that without a proper definition ofa response, one may "run into the problem of 
deciding how much change we allow before a move stops being a response" (Martin and Rose, Working 
with Discourse, 233). 
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the relationship between one move and its immediate preceding and next move.67 Two 

system networks will be introduced in my analysis. The first one is PRECEDING MOVE, 

which examines the nature of a preceding move. A move which does not have a 

preceding move will be labelled as none. Amove after the same speaker's utterance will 

be marked as self Only when a move is after another speaker's utterance, the two labels 

introduced by Halliday, initiating and responding, will be introduced.68 Ifthe target move 

replies to its preceding utterance without introducing other new elements, it will be 

interpreted as a responding. This type ofmove fills the slot left open in the previous 

move, either in an expected or a discretionary way. 69 If the addressee does not accept the 

role assigned to him (e.g. carrying out a command or answering a question) but adds a 

new element or changes the topic under discussion, he in fact assigns himself as an 

initiator of a new tum and at the same time assigns a complementary role to his 

addressee.70 This move therefore will be labelled as redirecting. From this perspective, in 

a series ofmoves in a conversation, the role of a speaker changes continuously. When 

there is a change of speaker, one must examine the nature ofa move based on its 

67 According to Hasan, every progressive message in a dialogue "can be viewed from two mutually 
non-exclusive perspectives: (i) what is the preceding textual environment for the message, and (ii) what 
textual environment the message itself creates for the addressee." See Hasan, "Semantic Variation," 254. 
68 See Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 108. 
69 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 108. 
70 Martin and Rose, Working with Discourse, 233. Martin indicates that "a response does not allow for 
changes to the nub of the argument (its Subject), or to the content ofwhat is being argued about in the rest 
of the clause .... Any move making changes of this kind would not be considered a reponse but a new 
initiating move." 
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relationship with its preceding move. The system network ofPRECEDING MOVE is 

illustrated in Figure 2.3. 

~~~~~~--L ::e r self. redirecting 

~ other-[···.. . expected
...... -c········ 

. response ..... . 
,. .. discretionary 

Figure 2.3 

Another feature ofa move is its relationship with the next move. Part of this issue 

regards the "textual environment the message itself creates for the addressee,"71 but this 

is not the only factor. In a real conversation, other elements, such as a waiting after a 

statement, hint that an addressee is to give a response. However, unlike a transcript ofa 

daily conversation in which data of this sort can be recorded, conversations in a story do 

not have this information. Therefore, I will identify this relationship by examining what 

happens after an utterance is made, that is, who makes the next move. If that move is 

from another speaker-no matter if it is a comment, 72 an action, 73 or silence 74-I will 

71 Hasan, "Semantic Variation," 254. For example, as Hasan indicates there, ''when a question is asked, this 
creates a textual environment with the expectation that the addressee will respond." 
72 For example, in Luke 20:16, after Jesus says EAEOOE'I:In Kat aTioAEOEL 'touc; yEwpyoUc; "tothouc; Kat OWaEL "tov 
aJ..I.1TEAwva lilloLc;, the crowds surrounding him says J.L~ YEVOL'to. 
73 In John 10:31, after Jesus says Eyw Kat 6 Tia't~p €v EOJ.I.EV the narrator indicates that "the Jews picks up 
stones again to stone Him." 
74 Halliday indicates that a speaker may provide a discretionary response by refusing to answer the 
question altogether (Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 109). However, because the conversations 
analyzed in this research are not transcripts, we do not know if there is any pause after one utterance. 
Therefore, I will use the aside from the narrator to reconstruct the exchange in these conversations. For 
example, because the narrator specifically indicates that "the Jews are silent" after Jesus' question (E~Eanv 

http:EOJ.I.EV
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assume that the speaker has created an environment that invites others to respond and the 

move will be labelled as other. On the contrary, if a speaker does not stop but continues 

to the next move, I will assume that s/he does not create room for a response and the 

move will be labelled as self This distinction is especially helpful to identify a rhetorical 

question, which does not expect a response from addressees. 75 Finally, the last move of 

an exchange will be labelled as none, which means that Jesus or the Jews make no other 

moves after this move. These are the elements in the system network NEXT MOVE 

(Figure 2.4). 

..*C none 
"""··................,.,.~,oo-·····""'····""'·Pvl""'?""'..... self
v E

yes -[ . other 

Figure 2.4 

In most cases, moves are made directly to one's dialogue partner. But in some 

situations, a move that is not made directly to a dialogue partner can still impact an 

exchange. For example, in Mark 2:16-17, the Jews do not speak to Jesus but to his 

disciples, but Jesus hears their words and then speaks to them. Moves of this type will be 

categorized as indirect moves. On the contrary, the moves that are directed at the other 

te\) cra.~[3chq> 9Epa.1TEooa.L ~ ou; [Luke 14:3]), I interpret this silence as a discretionary response from the Jews. 

On the contrary, when such asides are not found (e.g. Jesus' question in Luke ll:19), I will assume that 

current speaker makes another move after his question. 

75 This phenomenon is frequent!y found in Jesus' utterance. For example, in Luke I 1 : 19, after raising a 

question (EL OE EYW EV BEEA(E~OUA EK[Xillw tel OOLf.LOVLa., OL utol u~v EV tLVL EK[XillouaLv), Jesus does not 

stop but continues his utterance (&La -couto a.u-col uiJ.wv Kptta.l €crovta.L). 
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3Turn I 1 

Move 1j 21 3 4 

speaker in a dialogue are called direct moves. 

When there is a change of speaker, a new turn begins. While a move is the 

minimum unit in a conversation, a turn contains the total moves that are made by a 

certain speaker before s/he stops speaking or before another participant begins to speak. 

Therefore, a conversation may contain various numbers of turns, and a turn may contain 

various numbers ofmoves. The figure below illustrates a conversation between 2 

speakers that consists of 3 turns. 

Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speakerl 

Figure 2.5 

(2) Lexicogrammar Analysis 

Move is an interpersonal semantic unit of dialogue, and at the lexicogrammar 

level it is realized by a clause.76 According to Hasan, there are two types ofmoves: 

punctuative moves and progressive moves. 77 Punctuative move are realized by minor 

clauses (e.g. ELp~VT] UIJ.LV, woavva) and serve the function of"locutionary and/or 

expressive guidance."78 They "guide the flow of interaction, often punctuating its 

76 Matthiessen et al., Key Terms, 147. 
77 Hasan, "Semantic Networks," 118. Land has applied this concept in the interpersonal meaning analysis 
of2 Corinthians. See Land, "Integrity," 83-92. 
78 Hasan, "Semantic Networks," 118. 

http:clause.76
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stages,"79 but do not describe the nature regarding what is happening.80 As to 

progressive moves, they are the "interactive moves by means ofwhich most situations 

advance towards completion."81 This type of move is realized by afree clause,82 which 

serves to "enact a proposition or a proposal in dialogue by realizing a speech functional 

selection."83 Free clauses are the focus of this section. 

Under this fundamental structure, one exception should be mentioned here. In 

some instances a finite clause serves the function of a preface,84 and the projected clause 

immediately after it is the clause that "really advances the relevant context of situation."85 

The most famous clause of this kind is the locution of Jesus, UIJ.~V t..E.yw U!J.LV on. Besides 

this one, in the conversation of the Gospel this structure is used with various verbs, such 

as lTLO'tEUE'tE on (Matt 9:28), o'(oa-rE on (Matt 20:25), YLVWOKE'tE on (Matt 24:33) or 

!J.E!J.IXpTl)p'llKIX on (John 1:34). Jn SOme instances a directive clause (see the discussion 

below) may also serve this function, as the command which the Jews speak (Ei.Tiov ~!J.'iv) 

before their question (E:v 1TOL~ E~oua(cy. ...?). Since a projecting clause does not realize a 

move by itself, it will not be counted as an ordinary free clause. 

79 Hasan, "Semantic Networks," 118. 

80 Land, "Integrity," 83. 

81 Land, "Integrity," 83. 

82 Matthiessen et al., Key Terms, 147. 

83 Matthiessen, "Descriptive Motifs," 614. 

84 Hasan, "Semantic Networks," 118. 

85 Land, "Integrity," 91. 
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According to Matthiessen, the speech functions are realized grammatically 

through the MOOD system. In English, this system defines three major clause types: 

imperative, declarative and interrogative, which respectively realize the speech functions 

of command, statement and question.86 The relationship between these three moods is 

illustrated as the figure below:87 

-L
declarative 

MOOD 1YPE ,, - indicative 
, HH •• • "" • • • L . . . .interrogative 

, , . imperative 

Figure 2.6 

Unfortunately, the terminology used by Matthiessen has the potential to cause 

confusion when it is applied to NT Greek, because in Greek grammar the terms indicative 

and imperative are used with reference to specific verbal mood forms. For the clarity of 

discussion, therefore, I will use the expressions informative clause and directive clause 

for the clause types mentioned above, leaving the terms indicative and imperative for the 

traditional verb forms. The system network CLAUSE is diagrammed below. This system 

contains three major clause types: directive clause, declarative clause and interrogative 

clause, which respectively realize the speech functions of command, statement and 

86 As to the fourth speech function, the offer, it is not grammaticalized "as a distinct mood type" 

(Matthiessen, "Descriptive Motifs," 611). "Its pattern of realization is more delicate" (Land, "Sacrificing 

Sacrifices," 35, n. 131). 

87 Matthiessen, "Descriptive Motifs," 613. 
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question. 

declarative dause!0.[CLAUSE ...~ "... informativedause . . 
""···""'··~""''"··""''~··-",..~,..-····""'···"""····"""··""" Interrogativedause..··'""·.,..,.. 

. . . .... directive clause 

Figure 2.7 

As to the verbal mood forms, Porter suggests that these forms are used "to 

grammaticalize the language user's perspective on the relation of the verbal action to 

reality," or, in brief, to "indicate the speaker's attitude toward the event."88 Attitudes 

expressed in these forms include assertion (indicative form), direction (imperative form), 

projection with low contingency (subjunctive form) and projection with high contingency 

(optative form). 89 Because of the attitude expressed by these verbal forms, one fmds that 

informative clauses employ indicative, subjunctive, and optative verbs, whereas directive 

clauses employ imperative verbs. But it must also be remembered that different clause 

types and verbal attitudes can be used to realize each of the speech functions. For 

example, in 1 Cor 10:8 an informative clause with the attitude ofprojection realizes the 

speech function of command ijJ.T)OE TiopvEUW!J.EV), a very common usage of this clause 

90type. In Luke 13:35, however, Jesus says to the Jews ou ll~ '(oT)tE !J.E. In this latter 

88 Porter, Idioms, 50. 

89 Porter, Idioms, 50-61; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 163-78. The future verb form, which is not listed here, 

conveys expectation (Porter, Idioms, 43-44). 

90 On the series ofcommands in I Cor 10:6-11, see Land, "Sacrificing Sacrifices," 96-97. Porter indicates 
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example, the same clause type with the same verbal attitude realizes the speech function 

ofgiving information, because Jesus is not directing the Jews' behaviour but merely 

projecting something that is very likely to happen in the future. 

Finally, in NT Greek the formally distinguishing feature ofa question is the 

question mark (;) placed by the editor at the end of a clause. 91 There are two basic 

question types: polar interrogatives, for yes/no questions, and elemental interrogatives, 

for content questions.92 In Greek, the former can be further distinguished into questions 

with or without expectations.93 A question without expectation requires the addressee to 

agree or disagree with a proposal or proposition but does not imply the expectation of the 

addresser. Mark 14:61 is a question of this type: au EL 0 XPLO!O£;; 0 utoc; !OU EUAOYTJ!OU; For 

a question with expectation, it is indicated by the use of negative particles. While a 

question expecting a negative answer is normally negated by j..L~, as the question raised by 

the crowd regarding Jesus (o XPLOtoc; o-rav EA81J ll~ ITAELOVIX OTJj..LELIX ITOL~OEL wv ou-roc; 

ETIOLTJOEv; [John 7:31]), a question anticipating a positive answer usually contains the 

that "the semantic feature grammaticalized by the non-indicative mood forms is one of 'projection' in the 
mind of the speaker or writer.... The close relation among the non-indicative mood forms is seen ... in the 
fact that imperatives and subjunctives may appear in similar commanding and forbidding contexts" (Porter, 
Idioms, 52-53). 
91 Porter, Idioms, 276. 
92 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 114. 
93 The subtypes ofmajor question types differ from language to language. A brief summary can be found 
on Matthiessen, "Descriptive Motifs," 613. These two types of questions are categorized as open questions 
and questions with negative participles (Porter, Idioms, 276-79). The category I use here is from the 
perspective ofa speaker, which is similar to the term of Land, non-leading question and leading question 
(Land, "Sacrificing Sacrifices," 36). 

http:expectations.93
http:questions.92
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particle ou, as the question raised by Jesus to the crowds (Ei. oE: -rov x6p-rov -rou &.ypou 

Different from polar questions, an elemental interrogative expects the addressee to 

provide specific information to the question. Based on the selection available to the 

addressee, elemental interrogatives can be divided into two types: restricted questions or 

open questions.94 While the former require an addressee to select from limited 

alternatives (e.g. Jesus asks the scribes -r( Eanv EUKOTIW't"Epov, ELTIELV -rei) mxpa:A.unKci)· ... ~ 

ELTIEI.v ... ;[Mark 2:9]), the latter do not limit the range ofpossible answers (e.g. Jesus 

asks the disciple Tioaou~ &p-rou~ EXE't"E; [Mark 6:38]). Figure 2.8 describes the various types 

of interrogatives in Hellenistic Greek. 

interrogative 

positive-anticipation 

negative-anticipation 

Figure 2.8 

94 Here I follow the terms used by Land. See Land, "Sacrificing Sacrifices," 36. 

http:questions.94
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(3) Independent clause analysis procedure 

The concepts introduced above will be used to analyze the moves made by Jesus 

and the Jews in these conversations. I will first examine the nature of the turns, and then 

the nature of the moves, and finally the function of these moves, especially focusing on 

the adjacent moves from different speakers. 

In the first part, the unit of analysis is a turn. Several things will be examined here, 

including the number of turns in a conversation, who are the initiator and the fmal 

speaker ofa conversation, the number ofmoves in a turn, and the other characters 

involved in the exchange between Jesus and the Jews. These analyses will provide us 

with an overall understanding on the nature of these conversations. 

In the second part, I will categorize these moves according to their speech 

function in an exchange and compare the tendency ofusage in each Gospel. The types of 

questions used in each Gospel will also be compared in this part. 

After examining the nature ofmoves used in each Gospel, in the third part I will 

examine how these moves are used as exchanges between speakers. I will especially 

focus on the adjacent moves between different characters, for they reveal how a move is 

responded to by another speaker. The initial move and final move ofa conversation will 

also be examined, for they reveal how a conversation is initiated and how it is closed. 
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B. Subject Analysis 

In the previous section, a clause is understood as moves in an exchange between 

characters. In this section, I will focus on, what is being negotiated in each interaction. 

The element to be analyzed here is Subject of each clause. I will first discuss the meaning 

ofperson, and then introduce the meaning ofSubject in the functional linguistics. 

(1) Person 

The system ofPERSON contains two types of speech roles in a speech event: 

interactant (including speaker, speaker plus others, and addressee), and non-interactant. 95 

The former corresponds to the traditional category of first and second person, and the 

latter to third person. From a semantic point ofview, the relationship of first and second 

person is "more closely related than that of third person," since the latter does not involve 

any participants. 96 That is to say, third person is an effective approach to create distance 

"between speaker-addressee and others-events."97 While fust and second person express 

the involvement ofparticipants as Subjects ofnegotiation (therefore frequently found in 

the conversations), third person creates the image of an objective depiction (therefore 

used in the narrative part of the Gospel). A basic system network ofPERSON is 

95 Matthiessen et al., Key Terms, 126; Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 135. 
96 Porter, "Register in the Greek," 223; Levinson, Pragmatics, 69. 
97 Porter, "Register in the Greek," 223. 
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illustrated in the figure below. 

" first 

[~~~~~l.........·-~....
ili....i_ro_,..... . second 

Figure 2.9 

(2) Subject 

Traditional western grammar treats subject as a "purely grammatical element, 

operating at the syntactic level but without semantic significance. "98 However, 

Halliday's conception of Subject is quite different from this line of tradition. He points 

out that Subject is a term with interpersonal significance, and therefore the proper starting 

point to describe its function is to observe its role in a move.99 Subject is the "resting 

point of an argument,"100 the one that is "responsible for the functioning of the clause as 

an interactive event." In a goods-&-services clause, the Subject is responsible for 

realizing an offer or command; in a statement or a question, it represents that "on which 

the validity of the information is made to rest."101 With an element which takes 

responsibility, a clause becomes something "that can be argued about-something that 

98 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 119. 

99 Halliday states that the subject "is best understood by starting from the concept of the clause as an 

exchange, a move in dialogic interaction" (Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 119). 

100 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 118. 

101 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 117. 
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can be affirmed or denied, and also doubted, contradicted ... and so on."102 In the terms 

ofHasan, the Subject, together with the Finite, functions as the "interactional nub in a 

dialogic exchange."103 When the clauses are viewed as a realization ofvarious rhetorical 

activities,104 the central entity ofeach activity is typically realized by the entity that 

carries modal responsibility, that is, Subject. 105 The modal responsibility of the Subject is 

exemplified in the dialogue between Peter and various people (Luke 22:56-60): 

A woman: Kttl outoc; auv ttllt<i} ~v. 
' '1';::_. ' , ,Peter: OUK 0 Luu. IXUtOV, yuvaL. 

Aman: KIXL au E~ IXUtWV d. 

, a , , , 
Peter: av pumE, auK ELj.LL. 


Another man: E1r' &A.,ee(ac; KIXL outoc; j.J.Et' autou ~v. 


Peter: &vepume, ouK ol6a oA.€yeLc;. 


In this dialogue, the point of reference is on one person, Peter. It is the statement 

regarding Peter that is affirmed or denied. 

The semantic meaning of the Subject introduced above can also be applied to NT 

Greek, because though this language has its own lexicogrammar to realize the Subject, 

this structure is simply a different configuration of the same realizational means "that 

constitute the recognition criteria for formal categories in languages all over the 

102 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, II 0. 

103 Hasan, "Reflections on Subject," xxiii. 

104 The rhetorical activities defined by Cloran are explained in Cloran, "Defining and Relating," 364-65. 

105 Cloran, "Defining and Relating," 376. The term entity is "a semantic notion; its lexicogrammatical 

realization is effected through the selection of some nominal group having a function role in the clause" 

(Cloran, "Defining and Relating," 372). 
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world."106 Several features of this language have to be mentioned here. First, Greek is an 

inflected language, and the case of a noun (or pronoun) is indicated by its inflection. The 

primary case used as the grammatical Subject of a clause is the nominative case, though 

in some situations other cases may be used as Subjects.107 One exception is the genitive 

with the participle in a genitive absolute construction. For example, in Matt 6:3 the 

genitive aou is the Subject of the genitive absolute adverbial clause, aou 6E 'lJ'OLOUvt'O<; 

EAET)f.J.oauvrw. Second, however, the clause of Greek need not necessarily contain a 

Subject. 108 Though sometimes the Subject of a clause is explicitly indicated, in other 

cases the Subject is only implicitly designated by the inflection of the predicate verb. 109 

In this situation the thing to which the Subject refers has to be decided based on its 

co-text. Third, in Hellenistic, the word order of Subject and predicate is not flxed. 110 

According to Porter, when the Subject is expressed, the most common pattern is for the 

Subject to occur first (i.e. Subject-predicate structure). Sometimes reverse word order is 

also found, as illustrated in the utterance of Jesus, €~oua(av EXEL b uto<; -rou &v8pwTiou 

106 Hasan, "Reflections on Subject," xxiv. Hasan indicates that the three means to identifY the formal 

lexicogrammatical category are: syntagmatic means (i.e. sequential ordering), morphological means (i.e. 

inflection and concord), and phonological prosodic means (e.g. rhythm and intonation). NT Greek belongs 

to the second category. 

107 Porter, Idioms, 84. 

108 Porter, Idioms, 287. Greek verbs are "monolectic; that is, the one form contains information regarding 

the verbal action ... as well as information about the subject" (Porter, Idioms, 293). 

109 As to the basic structure of Greek clause, Porter concludes that "Greek bases its structure upon the 

predicate as its minimal unit" (Porter, Idioms, 295). 

110 As to the discussion of word order, see Porter, Idioms, 292-97. 
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&:<fl LEVIXL &~apt l.ac; (Mark 2: 1 0). The difference in position may adjust the weight of the 

Subject in a clause, 111 but it does not influence its semantic function as the resting point 

of an argument. This phenomenon only reflects NT Greek's flexibility in word order. In 

summary, these three features indicate how the Subject is realized in lexicogrammatical 

form in a Hellenistic Greek clause, and I will utilize these concepts to identify the Subject 

of each clause. 

Then, what is the thing under negotiation? That is to say, if"the Subject of the 

sentence variously 'stands for', 'refers to', or 'picks out' some real world entity and then 

predicates some proposition ofit,"112 what is the entity that is picked out for interaction? 

Here I will apply the concept ofsemantic domain analysis to categorize the topics that 

are tossed back and forth in the dialogue between Jesus and the Jews. 

Semantics may be defined as "the study ofmeaning,"113 and semantic domain 

analysis is a structural approach to semantics. 114 Porter and 0 'Donnell state: "A semantic 

domain or field consists ofwords related by the relations [of synonymy, antonymy, 

hyponymy, and meronymy], arranged into sub-domains and ordered in increasing degrees 

Ill When the subject is placed in the second or third position in the clause, "its markedness or emphasis 

apparently decreases" (Porter, Idioms, 296). 

1r2 Thibault, "Mood," 56. 

m Lyons, Theoretical Linguistics, 400. 

II

4 Lyons, Theoretical Linguistics, 429. 
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of speCificity.,I IS As to the analysis ofGreek New Testament, the Greek-English Lexicon 

ofthe New Testament based on Semantic Domains by Louw-Nida is a valuable source for 

reference. 

The nominal groups used as Subjects can be distinguished into two categories: 

specific things or individuals, and general ones. The former refer to the participants in a 

conversation such as Jesus and various Jewish sub-groups, and the latter refer to the 

external "things" which are mentioned by these participants. These general things will be 

the focus of this research. For example, in the dialogue between Jesus and the first 

would-be followers, subsequent terms are used as Subjects: o:l &.A.wrrEKEc;, -r& TIETELva mu 

oupo:vou, ouloc; -rou &.vBpwrrou (Luke 9:58). 

However, in NT Greek, besides nominal groups, other grammatical forms may 

also be used as Subjects. The simplest form of Subject is an article functioning 

pronominally,I
16 as the oin oiJ.EV ETIEOEV rro:p& -r~v M6v (Mark 4:4 ). In this clause, the 

article refers to arrEpj..Lo:, and this will be the thing to be analyzed. Sometimes participles 

may serve in the way as substantive and be used as Subject, like o-rpwywv iJ.Ou -r~v aapKo: 

Ko:l rr(vwv IJ.OU -ro o:lj..Lo: in John 6:54. In this situation, all the elements of this substantive, 

including the verb (-rpwywv, rr(vwv) and their objects (aapKo:, o:tiJ.o:), will be taken into 

115 Porter and O'Donnell, Discourse Analysis, 123, cited in Land, "Sacrificing Sacrifices," 44, n. 175. 
116 Porter,ldioms, 112. 
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account. Similar rules will be applied to the substantival relative clause which is used as 

Subject, as the word of Jesus in Mark 4:9: o~ EXH wta. ocKo&w. 
117 

(3) Subject analysis procedure 

The texts to be analyzed in this chapter include all the free and bound clauses used 

in these conversations. 118 The former are included because they are the clauses that can 

be negotiated, and the latter are included because they serve the function to support the 

free clauses and therefore can be treated as constraints to the negotiation. 119 The Subjects 

used in these two types of clauses realize the spheres of experiences that are being talked 

about by Jesus and the Jews. Projected clauses, however, will not be analyzed together 

with free and bound clauses because though the former are also the words of these two 

characters, they are the projected ideas of others (e.g. the citation of OT texts, or the 

spoken words of a story character) and are not negotiable in the exchanges. 

The analysis ofperson will be handled first, followed by a domain analysis based 

on the semantic domains defined by Louw-Nida. For the convenience of discussion, I 

will examine these domains based on the three principal classes defined by 

117 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 154-57; Porter, Idioms, 245-46. 
118 Here the bound clauses include both bound finite clauses and bound non-finite clauses (i.e. adverbial 
participles).

19 Non-finite bound clauses are not mentioned here because except for some special occasions such as 
genitive absolutes, the subjects of adverbial participles refer to the subjects of their main clause. ' 
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Louw-Nida: 120 the first part includes the domains of objects or entities (domains 1-12), 

the second part events (domains 13-57), and the third part abstracts (domains 58-91). In 

each part I will first examine the domains that are used by Mark and Luke, then compare 

John with these two Synoptic Gospels, and fmally check the domains which are peculiar 

to the Fourth Gospel. 

C. Dependent Clause Analysis 

Move is the basic unit of an utterance, and it is typically realized by a free fmite 

clause. In this section, I will examine how a speaker expands a fmite clause so that he 

may speak in a more precise manner. This is realized through the use of bound clauses. 

Unlike free clauses, which serve the function ofnegotiation and contribute to the progress 

of exchanges, bound clauses cannot enact propositions or proposals 121 and only "serve to 

support propositions and proposals."122 This research will focus on bound clauses that 

can be used to form clause complexes, including bound fmite clauses (e.g. dependent 

clauses and conditional clauses) and bound non-finite clauses (e.g. adverbial participles). 

Relative clauses are not included here because this type of clause "functions as a 

constituent within the structure of a [nominal] group" and does not have a direct 

120 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, vi. 

121 According to Halliday, "the semantic function ofa clause in the exchange of information is a 

proposition; the semantic function ofa clause in the exchange ofgoods-&-services is a proposal" (Halliday 

and Matthiessen, Introduction, Ill). 

122 Matthiessen, "Combining Clauses," 270. 
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relationship with the clause "within which it is embedded."123 

Halliday's system of clause complexing, which contains three system networks: 

TAXIS, LOGIC-SEMANTIC TYPE, and RECURSION, will be used to examine these 

dependent clauses. 124 The entry point of these three system networks is clause. As a 

person speaks, slhe decides how to connect this clause with the previous one (TAXIS), 

s/he decides what type of clause s/he wants to utter (LOGICO-SEMANTIC TYPE), and 

fmally, s!he decides if s/he wants to continue or stop (RECURSION). Therefore, in a 

conversation, while some moves are realized by a single free clause, some are realized by 

a clause complex. 

(1) Taxis 

The interdependency between these connected clauses is known as taxis. When 

two clauses with equal status are connected, their degree of interdependency is known as 

parataxis; on the contrary, when two connected clauses possess unequal status, it is 

known as hypo taxis. 125 Foil owing Halliday, I will use numerical notation ( 1 2 3 ... ) and 

the letters of the Greek alphabet (a ~ y ... ) to indicate the relationship between clauses. 

The clauses in a clause complex may be labelled as primary and secondary clauses. 126 

123 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 426. The relative clause which is used to describe a Subject has 

been discussed in previous section, for it belongs to part ofthe structure ofa Subject. 

124 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 373. 

125 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 373-76. 

126 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 376. Initiating I continuing (for parataxis), and dominant I 
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When a series of clauses is connected paratactically, the first clause is primary, and all the 

clauses after it are secondary. In a hypotactically connected complex, however, the 

primary clause does not always occur first: when the secondary clause occurs after the 

primary one, they form a progressive sequence, and when these clauses occur in a reverse 

sequence, they form a regressive sequence. 127 Any one pair of clauses related by 

interdependency is called as a clause nexus. 128 Besides this typical type of combination, 

sometimes what is being linked is not a single clause but rather a sub-complex, which is 

"a clause nexus in its own right."129 This phenomenon is called internal bracketing or 

"nesting." 

A typical way to recognize the taxis between two clauses is by observing the conjunction 

that is used to introduce a clause. 130 With parataxis, linkers such as Kex( or 5E will be 

found, and with hypotaxis, binders such as ~vex or o,;E will be used to indicate the type of 

relations between two clauses. 131 For example, John 6:50 is a clause complex which 

contains both types of taxis (an ex-~ l-P2 complex, Figure 2.1 0). This clause complex starts 

with a free clause. The second clause links to the fust one with a binder'(vex and creates a 

dependent (for hypotaxis) are the more specific terms for primary and secondary clause. But Halliday 

indicates that the more general terms (primary and secondary clause) are enough for discussion. 

127 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 393. 

128 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 375. 

129 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 376. 

130 "Conjunctions may be used to mark the secondary clause in both parataxis and hypotaxis (Halliday and 

Matthiessen, Introduction, 386). 

131 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 386. 
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hypotactically connected clause nexus. The third clause ij.l~ &1To8&V1J) is introduced with a 

linker KIXL, which implies that this clause is paratactically connected to the second clause 

(r1-c; l:~ au't:ou cl>ayu) and both of them are bound clauses of the same type. 132 

OU't:Oc; Eanv 0 &pmc; 0 EK 't:OU oupavou K!X't:aJh(vwv, IX 

~va nc; E~ IXU't:OU cl>ayu B I 
r-- 
2KllLIJ.~ &1roe&vu. 

Figure 2.10 

Besides bound finite clauses, Hellenistic Greek clause complexes may also use 

bound non-finite clauses, that is, adverbial participles. In this structure, this participle is 

used to "modify a finite verb (or another verb) in a sentence." 133 One important feature 

of an adverbial participle is that unlike a bound finite clause, which has a conjunction to 

describe the nature of dependency, no conjunction is formally used to connect this 

non-finite clause with the dominant one. Therefore grammatically this clause complex is 

structured by the juxtaposition of the participle and the finite clause. Sometimes, more 

than one adverbial participle is used in a clause complex, and their relationship with other 

clauses can be identified with the concept of nesting. For example, in Acts 23:27 the first 

two participles ( au.A.A.TJ!J.ci>8Ev't:a and IJ.EAA.ona) are paratactically connected with KaL This 

bracket is hypotactically connected to the next sub-complex consisting of one finite 

132 This is one of the criteria used to define bound clauses in Land's research: "Clauses coordinated with a 

bound clause will be classified as bound." See Land, "Sacrificing Sacrifices," 41. 

133 Porter, Idioms, 187. 
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clause (E~ELAUIJ.TJV) and a loosely connected non-finite clause (E:ma-r£h;; auv -rei) a-rpatEUIJ.a.n) 

(a P1-P2-ap-aa. complex, Figure 2.11). This analysis indicates how bound non-finite 

clauses are used in a clause complex: they can not only be hypotactically linked to a 

finite clause, they can also be connected paratactically with clauses of the same status. 

Tov av6pa. 'tOU'tOV OUAA1)1J.cj>8EV't£X U'ITO tWV 'Iou6a(wv 

K£XL IJ.EAAovra. &vatpE'ia8a.L im' a.u-rwv 

p 1 
r-
2 

E1TLOtft~ auv -rei) a-rpa'tEUIJ.lXtL 
~----------------------------------------4 
E~ELAaiJ.1)V 

a p 
r-
a 

Figure 2.11 

(2) Logico-semantic types 

Besides the relationship of interdependency, a bound clause also creates a logico

semantic relationship with the clause it connects to. The fust type is expansion. 

According to Halliday, there are three ways to expand a clause: "elaborating it, extending 

and enhancing it."134 In elaboration, one clause "elaborates on the meaning of another by 

further specifying or describing it"; in extension, one clause "extends the meaning of 

another by adding something new to it"; and in enhancement, one clause "enhances the 

meaning ofanother by qualifying it in one of a number ofpossible ways." 135 In 

Halliday's system, each type of expansion can be divided into more delicate 

134 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 397. 
135 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 396,405-10. 
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sub-categories. 136 However, in this research, instead of starting with an exhaustive 

categorization on the logico-semantic meaning of various bound clauses (e.g. causal 

clauses or result clauses), I will start my analysis by categorizing every bound clause to 

different clause types. This classification will be linked directly to the lexico-grammatical 

form ofeach clause. For a bound finite clause, the subordinate conjunction at the 

beginning position of each clause will be used to describe its clause type, such as on 

clause or 'Lva clause. 

As to the non-finite bound clause, such a distinction is not applicable because 

Hellenistic Greek does not have a specific indicator to describe the relationship between 

events.137 That is to say, unlike English, which has this kind ofresource (e.g. after 

climbing on the mountain), Hellenistic Greek does not have a preposition before an 

adverbial participle. Therefore, I will not distinguish these non-finite clauses and directly 

mark them as "adverbial participles." 

The second type of logico-semantic relationship is projection. This structure 

consists ofa projecting clause and a projected one. A projected clause is used "as the 

representation of the linguistic 'content' of another--either the content ofa 'verbal' 

136 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 395-422. 
137 Porter,ldioms, 190-93. 
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clause of saying or the content ofa 'mental' clause of sensing." 138 In Hellenistic Greek, 

these indirect clauses, either locutions or ideas, can be expressed with the form of 

infinitive (e.g. Acts 25:11, ou TiapaLtOUfl.IXL to &1To8avElv), participle (e,g, Luke 10:18, 

E8Ewpouv 't'OV aataviiv ... 1TEOOV't'IX.), or finite verb form with conjunction on.139 Here I 

will focus on the third type because only this structure has the possibility to expand with 

other clauses. All the projected clauses will be labelled as projected, and the type of 

bound clauses will be classified according to the conjunction used in it. 

(3) Recursion 

The third thing in which I am interested is how many bound or projected clauses 

are attached to a free clause. This is related to the system ofRECURSION. 140 A clause 

complex can be understood as a process ofexpanding: after the occurrence of a clause, 

the speaker decides if s/he wants to stop or continue the expansion. If s/he stops, the 

clause complex is finished; if slhe goes on, a new clause is appended to the current 

complex. The number of total clauses reflects the complexity ofa clause complex. The 

selection path ofa clause complex with three clauses is illustrated in the figure below. 

138 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction, 443. 

139 Porter, Idioms, 270-74. 

140 Mattbiessen, "Combining Clauses," 251-54. 
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Figure 2.12 

(4) Dependent clause analysis procedure 

A move may be realized with a single free clause or a clause complex. And, based 

on the type of dependent clauses used in a clause complex, this complex can be 

categorized into one of the three categories: clause complexes with bound clauses, 

complexes with projected clauses, and complexes with both bound and projected clauses. 

In the beginning of that chapter, I will compare the quantity ofvarious clause 

complex types in each Gospel. In the second part, I will analyze the expanded clauses 

used in these Gospels. Bound non-finite clauses will be compared first, followed by 

bound finite clauses. The quantity and grammatical type of these dependent clauses will 

be counted and categorized, and semantic functions of these dependent clauses will be 

discussed if it becomes necessary to do so. Subordinate conjunctions used by three 

Gospels will be compared first, followed by those used by John and one Synoptic Gospel 

and those used by one Gospel. After examining expanded clauses, projected clauses will 

also be checked. Finally, I will check how expanded clauses and projected clauses are 

integrated into a clause complex. 
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CHAPTER 3: INDEPENDENT CLAUSE ANALYSIS 


1. Turn Analysis 

A. Turn Number Analysis 

In this chapter, I will compare three Gospels from the perspective of speech 

function. The first thing I will examine is how many turns Jesus and the Jews make in a 

conversation. The data from these 33 conversations are summarized in the two charts 

below. 

9 T -········································-························· ··························· -·········· ·· ·· 100% 

90% 8 +-----------------------
80% 

70% 

60% 11 eventums 

11odd turns 50% 

40% •> 4turns 
30% 11 3-4 turns 
20% 

!!U-2turns 
1 10% 

0 0% 

1 2 3 4 6 9 13 Mark Luke John Mark Luke John 

Number of Turns #of Turns Odd-Even Turns 

Figure 3.1 

Several phenomena can be found from this chart. First, most conversations in 

Mark (92%) and Luke (100%) are finished within four turns, and more than half ofthem 

are finished in two turns. On the contrary, the turn number of John is various: while three 

conversations contain more than five turns (33%), three conversations are finished within 
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two turns (33%). The second phenomenon regards the ratio of conversations with odd 

turns to those with even turns. In Mark and Luke, the conversations with even turns 

(Mark 92%, Luke 75%) are three times those with odd turns, but in John only five out of 

nine conversations (56%) are with even turns. 

This phenomenon leads to a question regarding the role of Jesus and the Jews in 

initiating and closing their exchanges. Is this related to the unbalanced even-to-odd 

portion in the two Synoptic Gospels? The figure below summarizes the roles of these two 

participants in these exchanges. 

100% ,--------------------------- --- -----·------·------- --·------ - 

90% -f----·----- 

80% +···············-········································ 

70% -;-------------· 

60% +·······························--·················-······· 

SO% +-------------------··---·--· 

40% +··························································· iii'Luke 

!!!'John 
20% +·························································· 


10% !····· ··························· 


Jews-Jews Jews-Jesus Jesus-Jews Jesus-Jesus 

Initial Speaker- Final Speaker 

Figure 3.2 

This chart can be understood from two perspectives. From the point of view of 

initiation, the two Synoptic Gospels differ from the Fourth Gospel. In the former, most 

interactions are initiated by the Jews; only in one (Mark, 8%) or two (Luke, 17%) 
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conversations is Jesus the first speaker. This indicates that in these two Gospels the Jews 

tend to play the role of triggering a conversation, though as we will find later, this initial 

move is not always realized with a direct utterance to Jesus. The Fourth Gospel reveals a 

different trend. Among the nine conversations in this Gospel, five are initiated by Jesus 

(55%). This tells us that in John's story world, Jesus does not always wait for the Jews to 

begin a new exchange. More often he is the participant who actively initiates a dialogue. 

As to the part of final move, these three Gospels reveal consistent! y that no matter who 

initiates a dialogue, Jesus is usually the one who says thefinal words (Mark I 00%, Luke 

92%, and John 66%). Putting these two observations together, we therefore understand 

why most conversations in Mark and Luke contain even turns instead of odd turns. 

B. Move Number Analysis 

As is discussed in the previous section, every dialogue has a different number of 

turns. Some are very short, consisting ofonly one or two turns, but some are much longer, 

containing as many as 13 turns. Similarly, the number ofmoves in each turn differs. 

Some turns are short and contain only one move, like a statement or a question, but some 

turns are composed ofmore than one move. There are total 511 moves in these three 

Gospels. If we analyze the move number of each turn according to different speakers and 

Gospels, we get the two charts below (Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3 

This comparison illustrates some interesting phenomena. First, in these three 

Gospels, the average moves of Jesus are higher than that of the Jews. Among them the 

difference in the Fourth Gospel is largest: while the turns of the Jews are shortest in this 

Gospel (with an average of 1.9 moves per turn), the turns of Jesus are the longest in this 

Gospel (with an average of6.7 moves per turn). This presents a sharp contrast to the 

result of Mark and Luke. Second, as to the moves of the Jews, the trend is consistent in 

three Gospels: turns with one to three moves are higher than 80%, then are turns with 

four to ten moves, and turns with more than ten moves are less than 10%. The distinction 

is most obvious in the Fourth Gospel, in which 95% of its turns contain one to three 

moves. This is the reason why the average number of moves per turn is only 1.9 in John. 

Third, as to the moves of Jesus, Mark and Luke reveal a different trend from John. While 
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the Markan and Luk:an Jesus tend to finish his turns within one to three moves, the 

Johannine Jesus usually makes four to ten moves in a turn. Similarly, the percentage of 

turns with more than ten moves is also highest in John, which explains why the average 

tum length is so high for the Johannine Jesus. 

C. Speaker analysis 

The analysis above is to examine these exchanges from the perspective of quantity, 

including the number of turns in a dialogue and the number of moves in a tum. Before 

probing into the nature of these moves (i.e., to give information or to demand goods & 

services), I will examine one aspect regarding the participants of a discourse. This 

analysis is to check if Jesus or the Jews speak only to each other in an exchange, or 

interact indirectly with each other by speaking to other participants in the discourse. 

Figure 3.4 illustrates an analysis of this question, including the turns that are made 

directly or indirectly to each other. 

Mark 

Luke 

Jews 

Jesus 

Jews 

Jesus 

Jews 
John 

Jesus 

Figure 3.4 
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Based on this table, we can fmd that exchanges in these three Gospels all contain 

indirect moves. In Mark and Luke, indirect moves serve to initiate an exchange, and all of 

them are made by the Jews. The first one is in Mark 2:6. Here, the question of the scribes 

to Jesus is not expressed verbally, but 6LaA.oyL(Of.LEVOL E.v Tate;; KapBL1nc;; aimilv. However, 

Jesus knows in his heart (ErrLyvouc;; ...Tc.i) lTVEUf.LaTL aurou) what they are discussing, and 

''brings the issue into the open."141 Here Mark presents a situation in which an exchange 

occurs through an ·unspoken move, though he does not explain "how Jesus knew what the 

scribes were thinking."142 Then in Mark 2:16, the Jews make a move towards the 

disciples to express their astonishment at Jesus' eating with tax collectors and sinners. 143 

This utterance is not addressed to Jesus, but Jesus hears it and responds in 2:17. Here 

Mark describes a context of situation in which the Jews do not speak to Jesus directly. 144 

Nonetheless, Jesus does not neglect the utterance which is not directly addressed to him, 

and therefore advances the exchange. The third scene is in Mark 3:22. Here the text does 

not indicate to whom the Jews are speaking, but their words arouse the attention ofJesus 

so that Jesus rrpoaKaAEO!XflEVOc;; aumuc;; and tells them the parable in 3 :23-29. Again, this is 

an exchange initiated by an indirect move of the Jews. The first two conversations 

141 France, Gospel ofMark, 126. 

142 Stein, Mark, 120. 

143 France, Gospel ofMark, 134. France indicates that this sentence can be interpreted as a question or a 

statement. 

144 France indicates that this manner "may indicate a reluctance for direct confrontation" (France, Gospel 

ofMark, 134). 
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discussed above are also recorded in Luke, with the same addressees. A major difference 

is found in Luke 5:21, in which the Jews are not 6w:.A.oy~(6j..LEVO~ E:v 1:al.c; KapMa~c; aim;)v 

but ~p~ano 6~a.A.oy[(mea~. Even so, Jesus takes the turn after their questions and 

continues the exchange. 

Different from what we observe in the two Synoptic Gospels, in which only 

limited indirect moves are found in the turns of the Jews, both characters in John are 

more likely to make such moves. In John 9:39, Jesus' statement spoken to unidentified 

people triggers the responding move ofthe Jews in 9:40, and in 8:12 his utterance to the 

crowds is immediately followed by the Pharisees. These are the only instances in the 

three Gospels in which a series of exchanges is triggered by an indirect move of Jesus. As 

to the part of the Jews, a total of six turns are of this type. The most distinguishing feature 

of these turns is that, while all the five indirect turns in Mark and Luke serve as the first 

turn in a conversation, the situation is not so in John. In this Gospel, turns of this type 

occur not only at the beginning of a conversation ( 6:42, 7: 15), but also in the middle 

(6:52, 8:22) or at the end (7:35, 10:20). Among the three types, the last two represent 

distinct types ofresponse of the Jews in John. In 6:52, the Jews begin to Ej..Laxono ouv 

npoc; &U~.A.ouc; after hearing Jesus' speech, and similarly in 8:22 they speak to 
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unidentified listeners after Jesus' assertion about them. 145 Jesus was not bothered by their 

responses, but continues his speech after their words. It means that though these words 

are not directly addressed to Jesus, they still contribute to the progress of this discourse. 

In 7:35 and 10:20 we find another type of response. In 7:35 Jesus' words trigger the 

response of the Jews, but they do not speak directly to him but ELrrov ... rrpoc; E=am:ouc;. The 

reaction in 10:20 is the first one of the two consecutive responses of the Jews (EI..EYov ... 

rroA.A.ol. E~ a:t'rtWV ... aA.A.ot EAEYOV [10:20-21]) after they hear the long speech of Jesus 

(9:41-10: 18). 

In summary, indirect moves are found in all the three Gospels. Sometimes they 

serve as initial moves of an exchange, and sometimes they function as responding moves 

of the previous speaker. While the modes of such moves are consistent in Mark and Luke, 

their modes are more varied in the Fourth Gospel. 

2. Move Analysis 

As I mentioned in the previous chapter, when a move is made by a different 

speaker, one has to check if this move is a response to the previous speaker. If such is the 

case, then this move will be categorized as a responding move. This move may be an 

action according to the command of the previous speaker (e.g. Luke 6:8, Jesus commands 

145 The 3rd person used in their words indicates that they are not speaking to Jesus. 

http:rroA.A.ol
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the man with a withered EYELPE Kat arf)8L Elc; ro j.I.Eaov, and the man &vaarac; E:crtTJ), or an 

utterance which answers the question ofthe previous speaker (e.g. John 18:5, Jesus asks 

the soldiers r(va (TJtE1rE;, and they answer 'I11aouv rov Na(wpa1ov). Therefore, as long as 

new elements are added to the answer, that move will be categorized as an initiating 

move, for the new elements added change the sphere of experience defined in the 

previous move, and now the speaker requires his addressee to respond based on his/her 

new proposal or proposition. Therefore, the answer of the Pharisees in Mark 10:4 

(ETIErpEljJEv Mwuaf}c; ~L~A.(ov a'!Toaraa(ou ypaljJaL Kat aTio.A.uaaL) is not a responding move 

but an initiating one, for the Pharisees change the verb in Jesus' question (from 

' ', -· ' ' ,,, )EVHELAU.!O to E'lTHpE'I'EV . 

Based on these criteria, among the 511 moves in these three Gospels, ten are 

responding moves. Another 501 moves are not responding moves and therefore can be 

used to analyze initiating roles and commodity exchanged. These 50 1 moves are 

summarized in Figure 3.5 (the number in the parenthesis is the quantity ofmoves in that 

Gospel). 

For the part ofJesus, the moves to give information consistently occupy the major 

portion; the moves to demand information the next, and the moves to demand 
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goods-&-services the least. Though the Johannine Jesus reveals a higher tendency to give 

information (93%), basically his behaviour is consistent with the Markan and Lukan 

Jesus. That is to say, in all three Gospels, Jesus frequently makes a statement for the other 

side to evaluate but seldom utters a command for his addressee to follow. 

Similar to the behavior of Jesus, demanding goods-&-services consistently 

occupies the least portion in the moves of the Jews (from 3% to 9%). However, the 

difference between other two types ofmoves is not as obvious as that of Jesus. Giving 

information is still used, but it no longer occupies a dominant portion. Instead, the 

percentage of interrogative moves increases notably: in Mark and John the ratio of 

demanding and giving information is almost balanced, and in Luke the percentage of 

demanding information also occupies 28%. This reveals that the Jews in these three 
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Gospels are consistently depicted as the characters that will raise questions in the 

conversation with Jesus. 

Here I would like to further discuss the moves of demanding information. Among 

the 501 moves discussed here, 80 are ofthis type. In NT Greek this type of move can be 

realized with different kinds of questions, and I will compare how each question type is 

used in these Gospels (Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.6 

This chart illustrates some interesting features. First, elementary questions 

(including both types) are the dominant question types used in these three Gospels. 

However, while both restricted and open elementary questions are used by Jesus and the 

Jews in Mark and Luke, the characters in the Fourth Gospel ask only the open elementary 

ones. Second, a difference in polar questions can be seen here. While Jesus and the Jews 
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in Mark and Luke tend to ask non-leading and leading polar interrogatives respectively, 

the characters in the Fourth Gospel use more varied ways in shaping their questions. 

Another feature regarding interrogative clauses concerns whether or not a 

question is rhetorical. In the analysis of a conversation, I will assume that the final move 

left open to the addressee is a move that requires the addressees to respond. Therefore, if 

a question (or a series of questions) is the last move of a tum, that question (or that series 

of questions) will be understood as non-rhetorical. Based on this rule, these 80 

interrogative moves can be categorized into the two types (Figure 3.7). 
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Figure 3.7 

From this comparison we can see that the Jews tend to ask non-rhetorical 

questions rather than rhetorical ones. The percentage of their rhetorical questions is 

consistently lower than. 15% in these three Gospels. That is to say, interrogative moves of 
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the Jews are usually made at the end of their turn. No matter ifthese questions are 

answered, the way the Jews arrange these moves reveals that they seldom resolve the 

tension raised by their own questions, but expect some other person( s) to answer them. 

Compared with the Jews, Jesus in these three Gospels has a stronger tendency to make 

rhetorical interrogative moves. By asking rhetorical questions, Jesus reveals himself as an 

authoritative person who does not expect his dialogue partner to provide answers to him. 

In summary, this analysis reveals some interesting phenomena. First, in all three 

Gospels, Jesus is consistently described as the one who makes the major portion of 

moves in the exchanges. Second, giving information is the move type that is most 

frequently used by Jesus. This trend is the same in these three Gospels, though the Fourth 

Gospel reveals an obviously higher percentage of such moves (93% ). On the other hand, 

the Jews tend to use both giving and demanding information in the exchanges. Third, 

elementary questions are the major question types used in these three Gospels. Polar 

questions are also used, but they occupy a smaller portion and their usage in these 

Gospels varies. Finally, though questions are asked by both the Jews and Jesus, the 

former tend to ask non-rhetorical ones but the latter may use them for rhetorical purpose. 

3. Exchange Analysis 

In the following section I will analyze the moves within a conversation and how 
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an exchange proceeds between Jesus and the Jews. The initial move and final move of an 

exchange will first be examined. Then, I will analyze the interaction between different 

speakers, focusing on the situation when a change of speakers occurs. This analysis will 

reveal if a question is answered, if a command is followed, and the response of a listener 

to a statement. 

A. Initial Move of an Exchange 

First I will check how an exchange is initiated. This comparison of these 33 

conversations is summarized in Figure 3.8. This chart indicates that in Mark and Luke 

most exchanges are initiated by the Jews. The difference, however, is not so obvious in 

the Fourth Gospel, in which four exchanges are initiated by the Jews and five by Jesus. 

John Mark Luke 

Jesus 

• Give Info 

• Demand Info 

!I DemandG-S 

Mark Luke John 

Jews 

Figure 3.8 
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I will first check the Gospel ofMark. In this Gospel exchanges are often initiated 

by the Jews with a question (seven instances), and they can be recognized from the 

interrogatives at the beginning ofa clause. The questions beginning with ·c:Lc; are used in 

various texts, such as tL .. (Mark 2:7, 2:24) and oux tL ... (Mark 2:18, 7:5), but other 

interrogatives may also be used, like EV '!TOL~ E~OUOL~ •.. in Mark 11:28. The on in Mark 

2: 16 is controversial. If it is regarded as a conjunction to introduce direct speech, then 

this clause can be understood as a polar interrogative ("Does he eat ... ?) or a statement 

("He is eating ... !").146 Another reading is to treat on as part of the utterance, and in this 

structure on is translated as "why."147 In this research, I will follow most English 

translations to read it as an elementary interrogative ("Why ...?"). One thing worthy of 

noticing is that some initial moves of the Jews are not made directly to Jesus (i.e. the 

indirect moves introduced in previous sections), such as the questions in Mark 2:7 and 

2:16. 

Besides interrogatives, statements are also used as initial moves in three instances. 

All such moves are made by the Jews, and with this type ofmoves, they assert something 

for a listener to evaluate. The content of these statements varies: it may be an accusation 

146 France, Gospel ofMark, 134. 
147 See the discussion in France, Gospel ofMark, 134 and Lane, Mark, 103, n. 36. This structure is also 
found in Mark 9: 11, 28. 
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ofJesus (BEEA.(EpouA. EXEL [3:22]), an assessment of Jesus (&A.T]9~c; EL [12:14], followed by 

three extra moves of the same type), or a statement as to what they learn from Moses 

(Mwuaf)c; Eypa:tjTEv ~J.Llv on ... [12:19]). This type of initial move is never used in the 

Fourth Gospel. 

Finally, the move ofdemanding goods-&-services is also found in the Second 

Gospel. In Mark 8:11, the narrator indicates that the Jews came out to argue with him, 

(T]!OUV'rEc; Tia:p' rxurou OT]J.l.ELOV aTio !OU oupa:vou, and this demanding triggers the move of 

Jesus in Mark 8:12. 

In Mark's Gospel only one exchange is initiated by Jesus (Mark 3:4). Here Jesus 

makes the first move by asking a restricted elementary interrogative (E~mnv role; 

a&ppaaLv ... ). However, Jesus' question is not answered, and therefore his question at the 

same time is in fact the only move of this exchange. 

Now I will check the status in Luke. On the part of the Jews, the most often used 

type is still interrogative moves (in 5 instances) and all of them are open elementary 

interrogatives. Similar to Mark questions with r(c; are frequently used (Luke 5:21, 30 and 

6:2), but questions regarding time (TIO!E EPXE!lXL ..• ; [Luke 17:20]) or questions as to the 

sort of thing (Ev TIOL~ E~oua(~ ...;[Luke 20:2]) are also found. Statements are used in 
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three instances: 148 among them Luke 20:21 and 20:28 are similar to Mark 12:14 and 

12:19 respectively. In the third instance (Luke 16: 14) the story does not record the direct 

speech of the Pharisees, but only states that they E~Ef.I.UK1:~pL'OV av-r6v. This description is 

understood as a verbal process to give certain information and therefore be counted as an 

initial move. 

What is special to Luke's Gospel is that it contains two moves of demanding 

goods-&-services. A move of this type is also found in Mark, but that one is inferred 

from the descriptive words of the story narrator (Mark 8:11 ). In Luke, the directive 

clauses are uttered directly by the Jews. 149 In Luke 13:31, the exchange is initiated by 

some Pharisees, who come and require Jesus E~EA.9E Kal. rropEuou EV1:EU8Ev so that he can 

escape from the threat of Herod. Though we do not have enough evidence to decide the 

motive of these Pharisees, 150 from the directive clause they use here, they strongly try to 

change Jesus' journey plan, and not only suggest him to do so. Another move realized by 

a directive clause is in Luke 19:39. In this story, because Jesus' disciples praise God 

joyfully, some Pharisees told Jesus ETIL1:Lf.1.110ov -rol.~ f.i.CX9T)-ra1~ aou. Again, the command 

148 Because there is no change ofparticipants in Luke 5:33-39, I connect it with Luke 5:27-32 (Tannehill, 

Narrative Unity, Luke, 174). Therefore, the statement in Luke 5:33 is not an initiating move but a 

continuing move after the utterance ofJesus in 5:31. 

149 As I indicated previously, among the Jews of the three Gospels, those in Luke have the strongest 

tendency to demand goods-&-services. 

150 While Marshall states that "their action here is motivated by malice" and try to get Jesus out of this 

region (Marshall, Gospel ofLuke, 571), Fitzmyer argues that these Pharisees are "giving Jesus sage advice" 

(Fitzmyer, Luke, 1030, also Tannehill, Narrative Unity, Luke, 178). In the opinion ofBock, "there is not 

enough detail to decide this issue" (Bock, Luke, 1246). 
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implies a situation in which the Pharisees demand Jesus to do something: they seem to be 

offended by the disciples' words and "seek to correct the situation as quickly as 

possible."151 

In this Gospel only two exchanges are initiated by Jesus. In both instances 

elementary restricted interrogatives are used (E~Ea'tw ... ~ ... ;),which are similar to the 

one found in Mark 3:6. 

Finally I will examine the initial moves in the Fourth Gospel. What is specific to 

John is that in this Gospel both Jesus and the Jews make this type ofmove (four times vs. 

five times). Besides this, unlike the Jews in Mark and Luke, here the Jews make only one 

type of initiative move-demanding information. Various types ofquestions are used, 

including the open elementary interrogative beginning with tL (t( 011lJ.E1ov ... [John 2:18]), 

the question about time (Ewe; notE ... [John 10:24]) and the question to seek cause (TI<ilc; 

outoc; ypalJ.lJ.a.'ta o'l&v ... [John 7:15]). Besides these questions, the Jews may also use a 

polar interrogative to initiate this exchange (ou:x. out6c; EOtLV •.. [John 6:42]). In this verse 

the narrator tells us that they do not address that question directly to Jesus but complain 

among themselves (yoyyu(EtE j..LE't' &A.A.i)A.wv). This description reminds us of the depiction 

in Mark 2:7 and Luke 5:21, in which the Jews also OLaA.oyt,Ea8E E:v 'tate; Ka.poLaLc; UlJ.WV. 

151 Bock, Luke, 1559. 

http:A.A.i)A.wv
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This reveals a common phenomenon among these three Gospels that the Jews may 

initiate an exchange with an indirectly addressed question. 

Now I will turn to the part ofJesus. The major difference between John and the 

other two Gospels is that in John, the initial move ofJesus always serves the function of 

giving information. None of these initial moves is interrogative. In some instances Jesus 

may initiate a verbal process to the Jews based on the situation surrounding him, even if 

the Jews do not speak to him directly. For example, ifwe understand the persecution 

mentioned in John 5:16 as a general description and not a specific verbal attack, then 

Jesus' announcement in 5:17 is an initiative action as a response to that hostile 

situation.152 He does not passively wait for the Jews to ask him questions (as we usually 

fmd in Mark or Luke), but initiates the conversation by himself Similarly, in John 7:33, 

facing the temple police who come to arrest him, Jesus makes the statement that triggers 

the Jews to ask questions among themselves. John 8:12 and 9:39 reveal a different mode. 

In these two instances, Jesus makes a general statement to the crowds (8:12) or to the 

people surrounding the healed blind man (9:39), but these words arouse the response of 

the Jews on the scene. Immediately after Jesus' move, the Jews take the second turn. John 

152 The situation in John is different from the one in Luke 16:14, because Luke 16:14 indicates the verbal 
action ofthe Jews (ot <l>apLcratoL ... E~Ej..LUKr1}pL(ov airr6v), and their scoff is the initiating move which 
triggers this exchange. 
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8:31 reveals another type of initiation by Jesus, in which he turns his attention from one 

group of Jews (i.e. the Pharisees in 8: 13-30) to another group (i.e. the Jews who had 

believed in him). Similar to previous cases, Jesus uses a declarative move to start his turn. 

B. Final Move of an Exchange 

After examining the initial moves, now I will check the final moves of these 

exchanges. The final moves of these exchanges are summarized in Figure 3.9. 

Mark Luke 

Jews 

~~:Response 

!I! Give Info 

Ill! Demand Info 

I!!DemandG-5 

John Mark Luke John 

Jesus 

Figure 3.9 

From this chart we can find that in most exchanges Jesus is the speaker who 

makes the final move. The contrast is most obvious in Mark and Luke, in which among 

the twelve exchanges only one instance in Luke is closed by the Jews. The proportion is a 

little higher in John (three instances), but is still lower than those made by Jesus (six 

instances). 
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First, I will examine the moves in Mark. The most often found type is giving 

information (eight times). Most of them are expressed with typical declarative clauses 

such as the one in 2:17 (ouK ~A.eov KaA.EaaL ... ,also 2:22,2:28, 3:29, 7:13 and 12:27). 

Two instances are worthy ofdiscussion here. In 2: 10, a preface 'Cva ... EL&f)tE on is used 

to introduce the free clause. Though the 'Cva clause may be interpreted as a bound purpose 

clause which "demands a main clause as its sequel,"153 it may also be understood as a 

command to the scribes: "you must know that. ... " 154 Based on this interpretation, the 

move is not the 'Lva clause, but the statement after on. Another interesting case is in Mark 

8:12. This utterance contains only an EL clause (Et &o8~aEtaL tfl yEvEfi, tau-ru 011f.I.E1ov.) and 

does not have a main clause. According to France, such an idiom is a suppressed 

self-execration.155 A full oath "contains a self-imposed condition and a curse, but usually 

only the former is stated."156 This explains why Mark 8:12 contains only the EL clause. In 

this instance Jesus' fmal move is not a general statement but an oath to the Pharisees. 

Sometimes Jesus demands goods-&-services in the last move ofa conversation. In 

153 France, Gospel ofMark, 129. 
154 An example of this type is the 'Cva clause in Mark 12:19, Mv nvoc; &:~EA.<j>oc; (broe&V1J Kal. Ka-raAL1TU 
yuva'iKa KaL !.I.~ &<j>iJ TEKVOV, 'Lva Aa~lJ 0 aoEA.<j>oc; au-rou ~v yuva'iKa .. .. In this instance the 'Cva clause is a 
command to that person. 
155 France, Gospel ofMark, 313. One example ofa full self-execration is the word ofthe king oflsrael in 
LXX 2 Kgs 6:31: TtXOE 1TOL~oaL !..I.OL 0 8E0c; KUL TtXOE 1Tpoo9ELT} EL OT~OETUL ~ KE<j>aA.~ EA.LOULE E1T' au-rQ O~!..I.EPOV. 
A suppressed one can be found in LXX Ps 94:11, We; w1..1.00a Ev -riJ opyiJ f.Lou Ei. ELoEA.Eooov-raL Etc; -r~v 
KUTtX1TUUOLV IJ.OU. 
156 Collins, Mark, 385.. 
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Mark 10:9, Jesus closes his turn with a directive clause(... av8pw1roc; !J.~ xwpL(hw). If 

Jesus closes this exchange with an utterance such as "marriage is for life," then he makes 

a statement only for the listener to evaluate. However, by utilizing a clause with !l~ and 

an imperative verb, Jesus expresses his attitude to direct the behavior ofpeople.157 This 

fmal move is therefore not an utterance for evaluation, but a prohibition from Jesus. In 

another case, the Markan Jesus says 't"cX Ka(aapoc; aTIObO't"E Ka(aapL KtlL 't"a 't"OU 8EOU 't"ci) 8EQ 

in his final turn (Mark 12: 17), which contains two consecutive commands. Again, its 

third-person imperative verb reveals Jesus' attitude on this topic: this is not merely a 

statement regarding authority, but a command to obey. 

The third type of final move, a question, is used in two conversations. The one in 

Mark 12:10 is a polar interrogative (oM€ 't"~V ypacp~v 't"a{m')V avEyvw't"E). After this 

question Jesus does not say anything further but leaves the question open to the Jews. 

Even so, due to the nature of this question (polar interrogative with positive anticipation), 

the answer is already assumed. Another question occurs in Mark 3:4. Because the Jews 

do not respond to Jesus, the initial interrogative move ofJesus at the same time is the last 

move of this exchange. In this question, the option is not open but restricted. In summary, 

in the exchange between the Markan Jesus and the Jews, the fmal move may appear in 

157 Though this clause is a third person imperative, as Porter indicates, it is "as strongly directive as the 
second person" (Porter, Idioms, 55). 
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various ways, and among them a statement is most frequently used. 

The types of final moves in Luke are similar to those in Mark: giving information 

occupies the major portions (eight instances), and moves of other types are very few (one 

or two instances). Most of these statements are realized by a clause with an indicative 

verb, but Luke 13:35 is different because of its usage of a subjunctive verb ( ou ll~ '(6rp:E 

I.J.E •••).
158 This emphatic negation projects what is in the mind ofJesus: his addressees 

will not see him until a certain time.159 Therefore, in the last move ofthis exchange, 

instead of asserting something for the Jews to evaluate, Jesus projects something about 

them.I60 

As to the commands and questions used by the Lukan Jesus, some are similar to 

Mark and will not be discussed here (including the command in Luke 20:25 and the 

question in 6:9, Cf. Mark 12:17 and 3:4). The question distinctive to Luke occurs in 14:5, 

in which Jesus asks the Jews in the room auK EUSEu.x;; &vamraaEL au1:6v ... , a question with 

positive anticipation. The structure of this question is the same as the one in Mark 12:10, 

and similar to the situation in that Markan passage the Jews here do not make moves after 

Jesus and leave the question open. 

158 This structure (ou fl.~ connected with the subjunctive) is also found in Johannine Jesus' utterance to the 

Jews (John 8:12, 8:51 and 10:28), but in those utterances the Jews is not the SubJect ofnegotiation (i.e. the 

Subject of those clauses is not ''you" but something else). 

159 The subjunctive may be emphatically negated with ou I.L~ (Porter, Idioms, 59). 

160 Porter, Idioms, 57. 
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Finally, I will check the fmal moves of the exchanges in the Fourth Gospel. 

Similar to what we observe in Mark and Luke, Jesus is the dominant person to make the 

fmal move. All three types ofmoves are used by the Johannine Jesus, but compared with 

the two Synoptic Gospels the proportion in John is much closer. In uttering statements, 

the Johannine Jesus consistently uses declarative clauses with indicative verbs (6:58, 8:29, 

8:58), and does not use other types ofclauses as we observe in Mark or Luke (for 

example, the oath expressed with an EL clause in Mark 8:12, or the projection expressed 

with ou l.l~ and subjunctive verb in Luke 13:35). Besides this type ofmove, in some 

instances an exchange is closed by an open question. In John 5:47, Jesus asks an open 

elementary question to the Jews, nwc; 1:olc; Ej.lo1c; p~j..LCXOLV TILO't"EUOHE; (John 5:47), in which 

Jesus demands an answer from them, but does not require them to select from limited 

options. Another case occurs in 7:19. After Jesus asks the open question -r( j..LE (TJ't"EhE 

&noK't"E1vcxL; his dialogue partners (ot 'IoufutoL) do not answer him and his question 

becomes the last question of this exchange. 161 

The only move to demand goods-&-services occurs in 10:38 (role; E:pyOLc; 

TILO't"EUHE). It indicates that similar to what we observe in Mark and Luke, the Johannine 

Jesus also instructs the Jews to do something at the end ofan exchange, though such 

161 Notes that this question is answered by another group ofpeople in the story, 6 oxA.o~ (7:20). Since they 
are the new speakers, I do not treat their utterance as a continuance ofcurrent exchange. 
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instances are very few. 

Besides the six instances made by Jesus, in the Fourth Gospel the Jews also play a 

certain role in closing an exchange. In the two Synoptic Gospels, the only final move 

made by the Jews is the response uttered by some scribes after they heard Jesus' speech 

(ot.MaKa:AE, Ka:A.wc;; ELTiac;; [Luke 20:39]). The three fmal moves of the Jews in John are all 

interrogatives. In John 2:20, the Jews ask Jesus au EV tpLOLV ~IJ.Epa:Lc;; EYEPELc;; aur6v? This 

question is a rewording ofJesus' statement. What is interesting is that though the 

utterance is absurd in its superficial meaning, the Jews do not use a negative particle IJ.~ to 

express their anticipation. The Jews are left in their misunderstanding. In John 7:36, the 

question of the Jews (d.c;; EOtLV 0 A6yoc;; ouroc;; ...)is not asked ofJesus but spoken among 

themselves. And finally, in 10:20, after Jesus' speech, the Jews ask an elementary open 

question (r( aurou aKODEtE;) without being answered.162 In these exchanges, the Jews are 

left in suspense-a type of exchange that never occurs in Mark and Luke. 

In summary, a few general comments can be made. First, in all the three Gospels 

Jesus is the dominant one to make the final move, and it reveals that these three Gospels 

consistently depict the superiority ofJesus. Second, in the exchanges that are closed by 

162 In John 10:20-21, two questions are asked in sequence by two groups ofJews. Because the second 
question in 10:21 (f.L~ oa.q.J.ovLov Mva.-ra.L ...)follows the one in 10:20, I treat it as an exchange between 
these Jews. Therefore, the question is 10:20 is the final move of the exchange between the Jews and Jesus. 
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the Jews, they either express their admiration to Jesus (Luke 20:39) or reveal their 

misunderstanding (John 2:20), ignorance (John 7:36) or incorrect judgement (John 10:20). 

These utterances also reveal the superiority ofJesus, though in an indirect manner. 

C. Interactions within an Exchange 

After examining the initial and fmal move of each exchange, I will check the most 

interesting part ofthis research: the interactions between Jesus and the Jews. That is to 

say, I will check what is the role one speaker assigns to his addressee, and how the 

addressee responds to this expectation. Because there is a total of 66 adjacent turns, I will 

not discuss them simultaneously but will divide them into five groups and examine them 

in sequence. The first group contains five conversations that, according to UBS4, are 

common to Mark and Luke (Mark 2:1-3:6, Luke 5:17-6:11). The second and third 

groups contain, respectively, the conversations that are unique to Mark (Mark 3:20-10:9) 

and Luke (Luke 13:31-19:40). The fourth group includes another three conversations that 

are common to Mark and Luke (Mark 11:27-12:27, Luke 20:1-40). The final group 

contains the nine conversations in the Fourth Gospel. 

(1) Group 1 Conversations (Mark 2: 1-3:6, Luke 5: 17-6: 11) 

In the texts of Group 1, Mark 3: 1-6 and Luke 6:6-11 have only one turn and 

hence do not provide information to analyze the interaction between Jesus and the Jews. 
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As to the other conversations, because they all have two turns and are all initiated by the 

Jews and closed by Jesus, we can observe how Jesus replies to the Jews. 

In the four conversations in Mark, the Jews always close their turn with an 

interrogative. As I mentioned previously, these moves are not all made directly to Jesus. 

In fact, besides Mark 2:18 and 2:24 which are directly addressed to Jesus, one 

interrogative is spoken in the heart of the Jews (2:7), 163 and the other is uttered to the 

disciples (2: 16). 

Then I will examine how Jesus replies to the Jews. The most frequent pattern is 

Jesus' use of a question to answer the question in a previous turn. Whatever the question 

spoken to Jesus (2:7, 2:18 and 2:24), he does not accept the role the Jews assign to him, 

but instead raises his own question to them. These three interactions are therefore 

categorized as redirecting moves. Another type of interaction is found in Mark 2: 16-17. 

Jesus utilizes a statement to start his turn, but he does not provide a reason to the 

elementary question of the Jews ("Why ... ?") but utters a statement which is not directly 

related to the question. This interaction reveals that Jesus has no intention to take the 

conversation role that is assigned to him. In brief, in all these four instances Jesus is 

non-cooperative as a dialogue partner. 

163 In this story, Jesus is depicted as the one who can ''perceive" what the Jews are speaking in their heart 
(Mark 2:8).Therefore, I will treat these "unspoken words" as the initial move of this exchange. 
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. Luke 5:27-5:39 is the only conversation which contain more than two turns and 

illustrates three types ofinteractions.164 In 5:30-31, the Jews ask Jesus an open 

elementary question, and Jesus answers them with an axiom which contains a new 

element such as ot uyLO:LVOV't'Ec;;. Here Jesus does not confine himself to the question of the 

Jews but redirects the conversation. After Jesus closes his turn with a statement (5:32), 

the Jews do not express their agreement or opposition on his utterance but start their turn 

with a statement pertaining toot 1J.a.8Tjta.l. 'Iw&.vvou. By saying so, the Jews do not 

evaluate Jesus' statement but give new information for him to evaluate.165 Their turn 

ends with a statement related to Jesus' disciples (5:33). Again, Jesus does not evaluate 

their assertion but redirects the conversation with a question with different Subject, IJ.~ 

OUVa.08E ... (5:34). 

In summary, in the nine interactions discussed here, neither Jesus nor the Jews are 

cooperative conversation partners. They never accept the roles assigned by the other side 

but always redirect the content of the conversation. 

164 The stories related to this text is divided into two independent sections in Mark (Mark 2: 13-17and 
2: 18-22), but in the third Gospel the text does not mention a change ofroles as Mark 2:18 (Tannehill, 

Narrative Unity, Luke, 173). That is to say, the conversation on the banquet starts from Luke 5:30 and does 

not end until5:39. 

165 The same topic is expressed with a question in Mark 2:18 (oux -r( ... ot oE: crol. 1J.a811-rocL .. ;). 
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Speaker7responder Redirecting Discretionary Expected 

Mark 
Jews7Jesus 4 - -

Jesus7 Jews - - -
Jews7Jesus 4 - -

Luke 
Jesus7 Jews 1 - -

Figure 3.10 

(2) Group 2 Conversations (Mark 3:20-10:9) 

This group contains four distinctive passages ofMark. All these texts have 2 turns 

except Mark 10:1-9, which has 4. In the first passage (3:20-30), the turns of the Jews are 

composed of two accusations regarding Jesus. When Jesus hears the charge of the Jews, 

he neither denies it nor admits it, but raises an elementary interrogative with different 

Subject: nw~ Mvata.L aa.tavfu; ...? Compared with a statement such as "Satan is not able 

to cast out Satan,"166 this interrogative move puts the Jews in the position to respond, 

though Jesus does not leave room for them but continues his utterance. 

In Mark 7: 1-13, the Jews close their turn with a question regarding the behavior 

of Jesus' disciples (Bux -r( ... [Mark 7:5]). Jesus does not accept the agenda the Jews set 

for him, but initiates his turn with a statement in which 'Haa"i:at; is the Subject (Mark 7:6). 

France describes Jesus' utterance as an "apparently unprovoked scriptural onslaught,"167 

166 Lane is correct by indicating that "Jesus addresses himself to the charge ... through pithy proverbial 
sayings ... : Satan is not able to cast out Satan" (Lane, Mark, 142). However, one must note that this 
rcroverb is expressed in the form of a question instead ofan assertion. 

67 France, Gospel ofMark, 283. Lane calls the first move ofJesus itself as an ''ironic comment" (Lane, 
Mark, 248). 
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which is apparently a redirection of discussion. 

In Mark 8: 11-13 the fmal move of the Jews' turn is a demanding of 

goods-&-service ((11tOUV't'E~ nap' IXU't'OU 011J..LELOV &no 't'OU oupavou [Mark 8:11]). This is the 

first time in Mark that a move of this type is made. Jesus neither follows their instruction 

nor closes this exchange with a simple statement, but uses an open elementary 

interrogative to initiate his turn ( t ( ~ yEvEa aut11 ...?). Jesus' question forces the listener 

to think ofwhy (tL) they ask (again and again) for signs, and the seemly unrelated 

Subject~ yEvEa aut11 requires the Jews to ponder the relationship ofJesus' question to 

themselves.168 

Now I will examine Mark 10:1-9, which has four turns. This exchange starts with 

a polar interrogative of the Jews to Jesus: E~Eanv &vopt yuval.Ka &noA.uaaL? Similar to 

what we fmd in group 1 texts, Jesus is not prepared to accept the responding role the Jews 

assign to him. On the contrary, he starts his turn with an open elementary interrogative in 

which what Moses commanded them is expected to be answered (tL UJ..LLV EVHELAato 

Mwi.iaf)c;;). The Jews do not escape from this question, but change the verb from 

EVHELI..aro to EnE't'pEljrEv (E:nhpE\jJEV Mwi.iaf)~ ... [Mark 10:4]).169 It is possible that they 

168 While France suggests that~ yEvEa aih11 is not confined to the Pharisees alone (France, Gospel ofMark, 

312), Edwards indicates that this phrase "signals the Pharisees' alienation from Jesus" and the disbelieving 

generation in Israel history (Edwards, Gospel According to Mark, 236). 

169 France indicates that ~L~ALOV a1T001:CXOLOU ypatjJaL KCXL a1TOAOOCXL is thus "not a quotation from Deut 24, 
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reword Jesus' question because of their sensitivity "towards the rather ambivalent 

sanction which Deut 24: 1-4 provides for divorce. "170 By introducing a new verb, the 

Jews in fact do not provide an expected answer (though it seems sol) but initiate their 

own statement.171 After this, Jesus takes the next turn with a statement regarding the 

reason Moses wrote the commandment for them. 

In summary, in the four conversations discussed here, the Markan Jesus never 

accepts the roles assigned by the Jews. On the contrary, the only reaction of the Jews is 

very close to an expected response (Mark 1 0:4). However, because they change the verb 

in Jesus' question, their utterance should still be treated as a redirecting move. 

Speaker~responder Redirecting Discretionary Expected 

Mark 
Jews~Jesus 5 - -

Jesus~ Jews 1 - -

Figure 3.11 

(3) Group 3 Conversations (Luke 13:31-19:40) 

There are five conversations in this group. I will first discuss the two 

conversations in which the Jews demand goods-&-services to Jesus (Luke 13:31-35 and 

19:39-40). In the first conversation, the Pharisees come and command Jesus: E~EA.9E Kat 

but a summary ofwhat is assumed to be its 'permission"'(France, Gospel ofMark, 391). 

17° France, Gospel ofMark, 391. 

171 This is a good example to distinguish a responding move from a redirecting move. Here I follow the 

strict definition of a response: "a response does not allow for changes to the nub of the argUment (its 

Subject), or to the content ofwhat is being argued about in the rest of the clause" (Martin and Rose, 

Working with Discourse, 233). 
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TIOpEoou EVTEU8Ev (13:31). No matter the motifof their command, the strong intention to 

direct the journey plan of Jesus is evident in their selection of directive clauses. In his 

response Jesus does not follow their requirement but replies to them with a move of the 

same type: E'(TIUTE -r:iJ &A.wTIEKt. -r:au-r:u (Luke 13:32). If Jesus gives a statement in 13:33, 

then he only provides information for the Pharisees to evaluate. However, by starting his 

turn with an instruction, Jesus also commands these Pharisees to tell Herod regarding "his 

intention to continue carrying out his ministry as before." 172 Another case is found in 

Luke 19:39-40. In this story some Pharisees were offended by the messianic confession 

of Jesus and said to Jesus E:m-r:(f..LT)OOV -r:olc; 1J.a9rrmtc; aou. This directive clause reveals their 

intention to "correct the situation as quickly as possible;"173 this proclamation cannot be 

tolerated, and they expect Jesus to follow it immediately. However, Jesus refuses to do so 

and initiates his turn with a statement related to creation (ot A.(9ot.). By doing so, Jesus 

uses a statement which on the surface is not related to the Jews' requirement to redirect 

the conversation. 174 

The exchange in Luke 14:1-6 is initiated by Jesus' interrogative move: E~Eanv -r:ci) 

172 Green, Gospel ofLuke, 535. Fitzmyer argues that ''this is not a command that Jesus gives to the 
Pharisees whom he would send back, but rather his rhetorical comment on their warning and the situation 
that faces him" (Fitzmyer, Luke, I031 ). Jesus' utterance may be understood as rhetorical (for this command 
is followed immediately with Jesus' statement). However, the direct force expressed through an imperative 
verb form cannot be neglected. 
173 Bock, Luke, 1559. 
174 Therefore Bock states that "Jesus replies to the Pharisees with deep irony'' (Bock, Luke, 1560). 
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acx~f3&-rq> ... ? This type of question is also asked by Jesus in Mark 3:4 and Luke 6:9, but in 

those stories Jesus' utterance is the only move of that exchange. Here the narrator says 

that after Jesus asks the question, the scribes and the Pharisees were silent (ot 5€ 

~auxcxacxv [Luke 14:4]).175 Because Jesus' move at the same time sets a responding role 

to his addressees, their silence reveals their denial to provide proper information to 

facilitate the exchange, and therefore is a discretionary response. This obstacle does not 

stop Jesus from continuing the exchange with them. Instead, Jesus takes the offensive, 176 

initiating his turn with a statement with -rtvoc; VIJ.WV utoc; ~ ~ouc; as the Subject. 177 

The exchange between Jesus and the Jews in Luke 16:14-18 starts with the 

Pharisees scoffing at Jesus (E~EjJ.UK'r~pL(OV cxu-r6v). Jesus is not interested in defending 

himselfbut makes a declarative move regarding his opponents: U!J.E1c; E:a-rE oL OLKCXLouv-rEc; 

(:au-roUe; ... (Luke 16: 15). The change of Subject turns the role of these Pharisees from 

scoffers to those being evaluated, therefore redirecting the conversation. 

The last conversation (Luke 17:20-21) is initiated by a questi?n of the Jews: 1TO-rE 

EPXE-rCXL ~ ~aLAE Lex -rou 8EOu (Luke 17:20). Their question focuses on the temporal coming 

175 Mark 3:4 also indicates the response of the listeners (ot & ecrLwTiwv).Because after that silence no 

conversation between Jesus and the Jews is mentioned, that exchange closes at Jesus' move in this verse. 

176 Bock, Luke, 1258. 

177 Some English Bible translates this sentence as a conditional clause ("If one ofyou has a child or an ox 

that has fallen into a well, NRSV), but literally it is a statement "a son or an ox of which one ofyou will 

fall into a well" (Fitzmyer, Luke, 1041). 
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of God's kingdom,178 but Jesus' response-the kingdom is not coming 1-.IHa 

Tia.pa-r11p~crEC.uc;--does not fit directly into the slot (Tio-rE) left open in the question. 179 

Therefore, though the same Subject(~ pacrtA.E(a -rou 8Eou) is used in Jesus' statement, 

Jesus in fact "gives a corrective response to the Pharisees' question about the coming of 

God's reign" and moves the argument to another direction. 180 Hence, this utterance is 

neither an expected response nor a discretionary response but a redirection. 

In summary, these five Lukan conversations illustrate that Jesus is a 

non-cooperative dialogue partner. Jesus never follows the agenda set by the Jews, no 

matter whether it is a command, a question, or a statement; he always redirects the 

discussion in a new direction. On the contrary, the reactions of the Jews are not so active. 

Faced with Jesus' questions, they do not answer-but neither do they redirect the 

conversation. These interactions are summarized in the table below. 

Speaker7responder Redirecting Discretionary Expected 

Luke 
Jews7Jesus 4 - -

Jesus7 Jews - 1 -

Figure 3.12 

Green, Gospel ofLuke, 629. 
179 As to the possible explanation of the phrase J.LEta 1Tapo:tT]p~aEwc;, see the discussion ofBock, Luke, 
1412-13. According to him, most likely 1To:pO:tTJp~aEwc; "alludes to general apocalyptic signs," which is 
'rorevalent in early Jewish eschatological speculation." 
1 0 Tannehill, Narrative Unity, Luke, 242. Green also states that the request of the Pharisees "leads to the 
correction ofmisunderstanding about the eschatological timetable and, then, about the nature ofGod's 
dominion" (Green, Gospel ofLuke, 628). 

178 
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(4) Group 4 Conversations (Mark 11:27-12:27, Luke 20:1-40) 

Now I am going to discuss the last three texts in Mark and Luke. In Mark 

11:27-12:12, the interaction starts with two elementary open interrogatives of the Jewish 

leaders. Similar to other conversations in Mark, Jesus refuses to provide a direct answer 

but initiates his move with a statement regarding what he is going to do (brEpw-r~aw Uj..L&c;; 

€va A.6yov [Mark 11 :29]). Then, in 11:30 Jesus makes an interrogative move to the Jews 

regarding -ro ~aTinOiJ.a -ro 'Iwavvou, followed by a command aTioKpL9'fl'tE iJ.OL. The question 

itself already places the Jewish leaders in a position to respond, and the command right 

after it requires them to fulfill this role. In this sense, the command itself has the function 

of"preface" and the question before it is the move which propels the discourse. After a 

series of internal discussions, 181 the Jews make a discretionary responding move to Jesus: 

ouK o'(Bawv (11 :33a). After the Jews' response, Jesus initiatives a new tum and makes a 

declarative move regarding himself ( oME: Eyw A.Eyw UIJLv, [11 :33b ]). One thing worthy of 

noticing is that by repeating the things he is not going to answer (Ev TIOL~ E~ooo(~ -rau-ra 

TIOLw), Jesus is also giving a delayed discretionary response to the first question raised by 

the Jewish leaders in 11:28. 

The next story to discuss contains six turns (Mark 12: 13-17). Their exchange 

181 The internal discussion among the Jews (Mark II :31-32) is not treated as exchanges between Jesus and 
the Jews. 
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begins with two consecutively connected interrogatives of the Pharisees and Herodians 

regarding paying taxes to Caesar: should "we" pay them, or should "we" not (6wj..LEV ~ 1..1.~ 

6wjJ.Ev;)? Jesus uses a question with his interlocutors as the Subject to start his turn: ·r( j..LE 

nHpa(EtE; Though the Subject is kept the same, the content is changed-Jesus refuses to 

provide a direct answer to their question but asks a question about his interlocutor. 182 

The question itself is rhetorical, for Jesus does not leave a room for these leaders to reply 

but immediately makes a command to them, cpEpEtE j..LDL 6rJV&ptov. In the story this 

instruction is followed without delay (ol 6E ~vEyKccv). Though no verbal action is 

mentioned here, their non-verbal action is an expected response to Jesus' command. Jesus 

then initiates another turn with an open interrogative regarding the denarius (t(vo<; ~ 

ElKwv ccut'r} ...), and these leaders provides Jesus with helpful information (Kcc(accpo<;) to 

progress the discourse. This responding move is followed by two consecutive commands 

of Jesus. Since the Jewish leaders are the Subjects of Jesus' command ("you" give, 

&n66otE), it means that Jesus' command is related to the second question raised in the 

beginning of the exchange (should ''we" pay, 6wj..LEV). In this sense, Jesus gives a delayed 

expected response to the questions in Mark 12:14, though he slightly changes the 

182 France indicates that this question reveals Jesus' knowledge ofpeople's thoughts, cf. 2:8 (France, 
Gospel ofMark, 468). 
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wording in his utterance. 183 

The third story (Mark 12: 18-27) only contains two turns. After a series of 

declarative moves from 12:19-22, the Sadducees asks a restricted elementary question to 

Jesus: ... -rl.voc; au-rwv EataL yuvf) (Mark 12:23). An extra declarative move is made (at 

yap ETita ...) before they hand over their turn to Jesus. Jesus initiates his turn with a 

leading polar interrogative with a positive bias (au ... TIA.o:v&a8E .•. [Mark 12:24]). This 

move forces these Sadducees to admit that they are wrong in something-not in their 

fmal statement ("not all of the seven have married her"), but in something related to their 

question. 184 Jesus' question itself is a rhetorical one which requires his addressees to 

ponder what is wrong in their question. 

These three stories are also found in the third Gospel. Several minor differences 

are observed in the second and third story. In Luke 16:23, after the Jews' question, Jesus 

directly commands them to show him a denarius. Although the text does not indicate that 

the Jews obeyed Jesus' command, they must have done so (cf. Mark 12:16). And in 20:38, 

after Jesus' speech, the narrative describes an expected response of the scribes 

(oLoaoKaAE, Ka.Awc; ElTiac;. [20:39]), which is not mentioned in Markan text. 

183 One small change here is that Jesus uses the verb 1hro6Uiwi.I.L instead of the original verb IS(!Swi.I.L in the 

~estion (France, Gospel ofMark, 468).

1 France states that Jesus' utterance is "a repudiation of the assumptions on which" the question was 

based (France, Gospel ofMark, 474). 
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A summary of these interactions is listed in Figure 3.13. In brief, in these 

interactions, the Jews tend to accept the roles that Jesus assigns to them, though they do 

not always respond to Jesus with an expected answer. On the contrary, Jesus still reveals 

no interest in accepting the roles that the Jews assign to him. Though sometimes Jesus 

may respond to the Jews' questions, he does not answer them immediately after they ask 

these questions (e.g. Mark 11:33, 12:17). This reveals Jesus' superiority on controlling 

the progress of these conversations. 

Speaker-? responder Redirecting Discretionary Expected 

Mark 
Jews-?Jesus 3 - -

Jesus-? Jews - 1 2 

Jews-?Jesus 3 - -
Luke 

Jesus-? Jews - 1 2 

Figure 3.13 

(5) Group 5 Conversations (John) 

In the fmal section I will examine the conversations in the Fourth Gospel. For the 

convenience of discussion, I will first examine the conversations that start with a question, 

before turning to the ones that start with a statement. 

Conversations starting with a question 

First I will check the conversations starting with a question. In John 2:18-20, the 

Jews initiate their turn by making an open interrogative move to Jesus ( t( 0111..LE1ov .•• ;). 
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Jesus does not reply to them with merely what he is going to do, but first makes a request 

of them: A.uoa-rE tov vaov -rofitov. Jesus is not a cooperative dialogue partner who will 

provide a satisfactory answer to the Jews; instead, he gives an instruction to them first, 

and unless his instruction is followed, they will not see the OTU.LE1ov. Another interaction 

of this type is in John 6:42-43. The interrogatives among the Jews.are prohibited by the 

command of Jesus, 1.1.~ yoyyu(E't'E I.LE't'' UAA~AWV (John 6:43). 

In most cases, the interrogatives of the Jews are replied to by Jesus with 

statements. Nine interactions of this type are found in John. 185 One standard example is 

John 8:19. Here the Jews ask an open interrogative question (nou Eonv 6 1Tat~p oou;), and 

Jesus replies to them with a statement (outE EI.LE o'(oatE outE tov 1Tat€pa !.Lou). The 

utterance of Jesus is not an element to fit the slot ( 1rofi) left open in the question, but states 

something about the Jews, "you know neither me nor my Father." Hence, Jesus' move is 

not a responding move, but a declarative move which requires the Jews to accept or deny. 

In another example (8:48) the Jews makes an interrogative move with a positive bias (au 

KaA.wc; A.Eyoi.LEV ~I.LE'ic; ...?). This question anticipates Jesus' admission ofcorrectness of 

their verbal action ("do we not say rightly ...?"),but Jesus ' utterance is not an answer 

but a statement that is derived from the projected content of the Jews (Eyw cSaLI.LDVLOV ouK 

185 These 9 interactions are John 6:52-53,7:15-16,8:19, 8:22-23,8:33-34, 8:48-49, 8:53-54, 8:57-58, 
and 9:40-41. 
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EXW). 186 In all these situations, Jesus does not answer the Jews explicitly but redirects the 

conversation. 

The only place in which Jesus makes an expected response to the Jews' question 

is in John 8:25. In this conversation the Jews ask Jesus au r(~ EI, and Jesus tells them r~v 

&px~v on Kal. A.aA.w UIJ.LV. UBS4 punctuates this clause as an interrogative, but Carson 

suggests that the sentence "may be an affirmation"187 and can be translated as "Just what 

I have been claiming all along" (NIV). This nominal clause rightly supplies the entity for 

the interrogative word r(~, though the content itself may be confusing to the Jews. 

Another question that gets an expected response is in John 10:32-33. Facing Jesus' 

question (6ux TIOLOV autwv Epyov ...) the Jews answer it directly: ... TIEPL ~A.aacj>T)IJ.LO:~. This 

is the only time Jesus asks the Jews a question in the Fourth Gospel, and he receives an 

expected answer from them. 

Conversations starting with a statement 

Most of the conversations that begin with a statement are triggered by Jesus. In 

seven instances Jesus' statement is followed by a question, 188 though the question type 

186 If the utterance of the Jews is a statement OaL!J.OVLOV EXELc;, then Jesus' utterance will be a discretionary 

response to that statement. 

187 As to the possible translation of this clause, see the discussion in Carson, Gospel According to John, 

345-46. 

188 There are seven interactions of this type: John 6:51-52,7:34-35,8:18-19,8:21-22, 8:24-25, 8:47-48, 

and 9:39-40. 
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used in each exchange varies. The content of some questions are related to Jesus' 

statement. For example, in John 7:34-35, Jesus' statement Uf.LElc; ou Mvaa8e EA.8Etv is 

followed by an open interrogative question ('TTOU outoc; f.LEAAEL '!TOpEUEa8tXL ...?).But in 

other cases the questions are used to redirect the conversation. This can be found in 8:24, 

in which Jesus tells them OC1To8avEla8E EV talc; tXf.LaptLaLc; Uf.LWV, and the Jews ask Jesus au 

tk EI; (8:25). They evade the statement that Jesus has made to them and instead redirect 

the conversation towards the question of Jesus' identity. 

In another eight instances, 189 Jesus' statement is followed by another assertion. 

That is to say, instead of agreeing with or denying Jesus' statement, the Jews make their 

own assertion for Jesus to evaluate. In some cases the Jews simply ignore Jesus' 

statement but criticize Jesus himself This can be found in 8:12-13, in which Jesus 

asserts ... &A.A.' E~EL tO ci>Wc; tflc; (c.uf}c;, but the Jews criticizes his authority: au '!TEPL aeautou 

f.LaptupEtc; (8:13, cf. 8:52, 10:20). Sometimes it seems that the Jews do not understand 

what Jesus is talking about. For example, in 8:56-57 after Jesus' statement about 

Abraham, they redirect the conversation to the age of Jesus: '!TEvTijKovta EtTJ oum.u EXELc; 

(John 8:58, c£ 2:20, 8:33, 8:39 and 8:41). These interactions illustrate Jesus' superiority 

and the Jews' ignorance and enmity: they cannot understand or accept Jesus' statement 

189 John2:19-20, 8:12-13,8:32-33,8:38-39,8:41,8:51-52,8:56-57 and 10:18-20. 
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but repeatedly redirect the conversation in another direction. 

Besides these verbal interactions, 10:30-31 gives an interesting account of a 

non-verbal reaction to Jesus' statement. In this instance Jesus asserts E:yw Kal. o rra-r~p €v 

EO!J.EV, and these words infuriate the Jews to the extent that they pick up stones again to 

stone him. Their action represents a discretionary response to Jesus' statement. 

Finally, I will examine the four interactions that are triggered by a statement 

from the Jews. 190 One significant feature ofJesus' words is that he does not evade the 

statement ofhis dialogue partners but instead uses their words as the departure ofhis own 

statement. For example, after the Jews utter o rra-r~p ~IJ.WV 'APpaa!J. E:anv, Jesus takes the 

elements in their words and puts them in the protasis ofhis own statement (Ei. 'tEKva -roD 

'APpaa!J. E:a-rE [John 8:39], cf. 8:14, 8:42 and 10:34). Jesus does not evade the Jews' 

statement but challenges it instead, therefore revealing his superiority to them. 

The interactions discussed above can be summarized in the table below. 

Speaker-? responder Redirecting Discretionary Expected 

John 
Jews-? Jesus 16 - 1 

Jesus-? Jews 15 1 1 

Figure 3.14 

190 John 8:13-14, 8:39, 8:41-42, and 10:33-34. 
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(6) Summary oflnteractions within an Exchange 


If we put the data in the previous five sections together, we can get Figure 3.15. 


18 r·································································-- -----············· -····· ····························································· 
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M ark Luke John Mark Luke John 


Jews--> Jesus Jesus-> Jews 

Speaker--> Responder 


Figure 3.15 

From this chart we can obtain some important observations. First, the superiority 

of Jesus is consistently revealed in these three Gospels. Faced with the questions of the 

Jews, Jesus seldom acts as a cooperative conversation partner to provide an answer. 

Instead, he tends to redirect the conversation in another direction. Though in two 

instances the Jews' questions are finally answered, these answers are delayed responses 

(e.g. Mark 11:33, 12: 17). Similarly, Jesus does not follow the commands of the Jews. As 

to the part of statements, Jesus also tends to redirect them with another questions or 

statements, and in John's Gospel we even find that Jesus will take some elements from 

the words of his conversation partners and use them in his own utterance. Second, though 
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the Jews' reactions are different in the two Synoptic Gospels and in John, they all reveal 

that the Jews are inferior to Jesus. In Mark and Luke the Jews are depicted as the 

characters that follow Jesus' agenda, including replying to Jesus' question, following 

Jesus' command, or acknowledging Jesus' statement. In the Fourth Gospel, the Jews tend 

to redirect the direction of a conversation. However, their action does not reveal them to 

be in authority. On the contrary, their responses, whether questions or statements, reveal 

only their misunderstanding of Jesus' words or their enmity towards Jesus. 

Conclusions 

Based on the analysis in this chapter, several observations can be made here. 

Overall, Jesus makes more moves in a turn than the Jews do. In these exchanges, Jesus 

consistently appears as the role of giving information, but the Jews appear as both 

interlocutors and information givers. 

From the position of the moves in these exchanges, all three Gospels consistently 

indicate Jesus' superiority. In most exchanges, Jesus is the person who has the last word, 

and in the few exchanges that are closed by the Jews, their utterances reveal that they are 

left in ignorance and misunderstanding. Besides this, in these conversations, Jesus seldom 

accepts the roles that the Jews assign to him but always redirects the conversation. On the 

contrary, the Jews in Mark and Luke tend to accept the roles that Jesus assigns to them, 
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and when the Jews in John attempt to correct Jesus or defend themselves, they reveal 

only their inability to dominate the conversation. 
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CHAPTER 4: SUBJECT ANALYSIS 

In this chapter I will discuss the Subjects used in each conversation. First I will 

analyze the person ofthese clauses, and then I will examine the semantic domains used in 

third person Subjects. 

1. Person analysis 

There are a total of 646 free and bound clauses in the conversations between Jesus 

and the Jews (prefaces and projections not included). Among them 120 clauses are 

uttered by the Jews, and 526 are uttered by Jesus. The use of grammatical person in the 

Subjects of these clauses is summarized in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 

First I will compare the use of 1st I 2nd persons (interactants) and 3rd person (non

interactants) in these Subjects. In the two Synoptic Gospels both Jesus and the Jews tend 
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to use 3rd person in their utterances. For Jesus, the percentage is around 80%, and for the 

Jews, the percentage is 82% (Mark) and 69% (Luke) respectively. However, in the Fourth 

Gospel the use of 3rd person is much lower. The percentage is only 51% for Jesus, and the 

number is even lower for the Jews-only 42%. This result indicates that compared with 

the characters in Mark and Luke, those in the Fourth Gospel are more concerned with 

interactants in the exchanges. 

Then I will compare the usage of 1st and 2nd person in these conversations. First, 

in all three Gospels, Jesus and the Jews use 2nd person Subjects in their utterances 

(speaker-exclusive), though the percentage varies. That is to say, both Jesus and the Jews 

may put their addressees as the Subjects ofnegotiation. For the Jews, such usage is 13% 

in Mark, but reaches 31% and 40% in Luke and John. For Jesus, the percentage is 15% in 

the two Synoptic Gospels, but the number is slightly higher in John (25% ). 

The major difference appears in the usage of 1st person Subjects 

(speaker-inclusive). Such usage is only 5% and 0% for the Jews in Mark and Luke, but 

the number is as high as 18% for the Jews in John. A difference is also obvious in the 

frequency offlrst-person Subjects selected by Jesus-a significant difference of5% 

(Mark and Luke) and 24% (John). The most important meaning of this phenomenon is 

that, compared with the characters in the two Synoptic Gospels, those in the Fourth 
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Gospel are more inclined to talk explicitly about themselves. For example, when Jesus 

says to the Jews U!J.E'ic; 1TOLEh"E ••• they answer him ~~J.E'ic; •.. YEYEVvTJ!J.E8a •.• (John 8:41). 

Similarly, when the Jews tell Jesus au 1TEPL aEaurou ~J.aprupE'ic;, Jesus also replies to them 

explicitly: Kav E:yw f.UXp-rupw rrEpt E~J.aurou, ••• (John 8:13-14). 

Besides this explicit usage of 1st person Subjects, sometimes a character in John's 

Gospel will use a 1st person pronoun within the nominal group serving as Subject, 

therefore relating the nominal group to the speaker. Several examples are found in the 

Johannine Jesus' utterances, such as 0 A.6yoc; 0 Ef.i.Oc; (8:37), ~ f.UXpt"up(a IJ.OU (8:14), ~ aap~ 

f.I.OU I ro ai~J.a IJ.OU (6:55) and r& rrp6para r& E~J.a (10:27). When mentioning the Father God, 

Jesus may say 6 1TEf.LljJac; f.LE rrar~p (5:37). In John 8:12 Jesus sees himself as the one to be 

followed (6 aKoA.ou8wv Ef.LO( [8:12]). Around 20% of the 3rd person Subjects in the Fourth 

Gospel are connected to Jesus with this approach, but such usage is never found in the 

Markan or Lukan Jesus. This again enhances the image that the Johannine Jesus is more 

inclined to put himself forward as the Subject of negotiation. 

In summary, the comparison ofperson is helpful for us to understand the extent to 

which Jesus himself is an explicit topic ofdiscussion. This comparison reveals two 

important differences. First, the Johannine Jesus is more inclined to use 1st person 

Subjects (24%, which is 5 times higher than that of the Markan or Lukan Jesus). Second, 
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when he uses a nominal group as the Subject (therefore in a 3rd person clause), sometimes 

he adds a 1st person pronoun in the nominal group to indicate that the Subject under 

negotiation is also related to him. These two points imply that the topics ofnegotiation 

chosen by Jesus are different between these two groups of Gospels. For Mark and Luke, 

Jesus is a character who proclaims the Kingdom ofGod from an external position without 

explicitly relating that Kingdom to himself But for John, Jesus is the Christ, and talking 

about God's Kingdom entails talking about himself 

2. Words in the Principal Class Objects 

After finishing the analysis ofperson, now I am going to examine what is being 

discussed when Jesus and the Jews use 3rd person Subjects. In the following discussion, I 

will follow the three principal classes defined by Louw-Nida to examine these Subjects. 

In this section, I will examine words from the principal class Objects. Then, in Sections 

3 and 4, I will examine words from the classes Events and Abstracts, respectively. 

The summary of the domain analysis on the Subjects used in these three Gospels 

is summarized in the table inAppendix 2. This table includes the Subjects offree clauses 

and bound clauses. A total of44 domains are used in these thre Gospels. Not every 

domain is used in each Gospel: while some are used in all of them, some are used in only 

one Gospel. A brief summary of this comparison is listed in Figure 4.2. 
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Total 44 domains 

Three Gospels 

Two Gospels 

Used by 

Three Gospel 

Mark and Luke 

Mark and John 

#of domains 

0 

Luke and John 3 (7%) 

Mark only 4 (9%) 

One Gospel Luke only 

John only 

4 (9%) 

Figure 4.2 

Several phenomena are observed from this comparison. First, among these 44 

domains, a total often (23%) are used in all three Gospels. Second, ten domains are used 

only in Mark and Luke. This number is higher than the number of domains used only in 

Mark and John, which is zero, and the number used only in Luke and John, which is only 

three. This phenomenon indicates that the commonality between Mark and Luke is more 

evident than the similarity between John and either one of the two Synoptic Gospels. 

Third, among the 21 domains that are used in only one Gospel, 13 are used in John 

(30%). This matches the result of the second point. 

Therefore, in the following analysis, I will first examine the domains used by 

both Mark and Luke, and then compare this result with John. Finally the domains 

peculiar to John will be analyzed. The lexical terms that are discussed in this section are 

listed in Figure 4.3. 
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Mark Luke John 

GEOGRAPHICAL 

OBJECTS (I) 

paaLA.E(a,oupav6~, y~ 

NATURAL 

SUBSTANCES (2) 

PLANTS (3) ' ~ ' aiJ.iTEII.WV 

ANIMALS (4) 

FOODS (5) " apto~ 

ARTIFACTS (6) OLVO~, aaK6~. 

' 'f.P '' ETIL,_.~~...,IJ.a, paKo~, 

' 'ELKWV 

olvo~, &:aK6~, 

ETILPA'll!J.a 

CONSTRUCTIONS 

(7) 

\ ' Vao~, 1-f.V..,IJ.ELOL~, 

9upa, auA.~ 

BODY PARTS (8) 

PEOPLE(9) av9pWiTO~, yu~, 

uto~ tau &:vepwTiou 

" 9 ' av pwTio~, yuv..,, 

uto~ tau av9pWiTOU 

' KOOIJ.O~ 

KINSHIP TERMS 

(10) 

yu~, &:&:A.<j>6~, 

VUIJ.<j>(o~, olKo~ 

yu~, aOEA<j>6~, 

VUIJ.<j>Lo~, a~p, ui.6~ 

' ' 'ULO~, Tiat'llP 

GROUPS OF 

PERSONS (11) 

utot tou vul-f.<Pwvo~, 

<PapLaa1o~. yEvEa 

ui.ot tau vu!-f.<Pwvo~, 

<PapLaa1o~, ui.ot tofl 
' ~ ' aLWVO~ tOUtOU 

SUPERNATURAL 

BEINGS (12) 
- \ ~ITIVEUIJ.a to aywv 

Figure 4.3 

A. Domains Common to Mark and Luke 

From the data in Appendix 2 we can find that several domains are commonly 

used by Mark and Luke. The first domain is SUPERNATURAL BEINGS (12). In Mark, the 

words or phrases belonging to this domain include o9E6~, oaatavfu; and to TIVEfliJ.a to 

ayLOv. o9E6~ is used in two conversations. In Mark 2:1-12 when.the scribes question 
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Jesus' words as blasphemy, their question is ''who can forgive sins but o8E6c;; alone?" 

(Mark 2:7). In the debate regarding divorce (Mark 10: 1-9), Jesus does not confine the 

discussion at the level ofMoses' command but introduces a statement ofanother level: 

from the beginning ofcreation o 8E6~ made them male and female. That is to say, though 

here the argument is the relationship between people (i.e. divorce), this issue is in fact 

related too 8E6c;;. Therefore, Jesus indicates in the last statement (Mark 10:9) that when 

people divorce they separate what o 8E6c;; has joined together, and therefore is not 

allowed. 191 In Mark 3:20-30 Jesus mentions two types of supernatural beings. First, 

Jesus mentions aa:ra:vac;; (3:23 and 3:26), which is related to the two things mentioned by 

the scribes: BEEA(E~ou.l.. and apxwv 't'WV OIXLf.I.OVLWV. The lexical meaning ofBEEA.(EpouA. is 

not clear, 192 but it is possible that this word is explained by the term apxovn 't'WV 

OaLf.Lov(wv/93 which is also in this domain. At the end of the same story Jesus introduces 

another supernatural being, 't'O 1TVEUf.I.!X 't'O aywv. Here this supernatural being is used in a 

Subject which describes a specific group ofpeople (oc;; ••. ~A.aa<PTJf.l.~au Ei.c;; -ro TIVEUf.I.IX -ro 

aywv). Though Jesus does not explain what it means to blaspheme ro TIVEUf.l.tx -ro aywv, 

191 France correctly indicates that "the antithesis between 0 9E6c; and av9pumoc; highlights the basis ofJesus' 

rejection ofdivorce: it is a human decision ... attempting to undo the union which God has created" 

(France, Gospel ofMark, 392). 

192 "In the end we simply do not know where Mark got it from or exactly what lexical meaning, if any, he 

would have understood it to carry'' (France, Gospel ofMark, 170). 

193 France, Gospel ofMark, 170, especially the discussion in footnote 41. 


http:TIVEUf.l.tx
http:TIVEUf.I.IX
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obviously Jesus thinks that some people's words are not merely a verbal action in the 

visible world, but a slander of a supernatural being invisible to them. 

Three conversations in Luke have Subjects related to this domain, including o 

8E6c; (Luke 5:21, 16: 15) and the kingdom -rou 8Eof> (Luke 16: 16, 17:20-21 ). Besides 8E6c;, 

no other supernatural being is found. 

The domain opposite to SUPERNATURAL BEINGS (12) is the domain PEOPLE (9). 

Subjects of this domain are found in five conversations of Mark. The word most 

frequently used is o&v8pumoc;. Sometimes it represents a general human being, as we find 

in Mark 2:27 where Jesus explains the relationship between o&vepc.moc; and the Sabbath 

(cf. Mark 10:7 and 10:9). Sometimes this word is used as the leading role in a story. For 

example, in the parable of the wicked tenants oav8pw1roc; is the owner ofthat vineyard 

(Mark 12:1 ). Besides this word, people of a specific gender may also be used as Subjects. 

In Mark 12:22-23 Sadducees raise a question regarding the marriage status of~ yuvfJ 

after her resurrection. None of the lexical terms mentioned above refers to specific 

figures. The only usage which refers to a specific character is ouLoc; rou &v8pw1rou (Mark 

2:10, 2:28). In 2:10 the scribes ask who can forgive sins but o8Eoc; alone, and Jesus' 

answer indicates that oui.oc; rou &v8pw1rou is the one who has authority to forgive sins on 

earth. In another statement in 2:28, Jesus contends that a ui.oc; rou &v8pw1rou is lord even 
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of the Sabbath. The space here does not allow a detailed discussion on the meaning of 

this Subject, but it is suggested that it refers to the Son ofMan in particular and not 

people in general (as the utot -rwv &vepwTiwv in Mark 3:28). Specifically speaking, in 

these two places it was understood as the title of Jesus. 194 

Similarly, words of this domain occur in various places ofLuke. Basically, the 

words used in this Gospel are the same as those used in Mark (o &vepwTio~, outa~ -rou 

&vepwTiou and ~ yuvt1). Among these three words, the way o&vepwTio~ is used in Luke is 

different from its usage in Mark. In Luke this word is not used as a substantive (as in 

Mark 2:27, 10:7, 9 and 12:1), but is used to describe the type of exaltation (-ro E:v 

&vepwTIOL~ injiT)A.6v) that is detestable to God (Luke 16:15). 

The next domain to discuss here is KINSHIP TERMS (10). Words ofthis domain 

have been used in four Markan texts, and based on the way they are used, these texts can 

be categorized into two categories. First, these words are used in a situation in which 

issues related to commandments are being talked about. For example, in Mark 10:2 

yuval.Ka is used because the Pharisees are asking Jesus regarding the legitimacy for a 

man to divorce his yuval.Ka, and in Mark 12:20, an assumed situation involving seven 

194 France, Gospel ofMark, 128, 147. France indicates that "Mark and his readers lived in a Christian 
context where b ui.oc; rou av8pw1rou (singular; contrast 3:28) could have only one meaning, and that was as a 
title ofJesus" (France, Gospel ofMark, 147). 

http:yuval.Ka
http:yuval.Ka
http:injiT)A.6v
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&6EA.cpo( and a woman is brought up to discuss marriage after resurrection. These 

instances indicate that Jesus and the Jews may negotiate the topics related to the laws of 

kinship relationship, and because some kinship roles are related to these commandments, 

they are used as the Subjects in the negotiation between these two sides. Besides this 

type ofusage, sometimes Jesus may use these kinship terms to compare other topics. For 

example, in Mark 2:19-20 two roles are mentioned: 6 VU!J.cp(oc; and wedding guests. The 

thing under discussion is whether or not the wedding guests should fast. Jesus indicates 

that the key factor is ovuf.Lcp(oc;: when ovU!J.cp(oc; is with these guests, they should not fast, 

but at the time when ovuf.Lcp(oc; is taken away, they will fast on that day. In this parable, 

Jesus uses a scenario in a wedding to answer the question ofhis interlocutor. 195 And in 

Mark 3 :25 the image ofoi.K (a is used as the Subject of a daily life experience: IfoLK (a is 

divided against itself,~ oi.da will not be able to stand. This term, along with JhoLA.EI.a in 

3:24 (discussed later), is used to denote "powerful and despotic realms ruled by 

Satan."196 

Terms of this domain are used in four Lukan texts. Besides the three terms which 

are found in Mark (o vwcp(oc;, yuva'i.Ka, and &6EA.<f>o(), this Gospel uses another two 

195 The scenario is reasonable as such, but as to its relation to the question, it depends on "whether the 
hearers concede that the current situation of Jesus' disciples is in fact analogous to that of wedding 
~ests .... And Jesus himself is analogous to a bridegroom." See France, Gospel ofMark, 139. 

96 Edwards, Gospel According to Mark, 121. 

http:yuva'i.Ka
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normal kinship terms: &v~p and ui.6c;;. The former is used in Jesus' teaching regarding 

adultery (Luke 16:18), and the latter is used in an example to "point to the scribes' and 

Pharisees' own Sabbath practice" (Luke 14:5).197 In conclusion, similar to Mark, in the 

third Gospel these kinship terms are also used in the discussion of laws or in the example 

of daily life experience. 

Another domain related to people is GROUPS OF PERSONS (11). Two texts in Mark 

contain Subjects of this domain. The first one, oi. ui.ot 1:ou vw<Pwvoc;;, is used in Jesus' 

parable regarding the wedding (Mark 2: 19-20) and has been discussed in a previous 

paragraph. Sometimes, specific religious groups may be used as the Subject in the 

discussion between Jesus and the Jews, as we find in Mark 2:18 where the interrogators 

ask Jesus why the disciples 1:wv <PcxpLacx[wv fast. Besides this specific group, Jesus also 

concerns the group of a larger scale. For example, in Mark 8:12 Jesus selects~ yEvECx as 

the Subject ofhis question: "Why does~ yEvEa seek for a sign?" This word refers to the 

people "living at the same time and belonging to the same reproductive age-class,"198 

and this instance reveals that Jesus may use those living in a certain time and space as 

the resting point ofhis question or statement. The two specific groups of people are also 

used as Subjects in Luke (Luke 5:33, 35). Besides these two, the Lukan Jesus also uses 

197 Bock, Luke, 1258. 

198 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 121. 
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at utot tau aLwvo<; rourou as the Subject ofa statement regarding marriage (Luke 20:34), 

and the term refers to the "mortal human beings in earthly existence."199 It indicates that 

similar to the Markan Jesus who uses~ yEvEa as the Subject in the negotiation, the Lukan 

Jesus also may give his statement to a broad group ofpeople. 

Having examined the domains related to people and supernatural beings (domain 

9-12), I will discuss words in other domains. Among the remaining eight domains in the 

principal class objects, ARTIFACTS (6) and GEOGRAPIDCAL OBJECTS (1) are used by both 

Synoptic Gospels. I will first check words in the former domain. The first group of 

words are those regarding wine, including the plant product oolvo<; and the container at 

&aKa( (Mark 2:22). These are the artifacts of that time, and what Jesus talks about is a 

fact that can be observed in daily life (e.g. and ooivo<; is lost, and so are ot &aKa(). When 

Jesus mentions these things, he does not intend to teach knowledge ofdaily life, but uses 

these experiences to deliver other concepts. However, because Jesus does not explicitly 

indicate the meaning of these parables, the listeners themselves must infer what are 

referred to in Jesus' words.200 The statements regarding ooivo<; and ot &aKoL are the 

media with which Jesus can deliver his message, and these statements are effective 

199 Fitzmyer, Luke, 1305. 
20° For example, France suggests that Jesus uses these parables to "iiiustrate the folly of trying to contain 
the new within the confines of the old" (France, Gospel ofMark, 140). Drury suggests that "both parables 
are about the relation ofJesus, ofChristianity indeed, to traditional Judaism" (Drury, Parables, 45). 
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because they are the common experience ofhis interlocutors. Besides this one, the object 

referred to by the two Subjects in Mark 2:21 (ro TIA~pWJ.La and ro Kaw6v) is the ETIL~A.ru.r.a 

paKouc; &yv&¢ou, which is also an artifact of daily life. What may happen if one sews this 

ETIL~A.ru.r.a on an old garment is also a daily life experience of Jesus' audience, and this is 

the second artifact which is used by Jesus in this conversation. Besides cloth and 

products related to wine, another artifact Jesus mentions is~ ELKwv in Mark 12:16. In this 

story the Pharisees ask Jesus if it is lawful to pay taxes to Caesar. Jesus does not answer 

yes or no, but asks them to give him a denarius and tell him: ''whose ELKwv is this?" An 

dKwv is an artifact ''which has been formed to resemble a person, god, animal, etc.,"201 

and by putting this daily life thing as the Subject ofhis question, Jesus answers the 

question ofhis interrogator. The words used in Luke (o1:voc;, aaKoc; and hf.pA.T)j..La in Luke 

5:36-37) are the same as the ones used in Mark 2:21-22 and will not be addressed here. 

The last domain that is used by both Mark and Luke is GEOGRAPIDCAL OBJECTS 

(I). The only Markan text with this term is Mark 3:24, in which Jesus argues that if a 

~aLA.Ef.a is divided against itself, that ~atA.E(a cannot stand. This statement itself is 

general knowledge and does not refer to any specific paatA.Ef.a. That is to say, similar to 

the statement in 3:25 ofwhich oi.Kta is the Subject, this assertion is used as a parable to 

201 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 65. 

http:TIA~pWJ.La
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deliver other messages.202 Of course, among these two Subjects, ~ pa.OLA.E(oc is especially 

meaningful because "the object of Jesus' mission is the establishment of the pocaLA.E(oc tau 

The term pa.OLA.E La. is also used in Lukan text, but in a different manner. Here this 

kingdom is a specific one, that is, the pocaLA.ELoc of God (Luke 17:20-21). In the Pharisees' 

concepts, the coming of this pocaLA.ELoc is visible,204 and therefore can be categorized in 

the domain GEOGRAPHICAL OBJECTS (l). However, their misunderstanding is pointed out 

by Jesus, and Jesus concludes that the pocaLA.ELoc of God is EV't'O~ UIJ.WV. From the 

perspective ofJesus, the meaning ofpaOLA.E(a in the phrase~ pocaLA.E(oc -rou 8EOfJ denotes 

not so much the meaning of a geographical kingdom as the notion of reign (domain 

CONTROL, RULE (37)).205 That is to say, Jesus intends to change how the Pharisees 

understand this phrase. The usage of this phrase in Luke 16:16 is similar to that in Luke 

17:20-21: on the one hand it means the ruling of God, and on the other hand it is a 

kingdom everyone tries to enter by force. The last two terms of this domain are tov 

ovpav6v and t~v yfJV mentioned in Luke 16: 17. This phrase expresses "the whole created 

202 "These parabolic sayings all develop th~ same basic theme, that since strength depends on unity, an 

attack on any part of Satan's domain is a sign not ofcollusion with him but of threat to his power" (France, 

Gospel ofMark, 171). 

203 France, Gospel ofMark, 172. 

204 Bock states that ''with much ofJudaism, the Pharisees believed that the coming of the glorious kingdom 

would be so clear and powerful that great heavenly signs would signal its arrival." See Bock, Luke, 1412. 

205 Louw and Nida indicate that ''the meaning of this phrase in the NT involves not a particular place or 

special period of time but the fact of ruling" (Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 480). 
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universe,"206 and in this verse they are compared with one stroke ofa letter in the law, a 

thing of a different domain (the domain COMMUNICATION (33)). In these examples we 

can understand how things in the geographical world are used by the Lukan Jesus as the 

Subjects ofhis statements. 

B. Comparison between John and Two Synoptic Gospels 

The six domains discussed above (i.e., domain 1, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12) are used by 

both Mark and Luke. As we will fmd in the analysis below, among these six domains, 

only three are used by John, and the majority fall in the following two domains 

SUPERNATURAL BEINGS (12) (used in six texts) and KINSIDPTERMS (10) (used in four 

texts). 

The first domain to examine is SUPERNATURAL BEINGS (12). Words ofthis 

domain, including 9E6c; and Tiat~p, occur in six Johannine texts. In John 8:42 o 9E6c; is 

used in a protasis uttered by Jesus: "ifo 9E6c; is your father." This term is also used in 

various texts ofMark and Luke, that is to say, this supernatural being is commonly used 

as Subject by these three Gospels. In some utterances this word is used in a phrasal 

Subject. For example, in John 6:46 Jesus uses the title 6 wv Tiapa tou 9Eou to represent 

himself-''only o wv 1Tixpa tau 9Eou has seen the Father." Instead of using a first person 

206 Fitzmyer, Luke, II 18. 
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pronoun Eyw, here Jesus refers to himselfwith a different title, a title related to the 

supernatural being o8E6c;. In John 8:47 another phrasal Subject owv EK tou 8Eou is found. 

This Subject refers to a specific type ofpeople who are "(born) from God,"207 and Jesus 

contends that such people hear the word of God. Again, the Subject used here has some 

kind of relationship to this supernatural being, o8E6c;. 

Besides o8E6c;, in the Fourth Gospel the word Tiat~p may also be used in the 

sense of a supernatural being. This concept is related to the belief of the Jews, for they 

contend that Jewish people are God's children, and they will call God their Father.208 

Therefore, when Jesus introduces 6 Tiat~p in John 5: 17, we must evaluate if it is used as 

a kinship term or is used as the title of God. Some clauses, when taken alone, may be 

understood as an assertion regarding one's father in the flesh. For example, the Tiat~p in 

John 5:20 (6 yap Tiat~p cjnhl tov ul6v) may be interpreted as a sentence to describe the 

love between a father and his son?09 But, from the content in 5:21 (6 Tiat~p EYELPEL touc; 

VEKpouc; Kat (YJOTIOLE1.) it is impossible to interpret 6 Tiat~p as someone's father in the 

flesh, but should be understood as a supernatural being, that is God in Judaism.210 This 

207 Keener, Gospel ofJohn, 764. 

208 Keener, Gospel ofJohn, 646. 

209 And therefore some scholars that "vv. 19-20a constitute a reworked parable: a son ... who is an 

apprentice in his father's trade does only what he sees his father doing, and the father, out of love for his 

son, shows him all that he does" (Carson, Gospel According to John, 250). 

21° Keener, Gospel ofJohn, 646. 
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explains why Jesus' utterance in 5:17 infuriates the Jews, for they understand the TICX't'~p 

mentioned by Jesus as God. When Jesus uses the term o TICX't'~p f.LOU to call God, he 

implies "something more than solidarity with the Jewish people as God's children."211 

In this Gospel this title is used in various ways. Sometimes attributes are added to 

describe this title (e.g., oTIEf.L\jfn:c; f.LE Tia't'~p in 5:37, 8:18, and 6 (wv Tin:-r~p in 6:57), and 

sometimes it is used in a phrasal Subject which refers to a specific group ofpeople (e.g., 

0 aKOUan:c; 1Tn:pa 't'OU 1TO:Tp6c; in 6:45 and EV -rci) OVOf.LCX't'L 't'OU 1TCX't'p6c; f.LOU in 1 0:25). In these 

utterances the Johannine Jesus uses Tin:T~p to refer to a specific supernatural being, and 

the Markan and Lukan Jesus never uses this term in this way. 

Having examined the domain SUPERNATURAL BEINGS (12), I will discuss the 

domain PEOPLE (9). Though words of this domain are used in various Markan and Lukan 

texts, in the Fourth Gospel only one Subject belongs to this domain: KOOf.LDc; (John 6:51). 

The general meaning of this word is universe or earth, but because here it is used in the 

phrase 'lmE:p -rf)c; -rou KOOf.LOU (wf)c;, it represents a specific group ofpeople-"people 

associated with a world system and estranged from God."212 The sphere of experience 

realized in this term is different from the same-domain words used in Mark and Luke, 

which either contain the general meaning ofpeople (avepwTioc;; and yu~) or refer to a 

211 Keener, Gospel ofJohn, 646. 

212 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 107. 
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specific figure (o uloc; "t"ou &vepJmou). 

The words in the domain KINSHIP TERMS (10) are widely used in various ways 

(four texts). The first term to discuss is ul6c;. As we discussed earlier, in the Fourth 

Gospel Jesus frequently calls God o na't"~p f.LOU, and therefore when Jesus selects this 

kinship term o ul6c; to refer to himself(e.g. 5:19,21,23, and 8:36), he implies a special 

relationship with this Jewish God. Besides this usage, o ul6c; may also be used in a 

general sense. This usage is found in John 8:35, in which o ul6c; is used to compare with 

slaves: while the slave does not remain in the house forever, o ul6c; does remain forever. 

The term related too ul6c; is o TIIX't"~p. Besides referring to God as discussed in previous 

paragraph, this word may also represent one's ancestor. For example, in 6:49 and 6:58, 

Jesus twice mentions that ol na't"EpEc; of the Jews ate the manna in the wilderness, and in 

8:39 and 8:56 o na~p refers specifically to their father Abraham. The only place where o 

TIIX't"~p may refer to Jesus' father is in John 8: 19. In that debate, the Pharisees, "who 

presumably had heard of unusual circumstances surrounding Jesus' birth, charge 

ironically that they do not know who Jesus' father is."213 

In summary, among the six domains commonly used by Mark and Luke (domain 

1, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12), only halfof them are used by John. On the contrary, the terms widely 

213 Culpepper, Anatomy, 93. 
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used in John (e.g. Tia't"~p and ul6c;) are seldom found in Mark and Luke (except the ul6c; 

mentioned in Luke 14:5). That is to say, the sphere of experience realized in the Fourth 

Gospel is quite different from that ofMark and Luke. 

C. Domains Peculiar to John or Used by One Synoptic Gospel 

After comparing these six domains, I will briefly review the remaining six 

domains- domain 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8. Though these things are in different domains, but 

by putting them together we can fmd one important difference between Mark/Luke and 

the Fourth Gospel: while in the former all these lexical terms refer to real objects, in the 

latter the situation is not so. Though the terms in the domain CONSTRUCTIONS (7) (va6c;, 

j..LVTU..LELOV, 8upa and auA.~) can be understood literally, words in the other three domains 

cannot be interpreted in this way. For example, no one will interpret the ap't"oc; in John 

6:51 as real bread, and the aap~ and alj..La mentioned in 6:54-56 should not be understood 

literally as the flesh ofJesus. As to the terms in the domain ANIMALS (4), though the 

three uses ofTipo~a't"ov in Jesus' figure of speech (John 10:1-5) refer to real sheep, the 

Tipo~a't"ov and A.uKoc; in the remaining part of this chapter (John 10:8, 12, 27) cannot be 

understood in their literal meaning-no one will think that Jesus has real sheep when 

they hear Jesus' utterance in 10:27! In summary, the terms uttered by the Johannine Jesus 
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refer to something else and need proper interpretation by his audience.214 

3. Words in the Principal Class Events 

After examining the words in the principal class Objects, now I will check the 

words in the principal class Events (domain 13-57). Similar to the procedure in previous 

section, I will first analyze the domains that are used by both Mark and Luke, and then 

compare this result with the terms used in John. The lexical terms of these domains are 

listed in Figure 4.4. 

A. l)omains Common to Mark and Luke 

The fust domain to examine is PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES I STATES (23). In 

Mark words of this domain are used in three texts. The fust is the napa.A.unK6c; used in 

the infinitive dnE1v tQ napa.A.unKQ. This word refers to a type of disease (being lame or 

paralyzed). In Jesus' question, two Subjects are being compared: to say this to this 

napaA.unK6c;, or to say that to him. That is to say, ''to say something to the paralytic in 

front of them" is the thing under negotiation. Next, in Mark 2:13-17, to answer the 

criticism for eating with sinners and tax collectors, Jesus utters a statement: ol taxuovtEc;; 

have no need of a physician, but ol KIXKwc;; EXOvtEc; (Mark 2: 17). Both Subjects belong to 

this domain but with contrasting physical state: while the former is in a state ofbeing 

214 If one understands these words literally, he will raise a question similar to the one asked by the Jews in 
John 6:52: "How can this man give us his flesh to eat?" 
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Domain Mark Luke John 

LINEAR MOVEMENT 'TIOpEUOIJ.!X.L ' ' ,TIEIJ.TIW, ELOEPXOIJ.!X.L, 

(15) 

KILL(20) ' !X.TIOK'l:E ,LVW 

' A ' "avapaLvw, EPXOIJ.a.L, 
, 
ayw 

SAVE (21) 

PHYSIOLOGICAL 

STATES (23) 

' ' .... " LOXUW, K!X.KWt; EXW, 

~X~,TiapaAUtLKOt; 

uyta(vw, K!X.KWt; 
,
EXW, 

,
VEKpoc;, 

, ,
1:pwyw, TILVW, 

~X~, 8Ep!X.TIEUW, 
' , ,avaa1:aatc;, VEKpoc; 

(w~ 

SENSORY STATES ' ' A1 1!X.KOUW, pt~.ETIW 

(24) 

BELIEVE (31) 
,

TILO'l:EUW 

COMMUNICATION 

(33) 

Af.yw, PAa.a<Pll!J.La, 

pAa.a<Pll!J.EW, 

Af.yw, 
t , \ c:
0 VO!J.Ot; K!X.L OL 

AEyw, Aoyoc;, Aa.Af.w, 
.+. , ' "'WV'Il, !J.a.ptup La, 

0111-f.ELOV, 

ETILypa<jl~ 

Tipo<jlf)'t"aL, KEpa(a, 
,

VO!J.Ot; 

'!J.!X.p1:UpEW, 

Ka't"llYopf.w, otoax~, 
rh' ,ypa'l''ll,OVOIJ.a, 

ASSOCIATION (34) ' 1 ' ,!X.TIOt~.UW, ya!J.EW 

FOLLOW(36) 

RULE(37) 

DO (42) 

Kaiaap Kaiaap, E~oua(a 
" ,Epyov, TIOLEW, 

,
Tipaaaw 

RELIGIOUS 

ACTIVITIES (53) 

COURTS (56) 
,

KpLaLc; 

EXCHANGE (57) OLOWIJ.L (pay), Kf)vaoc;, 
,

KUpLOt;, 

OLOWIJ.L (pay), <jl6poc;, 

OLOWIJ. L (give) 

OLOWIJ.L (give), 

KAETI't"llt;' llL08W1:0t; 

Figure4.4 
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215healthy, the latter is ill and in a bad state. These two states are familiar to Jesus' 

audiences, and they also know which one needs a doctor. Therefore, as long as these 

scribes can build up the connection between the roles in this proverb and the characters 

in their question, they can interpret Jesus' metaphor appropriately.216 Another word 

belonging to this domain is l)rux~ in Jesus' question (to save lj!ux~ or to kill, Mark 3:4). 

Of course, in this story even if Jesus does not heal this man immediately, he will not lose 

his life. But Edwards correctly indicates that the l)rux~ mentioned here is not the life of 

that disabled man but the life ofJesus himself.217 That is to say, the intention of those 

who watched Jesus in the synagogue is to destroy Jesus' life (Mark 3:6). 

Luke 5:31and 6:9 also use the words discussed above (uyux(vw, KaK~ EXW and 

l)rux~). Besides them, two other Lukan texts also use words of this domain. In Luke 14:3 

an infinitive 8Epa1TEoom is used as the Subject in a question. Healing is an important part 

in Jesus' ministry, but this is the only time Jesus uses this activity as the Subject for his 

audiences to assess: "Is it lawfu19Epa1TEf>aaL or not?" That is to say, in this case Jesus 

explicitly puts this topic on the table. The words mentioned in the fourth text (Luke 

20:35, 37) are related to death and resurrection. The words mentioned in previous three 

215 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 268, 270. 

216 That is to say, "it is as senseless for Jesus to shun the collectors and sinners as for a doctor to shun the 

sick" (Edwards, Gospel According to Mark, 86). 

217 Edwards, Gospel According to Mark, 100. 
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texts, including the status of the body, life, or healing, are all terms related to a physical 

body, but what are mentioned here, the resurrection (&v&ataat.t;) from the dead (vEKpot;), 

do not belong to the the scope ofa visible world but to "that age." In summary, among 

all the domains in the principal class Events, words of this domain are most frequently 

used in Luke (total four texts), though the sphere of experience expressed by these terms 

varies. 

In Mark and Luke the two domains KILL (20) and SAVE (21) may occur together 

with the domain PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES I STATES (23). Though both Mark and Luke 

contain words of these two domains, they occur in only one or two texts. In Mark 3:4, 

two infinitives are used as options in Jesus' questions: to crooaL life or to cX1TOKtE1vaL? 

Similar terms are used in Luke 6:9 and 13:33 (crooaL and cXTIOAEcrElaL). No matter to whom 

these verbs act on (i.e. an unspecific person or a prophet), they pertain to the vital impact 

on life. 

The next domain which is extensively used is COMMUNICATION (33). In Mark 

words of this domain are used in four texts. In the question Jesus asks the scribes in 

Mark 2:9, two infinitives are used as Subjects for comparison: ELTIE1v to the paralytic, 

"Your sins are forgiven," or ELTIE1v, "Rise, take up your bed and walk." When these two 

verbal activities are being compared, what Jesus concerns of course is not the difficulty 
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of the action ofspeaking as such, but which sentence is easier to utter in public, for the 

effectiveness of the utterance will be verified immediately. From this perspective, "it is 

safe to pronounce the forgiveness of sins, since that statement cannot be falsified."218 

This indicates that "saying something" (more precisely, the content of the utterance) can 

be used as the things to negotiate. 

The ~A.a.o¢ru..Lta. mentioned in Mark 3:28 is another term of verbal communication. 

Here the word ~A.a.o<j>T)j..LLa. is not used "in the technical rabbinic sense" but has "a wider 

range of meaning, including slanderous speech against other people,"219 and this 

statement is Jesus' assessment of this type of utterance. Besides verbal communication, 

the Markan Jesus also mentions communication of non-verbal types: OT)j..LE1ov (Mark 8:12) 

and Emypa.¢ft (Mark 12:16). The former is "an event which is regarded as having some 

special meaning."220 Though the exact content of the OT)j..LE1ov in the Pharisees' mind is 

not addressed, it is expected ''to be of a supernatural character, aTio tou oupo:vou."221 The 

Pharisees require Jesus to communicate them in this manner, but Jesus refuses their 

requirement. As to the last one, it is a kind of written language. In this story, the thing 

under negotiation is the inscription of Caesar on a denarius. This dialogue reveals that 

218 Edwards, Gospel According to Mark, 79. France indicates that to regard the former as easier than the 

latter "does not focus on the inherent value of the acts themselves, but on their force as proof to a skeptical 

audience" (France, Gospel ofMark, 127). 

219 France, Gospel ofMark, 175. 

220 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 443. 

221 France, Gospel ofMark, 311. 
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the Markan Jesus may use articles ofhis daily life as Subjects of his utterances. 

In the two texts ofLuke, the Subject ofLuke 5:23 (i.e. the infinitive ELTTE'iv) is the 

same as that ofMark 2:9. In the second text, two words of this domain are used as the 

Subject: 6 VOf.LOc; Kcxl. oL TTpmfrFJtCXL in Luke 16:16 and VOf.Loc; I KEpcx(cx in an infinitive phrase 

of 16:17. The former represents "a summary way of referring toOT preaching,"222 and 

the latter emphasizes that OT preaching is in the form ofwritten language (one KEpcx (ex of 

vof.Loc;). Here these written Scriptures of Judaism are used as the Subjects in Jesus' 

statement. 

The domain ASSOCIATION (34) is also found in both Mark and Luke (Mark 10:2, 

Luke 16: 18), and the terms used as Subjects are all related to marriage, including &TTo.A.Uw 

and ycxf.LEW. In Mark, this word is used in the infinitive phrase ofa question asked by the 

Pharisees, "Is it lawful &vcSpt yuvcxl.Kcx &TToA.ooa.L?", and in Luke 16:18 these words are 

used in the participle phrases of Jesus' statements regarding adultery (6 &TToA.uwv ... ). 

The phenomenon that these words may be used as Subjects indicates that Jesus and the 

Pharisees may talk about the topics pertaining to marriage. 

Terms in the domains FOLLOW (36) and RULE I CONTROL (37) are all used by the 

Jews. A word used in the former domain is f.La.8T)t~c;, and it occur in many texts as 

222 Fitzmyer, Luke, 1116. 

http:TTo.A.Uw
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questions the Pharisees and scribes ask Jesus (Mark 2:18, 7:5, Luke 5:33). In these 

questions or statements, the Jews either criticize Jesus' f..L1X9rrm:[ for not fasting or not 

observing the traditions of the elders. In the first case, the behavior ofJohn's f..L!X8rrrrx( 

and the f..L1X91l't'IXL ofthe Pharisees are also raised for comparison. These phenomena 

indicate that the Jews are very concerned about how Jesus' f..L!X81l't'IXL behave in certain 

situations. The words in the domain RULE (37) include a ruling figure Krxtarxp (Mark 

12:14, Luke 20:22) and a question regarding the E~ouaCrx ofJesus (Luke 20:2). The 

former is a political figure under whom Jesus and the Jews live, but the mention ofhim 

implies that the debate among Jesus and the Jews cannot escape the sphere of 

contemporary political powers. The second text concerns another figure's "right to 

control or govern over'' something.223 What Jesus did, including cleansing the temple 

and teaching in this area, reveals that he had some type of E~oua[rxv which they were not 

aware of,224 and they are now investigating ''who is the one that gave you this E:~oua(rxv?" 

Their question reveals that besides political power the control at the religious sphere is 

also mentioned in their utterance. 

Another domain which is used by these two Synoptic Gospels is RELIGIOUS 

223 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 476. 

224 Green states "Jesus is not a priest. He has no official role in the temple. On what basis can he engage in 

actions (19:45-46) and proclamation (20:1) that counter the 'reality' of the temple as this has been 

propagated by the temple leadership and taken for granted within Israel?" See Green, Gospel ofLuke, 

700-01. 
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ACTIVITIES (53). First, both books mention the p&rrnaj..UX of John the Baptist (Mark 

11:31-32, Luke 20:5-6), which is a specific religious activity John the Baptist did in the 

regions around Jordan. Though this activity is a common experience to people of that 

day, they have a different interpretation regarding its source, which is the topic Jesus 

poses in his question. Another religious term mentioned by Jesus is rrpoqrf)tT)c; (Luke 

13:33). Here Jesus utters a statement pertaining to a prophet, and by mentioning this 

important role in the religious life of Israel, Jesus connects his own plan (I must journey 

on today and tomorrow and the next day) with the role ofa prophet.225 

The last domain to be discussed is EXCHANGE (57). The terms used here reveal 

various daily life experiences of the Jews of the day. The infinitive phrase oouvcxL Kflvaov 

KdacxpL, which is used as the Subject ofthe Pharisees' question, contains two words 

related to paying tax: &(&wf.LL and Kf)vaoc;. This is also mentioned in Luke 20:22, and the 

only difference is that Luke selects <P6poc; to represent poll tax. Besides representing the 

meaning ofpaying tax (Mark 12:14, Luke 20:22), oU5wf.LL is also used in the form of 

nominal participle (o &ouc; aoL t~v E~oua(cxv tcxut'T)v). Here o(owf.LL denote a typical 

meaning of"give," and this is also the experience of the Jews: There must be someone 

225 And therefore Bock states that Jesus "sees himself functioning as a prophef' (Bock, Luke, 1248). 

http:o(owf.LL
http:oU5wf.LL
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(in their religious system) who can give such authority to Jesus.226 Besides the two 

topics mentioned above, the Kupwc;; of the vineyard in Jesus' parable (Mark 12:9) also 

belongs to this domain. Here Kupwc;; represents the one who owns the property, and is a 

figure not unfamiliar to the daily life experience of the Jews. 

B. Comparison between John and Two Synoptic Gospels 

After examining these two Synoptic Gospels, now I will compare them with the 

domains used by the Fourth Gospel. Two types of domains will be addressed here ( cf. 

Appendix 2). One group includes the five domains which are used by both John and 

these two Synoptic Gospels (domain 23, 33, 36, 53 and 57), and the other group includes 

the four domains which are used by more than two Johannine texts but are not found in 

Mark and Luke (domain 23, 33, 36, 53 and 57). The words in domain 15, which occur in 

four Johannine texts but are used in one Synoptic Gospel, will also be briefly discussed. 

The first commonly used domain is PHYSIOLOGICAL STATES (23). The only word 

which is also used in the two Synoptic Gospels is found in the statement of Jesus in John 

5:25: ot VEKpol. will hear the voice ofthe Son of God, and those who hear will live. In 

this statement, ot VEKpol. does not refer to those who are physically dead (as indicated in 

226 Green, Gospel ofLuke, 700. 
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John 5:28 as "those in their graves"), but those who are spiritually dead.227 This is 

different from the VEKp6~ mentioned in Luke 20:35, in which this word refers to those 

who are physically dead (as the seven brothers and the woman in the parable). Besides 

this word, other words used in John cannot be understood in their literal meaning. For 

example, the two substantives tpwywv and n(vwv in John 6:54 cannot be understood as 

physical actions. If one tries to understand these words literally, one will ask a question 

similar to that of the Jews' in 6:52. The two participles, just as the content of eating (a&p~ 

and a.l!J.a), are only metaphors which refer to something else. Similarly, the word (w~ 

used in a relative clause connected with the main Subject o&pto~ (6:51) does not refer to 

the substance of the material world. This comparison reveals a significant difference 

between John and the two Synoptic Gospels: while the terms in Mark and Luke convey 

the daily life experience of the contemporary Jews, the words in John cannot be 

understood in this way. 

The domain COMMUNICATION (33) is widely used in the Fourth Gospel, and the 

most commonly used words are A.6yo~, Aa.A.E:w, A.E:yw and <j>w~. They refer to the utterance 

of somebody, including Jesus (5:24, 5:28, 7:36, 8:25, 8:37) or others (7:18). Courtroom 

227 The key of this interpretation is the vuv in this verse: ''the believer enters new life ... and has in the 
present the life of the future age" (Keener, Gospel ofJohn, 653). The life mentioned here is different from 
the resurrection mentioned in John 5:28-29, which refer to the resurrection at the last day (Carson, Gospel 
According to John, 256-58). 
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language is another type ofword frequently found here, including ~aptupl.a, ~aptup€w 

and K!XtT]yop€w. Most ofthem also pertain to Jesus' words (5:31, 8:13 and 8:14), but 

some are used to describe the one who witnesses to Jesus (5:32) or the one who accuses 

the Jews (5:45). The last word related to a specific type ofutterance is 5L5ax~. but it is 

also used in the Subject related to Jesus' words (7:16). 

The last two words of this domain are~ ypacjl~ in John 10:35 and the ovof.La in 

I 0:25 (Ev tc{} 6v6~an tou 1T!Xtp6c; ~ou). The former refers to "a particular passage of the 

OT."228 The fact that Jesus uses this word as a Subject means that the conversation 

between him and the Jews may touch on the Scripture of the Judaism. A similar 

expression is also found in Luke 16:17, in which the written Scripture (o v6~oc;) is used 

as Subject. The last one, ovo~a, is "the proper name of a person or an object."229 This 

usage is not found in the other two Gospels. 

In summary, there is some similarity and dissimilarity between John and the 

other two Gospels. First, among the 17 Subjects discussed in this domain, 15 of them 

pertain to the words or verbal activity of some story character in the Fourth Gospel. Most 

of the 15 cases refer to communication in the contemporary story world-a usage which 

is also found in Mark 2:9 (Luke 5:23) in which Jesus requires the Jews to evaluate which 

228 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 395. 
229 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 403. 
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ofhis utterances is easier. Second, among these 15 cases, two are related to utterances in 

the future (John 5:28) or invisible world (5:45, the one who accuses the Jews before the 

Father). This type of communication is not found in the two Synoptic Gospels. Third, 

words ofJesus and words pertaining to Jesus occupy 14 of these 17 Subjects, and 

various lexemes are used to denote them. On the contrary, in Mark and Luke the only 

term pertaining to Jesus' word is }..f.yw. Finally, compared with John, Mark conveys a 

more varied experience ofnon-verbal communication, such as the ElTL ypa<f>~ on a 

denarius or OT)f.LEI.ov from heaven. On the contrary, the only two instances ofnon-verbal 

communication used in John are still related to the sphere of religion, such as ~ ypa!f>~ 

and the ovof.La of the Father. 

The two domains RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES (53) and EXCHANGE (57) are also used by 

these three Gospels. The only religious activity mentioned in John is 1Tpo!f>~tT)c;, which is 

the same as the one mentioned in Luke 13:33. This indicates that both John and Luke 

talk about this specific role of their religious life. As to the domain EXCHANGE (57), the 

most frequently used word is 5(5wf.LL (John 5:36, 6:51, 10:29 and Luke 20:2). In Luke 

20:2, it pertains to what happens in the temple, that is to say, the granting of authority in 

their religious system. In John, this word is used to describe the activity of God, who 

BL5wf.LL works (5:36) or the sheep (10:29) to Jesus, or describe the works of Jesus, who 

http:BL5wf.LL
http:5(5wf.LL
http:OT)f.LEI.ov
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will M5w!J.L bread for the life of the world (5:36). In all these cases M5w!J.L describes the 

activity of giving something to others. 

The last domain which is used by these three Gospels is FOLLOW (36), which is 

used in John 8:12 (aKOAOU8EW in the participle 0 aKoA.ouewv EIJ.OL). The people referred to 

by this substantive are similar to the 1J.et8rrt'~c; used in the two Synoptic Gospels (Mark 

2:18,7:5, Luke 5:33). All these words convey a sphere of experience ofbeing followers 

or disciples of someone, and this event is used as Subjects by all these three Gospels. 

C. Domains Peculiar to John 

In this section I will examine the domains that are found in more than two 

Johannine texts but are at most used by one Synoptic Gospel. Five domains will be 

examined here, including domain 15, 24, 31, 42 and 56. 

The domain LINEAR MOVEMENT (15) is used in four texts. TIEIJ.TIW is the most 

frequently used word, and all of them are used as participles such as 6 TIEIJ.\jJetc; IJ.E Tiet't'~p 

(John 5:37) or 6 TIEIJ.\jJetc; IJ.E (John 8:26, also see 5:24, 7:18, 8:18, 8:29). Here Jesus 

identifies the Father as the one who sent him, but the action mentioned in these Subjects 

(TIEIJ.TIW) is different from the linear movement used in the infinitive ofLuke 13:33 (5E1 

IJ.E .•• nopEuEa8aL). The action in Luke refers to a movement between different 

geographical places, but the movement implied in John does not happen in the physical 
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world for the one who sent him is a supernatural being, the Father. The other terms used 

in John include 0 ... ELOEPXOIJ.EVO~ (10:1-2), 0 ... &va~aLVWV (10:1), 1TcXVtE~ oaoL ~A.eov ... 

(1 0:8) and the infinitive in 10:16 (it is necessary for me &yayE1v). The first three can be 

understood literarily, and their nature is similar to the TiopEum8aL in Luke 13:33. But the 

final cannot be understood in this way, for it is unlikely that Jesus will "lead" real sheep. 

Just as the sheep in John 10:16 should be understood metaphorically, so does the word 

&yayE1v used here. In summary, compared with the other two Synoptic Gospels, words 

of this domain are widely used in various ways, including the movements which can be 

understood literally or metaphorically. 

The words in the domain SENSORY STATES (24) and BELIEVE (31) describe the 

events that one senses or believes something. While the former are connected with things 

regarding Jesus or the Father, including those who hear the voice of Jesus (ot 

aKouaavtEc;; ... , 5:25, 28), those who hear the words of Jesus (6 rov A.Oyov !J.OU aKouwv, 

5:24), and those who heard from the Father (o aKOUaa~ Tiap& 't'OU 1Tatp6~, 6:45), the latter 

are either used independently or connected to the Father, such as omatd>wv in 6:47 and 

o ... TILatEuwv tc{) TIEIJ.\jfavt( IJ.E in John 5:24. By utilizing these words, the Fourth Gospel 

introduces a specific group ofpeople who sense or believe in Jesus or the Father God, 

but these groups ofpeople have never been used as Subjects by the Markan or Lukan 
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Jesus. 

The words in the domain DO (42) touch another sphere ofhuman experience, that 

is, the things done by someone. In the Fourth Gospel, these words are used on things 

related to either Jesus or people. In the former case, these words describe the things Jesus 

does, which are usually connected with the Father, just as the Subject in John 5:36 (ra ... 

Epyo: that my father has given me) and 10:25 (ta Epyo: &€yw iTOLW in my Father's name). 

In the latter case, these terms are used to describe humans, including those who have 

done good (ot ra &yaea iTOL~ao:vtE<;, 5:29), those who have done evil (ot ... ta Q>o:uJ..o: 

iTpcf.;o:VtE<;, 5:29), or the one who commits sin (o iTOLWV t~V af.L!XptLO:V, 8:34). These 

Subjects indicate that different from Mark and Luke, what Jesus and humans have done 

may be used as Subjects by the Johannine Jesus. 

The word used in the domain COURTS (56) is KptaL<;, and is connected with Jesus 

(~ Kp(aL<; ~ Ef.L~, 5:30 and 8:16). This coincides with what we observed in discussing the 

domain COMMUNICATION (33), that courtroom language is frequently used in the Fourth 

Gospel. 

Words of these domains 15, 24, 31, 42 and 56 are used in more than two 

Johannine texts, and this phenomenon reveals that the Johannine Jesus has conveyed 

some sphere of experience that is not talked about in the other two Synoptic Gospels. 
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4. Words in the Principal Class Abstracts 

After examining previous two principal classes, now I am going to check the 

fmal one: Abstracts. Similar to the previous two sections, I will first examine the two 

domains commonly used by Mark and Luke, then examine how these domains are used 

in John, and finally analyze the domains which are used only by John. Lexical terms 

belonging to these domains are summarized in Figure 4.5. 

Domain Mark Luke John 

NATURE (58) 
I I 

KCUV~, VEO~ 

NUMBER(60) Mo, E:m&, 1rpw-ro~, 
5: I I 
uEU'tEpO~, 't'pL1'0~ 

E:m&, 1rpw-ro~, 

fJEU't'Epo~, -rp(1'0~ 

VALUE(65) 

TIME (67) ' I 
1 AATJjJ.EplX, O!Xpp!X't'OV ' I 

1 AATJjJ.EplX, O!Xpp!X't'OV, 

1 n ~ 

OTJjJ.Epov, aup wv, 't''IJ 
) I ) I

EXOf.I.EV'IJ, IXLWV 

tl ' I wpa, o:pxTJ 

STATUS (87) M~a, nj..l.cfw, 

fJouA.o~ 

MORAL QUALITIES 

(88) 

' 8 I I!XY!X 0~ 1TOLEW, 
I

KIXK01TOLEW, 

' 8 Iaya 01TOLEW, 
I

KIXK01TOLEW 

&yo:86~, <jlauA.o~, 
'5: I t IlXuLKLIX, !XjJ.!Xpna 

Figure4.5 

A. Domains Common to Mark and Luke 

The first domain commonly used by Mark and Luke is NATURE (58). All these 

words are used in the parable ofJesus, regarding sewing a piece ofunshrunk cloth on an 

old cloak. In that parable Jesus uses the nature of this piece, -ro K!Xtv6v, to represent this 
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unsbrunk piece. A similar usage is also found in Luke 5:36-37, in which besides the 

word KaLVO!; Jesus also uses VEO!; to represent the wine that is put into the wineskin. 

Utilization of these words reveals that Jesus may use the nature of substance in the 

material world as the resting point of his statement. 

The domain NUMBER (60) is another abstractive domain and words of this domain 

are used in two texts. In the first text the term Mo is used in Jesus' utterance regarding 

marriage: ot ouo shall become one flesh (Mark 10:8). Here ot ouo is used to represent the 

two individuals mentioned in 10:7, and this number creates a contrast with another 

number EL!; of this sentence(...Ek acfpKa jJ.Lav). In another passage, numbers such as E1T'ta, 

npw'tO!;, &u-cEpoc; and -cp ('tO!; are used to describe the ranking of these seven brothers. By 

using these numbers, the Sadducees can describe their question in an organized manner. 

The words in domain VALUE (65) are used in various texts, but both are related to 

judgement of value. In Mark 2:21, when Jesus describes the result of sewing a new patch 

on an old garment, he not only mentions the object itself (ax(aiJ.a) but adds a description 

ofvalue before it (xEtpov axCajJ.a). The value judgement in Luke include describing some 

people as those who Ka-ca~t6w to attain to the age to come (Luke 20:35) or naming all the 

things prized by human as -co ul!rrlA6v. These abstractive assessments on objects or people 

are part ofhuman life, and are used in the conversation between Jesus and the Jews. 
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The domain TIME (67) is used by two Markan texts and four Lukan texts. In the 

parable ofwedding Jesus says that a specific ~f.J.Epa will come when the bridegroom will 

be taken away (Mark 2:20, also Luke 5:35). This reflects the life experience ofordinary 

people that something may happen at a specific time, though the exact time of that ~f.l.Ep!X 

is not explicated identified in the conversation. Another word of this domain is a&ppa·wv. 

This day is the seventh or last day of a week, however, in the contemporary world, this 

day is "religiously the most important since it was consecrated to the worship ofGod."230 

In Mark 2:27, this date, which is meaningful to the religious life at that time, is used by 

Jesus as the Subject ofhis assertion. acippa·wv is also used in Luke 14:3, but here it is 

used together with the infinitive 8Ep!XTIEUO!XL so that the Subject conveys a specific type of 

experience, -ret> a!Xpp&np 8EpaTIEOOIXL. Another three terms of this domain occur in Luke 

13:33, in which a~f.J.Epov, aupLov and -rfj EXOf.LEVIJ are consecutively mentioned.231 These 

three days are tightly connected to the context ofsituation where Jesus speaks, that is to 

say, they ''underscore Jesus' design to continue on his current course without 

interruption."232 The last one is alwv EKEI.vo~:; in Luke 20:35. The word alwv refers to "a 

230 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 652. 

231 BDAG §3353. 

232 Green, Gospel ofLuke, 536. There is a similar phrase in 13:32, a~pov Ka.t a.uptov Ka.t 't'ij 't'PLTIJ, but it is 

not necessary to harmonize it with the phrase in 13:33 as Marshall suggests in Marshall, Gospel ofLuke, 

572. While the former can be understood as "figurative way to speak of a quick succession ofevents" 
(Bock, Luke, 1247), the later is simply an expression on what Jesus plans to do in the context. In the 
coming three days (today, tomorrow, and the day following) he must continue his course, until one day he 
arrives in Jerusalem, which is his destination. 
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unit of time as a particular stage or period ofhistory,"233 and the phrase ai.wv EKE1vot; is a 

unique expression in NT for 'the age to come.'234 In Jesus' statement this term is used to 

describe a specific group ofpeople belonging to that era. From these examples we can 

see that words of this domain are used in various ways: some terms are connected with 

the context in which Jesus speaks (a&ppa't'OV, O~f.J.Epov, aupLOV, tiJ EXOf.l.EV1J), some refer to 

unspecified future days (~f.J.Epa) or even the time after life (ai.wv EKEtvot;). 

The final common domain is MORAL QUALITIES (88). In Mark 3:6, two terms of 

this domain are introduced: is it lawful on the Sabbath &yaeov Tiotf)aat or KaKoTioLf]aaL? 

These terms represent typical distinction on moral quality, and mention of these terms 

indicates that healing has its moral meaning.235 In 3:28 Jesus uses another word, 

aj.l.ap't'T}f.LIX, which is what "someone has done in violating the will and law of God"236 

and is the most common expression of sin. After this, Jesus mentions two specific types 

of sin and indicates that all sins will be forgiven except a specific type ofP.l..amf>T}IJ.La (i.e. 

blasphemy against the Holy Spirit). These instances reveal that moral judgement is the 

sphere ofexperience that may be touched in the conversation of the two Synoptic 

Gospels. 

233 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 648. 

234 Marshall, Gospel ofLuke, 741. 

235 France correctly indicates that ''this positive aim is assumed to override the definitions of 'work' which 

scribal ingenuity had devised." See France, Gospel ofMark, 150. 

236 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 774. 
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B. Comparison between John and these Two Synoptic Gospels 

Among the five domains discussed above, two are used in the Fourth Gospel. The 

first one is TIME (67). In John 5:25 and 5:28 Jesus twice utters "wpa is coming." The time 

referred to in these two Subjects is different: while in 5:25 it means now, in 5:28 it 

means sometime in the future. What Jesus says here is: at this specific point something 

may happen. Another word apx~ is part of the answer Jesus speaks to the Jews (t~v 

apx~v 0 n Ka.L Aa.A.w Uf.LLV [8:25]). This term t~V apx~v refers back to sometime in the 

past, and at that time Jesus already tells the Jews who he is. It is noteworthy that the 

terms discussed here do not refer to a specific moment or era in the story world (e.g. 

acfl3(3a.tov, a~f.J.Epov or atwv EKE'ivoc;;), but to a relative time. That is to say, different from 

the Markan or Lukan Jesus, the Johannine Jesus does not use these specific terms of time 

in his utterance. 

The domain MORAL QUALITIES (88) is another domain that is also used by John. 

Four words of this domain are used in John, including &ya.96c;;, <j>a.uA.oc;;, a6Lda., and 

oc!J.a.ptl.a.. Some words listed above also occur in Mark and Luke, and this overlap 

indicates that all these three Gospels may touch the sphere of experience regarding moral 

qualities. 

http:j>a.uA.oc
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C. Domains Peculiar to John 

In the principal class Abstracts, only the domain STATUS (87) is used in more than 

one text. The first word is 5~a, which is used either in a Subject regarding the M~a of 

Jesus(~ M~a j..Lou [8:54]), or a person who seeks the oo~a of another one (o ,,-rwv t~v 

M~av tou TIEj..Lljlav-roc; au-r6v [7:18]). In both cases this word means that a status ofhonor is 

assigned to a person.237 Another word with similar meaning is nj..L&:w, which is used in 

the Subject ofJohn 5:23 (o nj..Lwv tov ut6v). The usage of these words indicate that 

honoring Jesus himself or the Father is a topic which is not addressed in either Mark or 

Luke, but is repeatedly mentioned in the Fourth Gospel.238 

Conclusions 

Now I am going to examine the implications of these data. From the semantic 

domain comparison in Figure 4.2, we can see that the Subjects used by the Johannine 

Jesus and those used by Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels have some significant differences. 

Although the domains shared by all three ofthese Gospels are not few (23% of the total 

domains used), the number of domains peculiar to the Fourth Gospel is fairly high, 

representing 30% of the total domains used. This data would seem to indicate that the 

experiential meanings that are being negotiated in these two groups ofGospels are quite 

237 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 734. 
238 Another word belonging to this domain is oouA.~. 
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different. But is this really the case? I will approach this question from three 

perspectives. 

First, one major finding in this chapter is that, in comparison with the dialogue 

participants in Mark and Luke, those in John are more inclined to speak in either 1st or 

2nd person. The Johannine Jesus' strong tendency to speak in 1st person (5% vs 24%) is 

especially meaningful, for it indicates that the Fourth Gospel depicts Jesus as someone 

who explicitly puts himselfforward as a Subject for negotiation. This data invites us to 

consider the possibility that the Johannine Jesus may be speaking about the same 

realities as Jesus in Mark and John, albeit using a more explicit manner involving the use 

of the 1st person and the use of Subjects which are directly related to him. For example, 

while in Mark 2:20 Jesus utilizes a parable ofa bridegroom to indicate that his ministry 

on earth is limited (o vw<Pto~ will be taken away), in John 7:33 Jesus explicitly tells the 

Jews "/will be with you a little longer." Facing the criticism of the Pharisees that 

BEEA(EPouA. EXEL, Mark's Jesus replies to them with parables in which pacrtA.E(a and otKCa 

serve as Subjects, implicitly indicating that he does not have a demon (Mark 3:24-25). 

However, the reaction of the Johannine Jesus is different: facing a similar accusation by 

the Jews, he explicitly says €ycJ 5aLIJ.OVLOV ouK EXW (John 8:48). In a fmal example, the 
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Markan Jesus uses oolvo~ to represent his teaching (Mark 2:22)/39 but the Johannine 

Jesus again explicitly uses Tj ~f.Jrl 6L6ax~ as the Subject ofhis statement. These examples 

illustrate that while the Synoptics depict Jesus as using various approaches (e.g. parables 

or sayings) to expound the truth, John depicts Jesus as someone who explicitly puts 

himself at the center of his teachings.240 

We also find that, even when the lexical terms used by John and the Synoptics are 

different, they are sometimes related to the same sphere of experience. For example, in 

Mark 12:20-22 various numbers are used (h't'a, 1Tpw't'oc;;, &:u't'Epo~, 't'p (.Toe;;) by the Jews in 

their question regarding what will happen EV 't'fj &vaa't'aaEL (Mark 12:23). No words of 

the domain NUMBER (60) are used in the Fourth Gospel, but in John 5:28 Jesus explicitly 

mentions the wpa is coming when all who are in their graves will hear Jesus' voice and 

will come out. The thing that is mentioned in Mark (&vaa't'aaL~) refers to the same sphere 

of experience that is talked about by the Johannine Jesus (i.e. resurrection). The 

difference is that while in the Markan conversation resurrection is only the background 

information behind the debate, in the Fourth Gospel Jesus explicitly talks about this topic 

by connecting himself to the specific wpa when all the dead will be raised. The 

239 France, Gospel ofMark, 142. 

240 "As F. F. Bruce notes, the Synoptics present what Jesus did and said; John, while also relying on 

historical tradition, is more concerned to tell us who Jesus was and what he meant'' (Keener, Gospel of 

John, 79). 
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Johannine Jesus is concerned with this fundamental topic, and he himself is the key 

person who will enact the resurrection. The comparison ofMark 2:17 and John 5:37 also 

illustrates the overlap between these two Gospels. In Mark 2:17, Jesus uses a 1st person 

Subject and asserts that ouK ~A.eov KaA.EmXL 6LKa[ouc;;. Here Jesus uses this verb ~A.eov but 

does not describe the nature ofhis coming to the world. However, in John 5:37, Jesus 

explicitly indicates the nature ofhis coming: God is the one who sent him (a TIEf.LljJac;; f.LE 

nat~p). While the Markan Jesus describes the purpose ofhis coming, the Johannine 

Jesus focuses on the nature of his coming. These examples illustrate the sort of 

experiential connections that exist between John and the Synoptic Gospels: they may talk 

about the same sphere ofexperience in different ways because ofdifferent purposes, 

therefore utilizing different lexical domains in their grammatical Subjects. 

Finally, both the Johannine Jesus and the Jesus in the Synoptic Gospel use 

everyday imagery to refer to things in the Kingdom of God. Therefore, although the 

imagery used by them is sometimes different, the Subjects in fact refer to the same 

realities. One good example is nat~p in the Fourth Gospel (e.g. John 6:57) and the 

&vepwnoc;; in Jesus' parable (Mark 12:1). Both lexical terms refer to God. 

In conclusion, from my semantic domain analysis, I have observed that the 

Subjects in the Synoptic Gospels are experientially different from those in the Fourth 
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Gospel. However, this does not mean that the things under negotiation between these 

two groups of Gospels are unrelated. It is possible that the Johannine Jesus and Jesus in 

the Synoptic Gospels talk about the Kingdom ofGod in different ways, and that the 

specific Subjects that Jesus chooses to negotiate fulfill the context of situation in which 

these gospel stories are told. This suggestion echoes the words of Keener that "John 

seeks to be faithful to his historical tradition by articulating its implications afresh for his 

own generation."241 

241 Keener, Gospel ofJohn, 79. 
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CHAPTER 5: DEPENDENT CLAUSE ANALYSIS 


In this chapter, I will analyze clause complexes, treating each free finite clause as 

the center of a clause complex and examining the type and quantity of each dependent 

clause. First, I will examine the quantity of various clause complexes, including those 

with expanding clauses, those with projected clauses, and those with both of them. In the 

second and the third part, I will scrutinize the type and quantity of these dependent 

clauses. In the final part, I will examine the recursion of these clause complexes, that is to 

say, how these individual elements are connected together to form a clause complex. 

1. Clause Complex Analysis 

There are 504 free clauses in the three Gospels, and they can be categorized 

according to the types of supporting information connected to them (Figure 5.1) 

100% 


90% 


80%
 

70% 


60%
 
!I:With both types 

SO% 
!l:with projection 

40% 
1111 with expansion 

30% 
!I:single free clause 20% 


10% 


0% 

Mark(132) Luke(97) 


Total 504 free clauses 


. 

. 

John(275) 

Figure 5.1 
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Several phenomena are observed in this figure. First, in the Fourth Gospel 70% of 

moves are composed of single free clauses, but the percentage is higher in Mark (77%) 

and Luke (81 %). That is to say, speakers in the Fourth Gospel are more inclined to use a 

clause complex to make a move. Second, the major cause of this distinction is the 

difference in the number of expanding clauses. While 23% of the free clauses in the 

Fourth Gospel contain expanding clauses, the percentage is lower in Mark (17%) and 

Luke (12%). Third, projection is also found in these three Gospels, but only at a low level 

(between 3% and 5%). Finally, very few clause complexes (around 2% to 3%) contain 

both expansion and projection. 

In the next section, I will compare the type and quantity ofexpansion used in each 

Gospel. 

2. Expanding Clause Analysis 

Expanding clauses can be distinguished into two major categories: bound finite 

clauses and bound non-finite clauses. The former are finite clauses that are connected to a 

primary clause by various types of subordinating conjunctions, and the latter are 

participle clauses that are used to modify the verb ofa primary clause (i.e. adverbial 

participle clauses). Among the 142 bound clauses in these three Gospels, 122 are either 
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adverbial participle clauses or are clauses initiated with subordinating conjunctions.242 

The percentage of each type is summarized in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 

From this chart we can find a significant difference in the types of bound clauses 

used by John and by the other two Synoptic Gospels. In the Fourth Gospel 96% of bound 

clauses are bound finite clauses, and only 4% are adverbial participle clauses. However, 

in Mark and Luke, while the percentage ofbound finite clauses (65% and 69%) is still 

higher than that of adverbial participle clauses (35% and 31 %), the difference between 

these two groups is not as large as that in the Fourth Gospel. These data illustrate that the 

two story characters in the Fourth Gospel seldom use adverbial participle clauses to 

provide supporting information. Instead, bound finite clauses are frequently used when 

242 Another 20 bound clauses are paratactically connected to their preceding bound clauses with a 
coordinate conjunction (e.g. ml. or 6E), and their features are defined by the bound clause which they 
connect to. 
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they construct clause complexes. In the following discussion, I will examine these two 

types of clauses in sequence. 

A. Adverbial Participle clauses (Bound Non-finite Clauses) 

In the Gospel ofMark, adverbial participle clauses are used in nine conversations. 

As mentioned previously, bound clauses serve to support propositions and proposals, and 

this Gospel reveals how this structure can be used in various ways to provide supporting 

information. In some cases, the speaker may use a participle clause to provide 

information related to the finite verb of the primary clause. In this structure, these verbs 

constitute a series of actions: the main verb is the point of focus, and the supporting 

information provided by the participle clause makes clear the meaning of the main verb 

of this clause complex. 243 This type of~sage is found in several Markan texts. In Mark 

3:27 the participle clause Elc; 't'~V oix(av ... Ei.aE.A.9wv is uttered before the main action 

ot.apmiaa L. The action ot.apmiaa L is the point of focus, and the participle complements 

what happens before this main activity. This usage is frequently found in the utterance of 

a story or an event. For example, in the parable of the wicked tenants, Jesus twice uses 

the participle Aa:pov't'Ec; to describe the preceding action of the main verb EOELpav (12:3) 

243 As to the sequence of a participle and a fmite verb, see the discussion in Porter, Idioms, 188. 
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and aTIEKtHvo:v (12:8)?44 

Sometimes a participle clause does not describe a series ofmovements, but 

provides supporting information that is semantically related to the primary clause. This is 

found in the participle clauses used in the test case of the Jews (Mark 12:20-21). In 12:20, 

the participle aTio8v1JaKwv precedes the main clause auK &<jli'jKEV OTIEp~. This indicates 

that the concern of the Jews is that no children were left when a certain situation occurs 

(aTio8vtJaKwv). In 12:21, the main verb aTI€8o:vEv precedes the participle clause 1.1.~ 

Ko:to:hTIWV OTIEp~. In this case, the participle is used to describe the accompanying 

situation when the second brother died, that is, no children were left. In the first case 

(12:20), the participle clause can be translated as "when ..." but in the second case 

(12:21), the participle clause simply provides supporting information but cannot be 

categorized into a specific semantic consequence.245 Similar to the function of 12:21, the 

two participle clauses in Mark 7:1-13 also serve to provide information related to the 

main clause. The focus of Jesus' condemnation in Mark 7:8 is Kpo:tEltE t~v Tio:p&ooa Lv ... , 

but the participle clause (a<jlEv-rEc; -r~v E:v-roA.~v •.. ) reveals contrastingly what they 

abandon simultaneously when they decide to maintain their tradition. 246 The participle 

244 Sometimes the action described by the participle occurs simultaneously with the action of the main verb. 

An example is ').f.ywv in Mark 12:6 and 12:26. 

245 Therefore, most English version (e.g. NASB, NRSV and NIV) simply translates it as a participle and 

does not add any conjunction. . . . ; 

246 France, Gospel ofMark, 285. France indicates the three contrasts in these two sentences: 
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clause in 7: 13 (aKupouv-rEc;; 1:ov A.6yov ... ) follows immediately after the primary clause in 

7:12 (m'>KEn &cp(En cdJ1:6v... ). This participle clause does not have a temporal relation 

with the primary one, but serves to provide supporting information. That is to say, Jesus 

not only indicates what the Jews do in 7: 12, he also describes the meaning of their action 

with a participle clause. In these two utterances, no obvious semantic relationship is 

found between these two actions. Jesus simply juxtaposes the participle clause with the 

primary one so that the meaning of the latter can be uttered more precisely. 

Adverbial participle clauses are used in five conversations ofLuke, and four of 

them are used to describe events that occur in sequence. Luke 6:4 and 20:29 are standard 

examples of this type. In the former case, Jesus mentions that David took and ate the 

bread ( wuc;; lfp-rouc;; . . . .A.apwv EcpcxyEV), and in the latter case, the Sadducees says that the 

first brother married and died childless (A.apwv yuvcx1Kcx &nE8cxvEv ... ). The finite verb is 

the point of focus, with the participle clause providing information regarding its 

preceding action. The structure in Luke 5:39 (mwv ncxA.aLov 8EA.EL vEov) is similar: the 

position of the participle clause and the primary one indicates the sequence of these two 

events, and Jesus argues that it is impossible for things to occur in this sequence.247 Luke 

ticjlEvn:c; ...Kpa:tEI:r:E; Ev-to.A:rw .•. '!Ta.p&.ooaLV; 9Eou ..•&v9pwmuv. 

247 From this point ofview, it is reasonable that some English translation adds an "after" before the 

dependent clause (NASB, NRSV). 
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13:32 also mentions two events which occur in sequence. What is special here is that this 

participle is connected to Jesus' command (1TOpEU8EV'tEc; EL1T!X't'E 't'fl aAW1TEKL 't'IXll't''IJ). There 

is only one command in Jesus' utterance-speak to Herod, but without going first, they 

cannot carry it out. This participle (1TOpEu8€vtEc;) is an action accompanying the major 

command (E'LTiatE). The only adverbial participle clause which does not function in this 

way is the one in Luke 20:36. Here the participle clause tf)c; &vaataaEwc; utol ovtEc; does 

not have a temporal relationship with the primary clause ui.o( ELOLV 8Eou, but serves to 

provide supporting information for the. main clause. However, from the context we 

cannot define a specific semantic relation between these two events. 248 In summary, both 

types ofusage are found in Lukan conversations. 

The quantity of adverbial participle clauses in the Fourth Gospel is much smaller 

than that in Mark and Luke (see Figure 5.2), and among these three cases only one is 

uttered by Jesus. Compared with the two Synoptic Gospels, The Johannine Jesus seldom 

uses this type ofclause.249 The only place where Jesus uses this structure is John 5:44, in 

which a non-finite bound clause M~av 1T1Xpa aAA~AWV Aaf.Lf3&VoV'tEc; is uttered before Jesus' 

condemnation to the Jews (t~v M~av ... ou '11tEL't'E).Z50 This free clause is the point of 

248 Therefore, NASB and NRSV directly translate it as a participle (being sons of the resurrection). It's not 

necessary to add a conjunction such as "since" (NIV) to specify their semantic relation. 

249 Among the nine adverbial participles in Mark, seven are used by Jesus, and among the five in Luke, 

four are used by Jesus. 

250 Here I follow the suggestion ofBarrett to connect the participle A.aiJ.I3tivovtE~ with the finite verb (TJ't'EL't'E, 
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focus, and this participle clause does not have a specific semantic relationship with the 

major clause but serves only to provide some supporting information. This usage is 

similar to the participle clause in Mark 7:8 (a<jlEvnc; -r~v E=v-roA.~v ...). The other two 

adverbial participle clauses are uttered by the Jews. In John 7:15, the participle clause fl.~ 

f.I.Ef.La.Eh']KW£; is added at the end of their question (rrwc; ou-roc; ypaf.Lf.La.TO: OLOEV), and in John 

10:33, the participle clause lfv8pc..:moc; wv is inserted within the free clause ou ••. TIOLE1c; 

omu-rov 8E6v. In these two cases, the adverbial participle introduces an event that has 

some semantic relation with the main clause, though the relation is not explicitly 

specified. 

From the discussion above we have observed that while Mark and Luke may use 

adverbial participle clauses to describe actions in sequence (three times in Mark and four 

times in Luke), John never uses adverbial participle clauses in this way. The possible 

cause ofthis phenomenon is that the Johannine Jesus seldom tells stories or parables, 

which are the occasions in which such usage ofadverbial participle clauses is usually 

found. Besides the significantly lower proportion of this structure in the Fourth Gospel, 

this different usage is another important difference between John and the two Synoptic 

and do not follow UBS4 to connect the participle with the question 'lTWt; MvaaBE u~Eic; 'lTLO'tEUa!XL. See 
Barrett, Gospel According to John, 261. John 5:44 will therefore be translated as "How can you believe? 
Accepting glory from one another, you do not seek the glory that comes from the one who alone is God." 

http:ypaf.Lf.La.TO
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Gospels. 

B. Subordinate Conjunctions (Bound Finite Clauses) 

A total of twelve subordinate conjunctions are used in the dialogues between 

Jesus and the Jews. Among these twelve conjunctions, four are used in three Gospels, 

two are used in two Gospels, and another six occur in only one Gospel-three in Mark or 

Luke, and another three in John. This information is summarized in Figure 5.3. 

Mark Luke John 

AdvPt 9 (35%) 5 (31%) 3 (4%) 

'EL 5 (19%) 3 (19%) 12 (15%) 
',ECI'.V 3 (12%) 1 (6%) 17 (21%) 

"01:av 3 (12%) 1 (6%) 3 (4%) 

"O'tE 1 (4%) 1 (6%) 1 (1%) 

'Lva 4 (15%) 11 (14%) 

on 3 (19%) 23 (29%) 

ewe; 1 (6%) 

Ka8Wt; 6 (8%) 

01TOU 2(3%) 

Oa~ 1 (4%) 

Wa1TEp 2 (3%) .we; 1 (6%) 

Total 26 16 80 

Figure 5.3 

(1) Conjunctions used by three Gospels 

In this section I will discuss the three conjunctions EL, E&v and oto:v. The fourth 

conjunction orE will not be addressed here because its number ofusage is very low, only 
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once in each Gospel. 

• el 

The first conjunction to discuss here is EL The proportion of this conjunction in 

these three Gospels does not differ much, ranging between 15% and 19%. Since the 

usage in Mark and Luke is similar, I will discuss them together. One standard usage is 

found in Mark 3:26, in which Jesus adds an El. clause before the free clause ou cSUVIX't"IXL 

a't"f]V!XL. This et clause is a first class conditional (Ei. +indicative verb), that is to say, Jesus 

uses this bound clause to confme his statement because it is true only under certain 

conditions. Besides this usage, sometimes Ei. is combined with other particles. In Mark 

2:21-22 (also Luke 5:36-37), the protasis simply contains three words EL 0€ f.J.~ and does 

not have its own finite verbs. That is to say, Jesus does not use a new assertion as the 

supporting information of this clause complex but uses a simplified negation as the 

protasis of this move.251 

The case in Mark 2:7 (also Luke 5:21) is different from the examples discussed 

above. Here the question ( 1: Lc; cSUVIX't"IX L ••• ) is uttered first, followed by the bound clause Ei. 

f..l.~ El~ 6 8E6~. The combination ofEL and f.J.~ denotes the meaning of"except," and the 

Jews add this bound clause to exclude de; o8E6c; from the question they ask. The final 

France indicates that "EL of: j.l.~, following a negative statement, has the effect of 'but ifhe does' or 
'otherwise"' (France, Gospel ofMark, 141). 

251 
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case (Mark 8:12) is an unusual one, for it contains only an EL clause and does not have a 

corresponding main clause. As discussed previously, this sentence reflects the structure 

ofa suppressed self-execration in which the apodosis is left out and only the EL clause 

remains. In summary, in the five EL clauses ofMark four different types of usage are 

found, and among them only Mark 3:26 is a standard first class conditional clause. 

What we find in the Fourth Gospel is quite different from what we have just 

observed in Mark and Luke. Among the twelve EL clauses used in John, eleven of them 

are either first or second class conditional clauses. The former is found in seven 

positions.252 For example, the words Jesus speaks to the Jews in John 8:39 (EL tEKVIX tau 

'APpllcXf..L EOtE) and the words the Jews speak to Jesus in John 10:24 (El. au EL 6 XPtat6c;) 

belong to this category. The assertion in a protasis is "for the sake of argument" and may 

be true or false.253 By adding this conditional clause, the speaker indicates that the 

statement expressed by the primary clause holds true only in some certain condition. As 

to the four conditional clauses of the latter group, 254 they are "contrary-to-fact 

conditionals." The words uttered by Jesus in these four instances, including El. E'TTLOtEDEtE 

MwDaE1 (5:46), EL Ef..LE iJBELtE (8: 19), EL 6 8Eoc; 1Tilt~p uf..Lwv ~v (8:42) and d -rU<flA.ol ~tE 

252 John 5:47, 8:39, 8:46, 10:24, 10:35, 10:37, and 10:38 

253 Porter, Idioms, 256-57. 

254 John 5:46, 8:19, 8:42 and 9:41. 
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(9:41), are all contrary to the facts?55 That is to say, when Jesus selects this type of 

conditional, he already denies the possibility of the following apodosis. 

Among the two conditionals discussed above, only the former is used in Mark 

(Mark 3 :26), and the latter is used in neither Mark nor Luke. The usage ofthe last Et 

clause (John 6:46) is the same as that in Mark 2:7 and Luke 5:21. Here Jesus adds the EL 

clause (Ei. 1..1.~ ...) after his statement to exclude a specific Subject 6 wv '!Tapa 't'OU 8Eou.256 

In summary, though the percentage ofEL clauses is close in these three Gospels 

(15-19% of all expanding clauses), the way this bound finite clause is used in John and 

other two Synoptic Gospels is quite different. While in the Fourth Gospel most of the Ei. 

clauses are either first or second class conditional clauses, this usage occurs only once in 

Mark and is not found in Luke. On the contrary, the way the Ei. clause is used in Mark is 

varied. Though EL clauses occur only five times in this Gospel, they can be categorized· 

into four types ofusage . 

• eav 

Mv is also a subordinate conjunction which is used in three Gospels. From the 

quantity point of view, the percentage ofMv clause in these three Gospels is significantly 

255 The particle &v is used in all the apodoses. 

256 The EL IJ.~ in John 10:1 0 is not counted here, for the bound clauses are the three Mv clauses after El IJ.~ 

c...EL ll~ 'Cvo: KiEtln:l Ko:l. eroo Ko:l. rbro.A.ECTIJ·). 
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different: in the Fourth Gospel, Mv clauses represent 21% of all expanding clauses (17 

times, the second major bound clause type), but in Mark the percentage is only 12% (3 

times) and in Luke 6% (once only). Besides this difference in overall usage, the three Mv 

clauses in Mark occur in the same conversation (Mark 3:20-30), but the 17 E&v clauses in 

John are evenly distributed in six conversations. From this perspective, while Mv clauses 

are commonly used in the Fourth Gospel, the situation is not so in Mark and Luke. 

I will first examine the three Mv clauses in Mark 3:20-30. The subjunctive verb in 

these three bound clauses indicates that the protasis is not related to facts, but is only a 

hypothetical consideration that Jesus raises when he answers the Jews.257 The Mv clauses 

in 3:24 and 3:25 occur before the free clauses and are typical third class conditionals. The 

third Mv in this Markan conversation is connected with another particle IJ.~, and this Mv 

clause follows a negative statement (ou MvataL ou&L!; ... [3:27]). Such a combination 

denotes the meaning of"unless" or "except," and by this Jesus provides an exception to 

the statement he utters here. The only Mv clause in Luke (E:O:v outoL crLwTITjaoucrLv [Luke 

19:40]) is used by Jesus to express an opposite expectation. 

There are a total of 16 Mv clauses in the Fourth Gospel, and all of them use verbs 

of subjunctive form. Among these 16 clauses, 13 are typical third class conditionals and 

257 Porter, Idioms, 262. 
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all of them precede the corresponding free clauses. In three other cases (John 5:19, 6:44 

and 6:53) the protasis is initiated with M:v f.J.~ and is connected to a negative statement. 

The sequence in these three texts is not the same: in the frrst two clause complexes the 

protasis follows the apodosis, but in the third, the sequence is reversed. However, these 

E&v clauses all express the meaning of"except" or ''unless." In the Fourth Gospel we also 

fmd that an Ecfv clause and an EL clause may occur in the same clause complex. In John 

10:38, the first bound clause (Ei. ... 1TOLw) assertively expresss an event regarding Jesus, 

but the second (Eav Ef.J.OL f.J.~ ma't'EtrtTJE) is a hypothesis which Jesus projects on the Jews. 

By selecting different conjunctions, Jesus clearly defmes his assertion and projection, and 

uses these bound clauses as the supporting information of the command he utters to the 

Jews in 10:38 (1:o'ic;; Epymc;; TILa't'EUE't'E). 

In summary, E&v clauses are the second major bound clause type in the Fourth 

Gospel (21% ). This bound clause type is also found in Mark, but its percentage is lower 

(12%) and all these E:av clauses occur in the same conversation. This difference may 

result from the different ideational focus between John and the Synoptics: while the 

former feels the need to add conditional clauses to confme certain statements or questions 

in Jesus' conversations, the latter do not think it necessary to do so. 
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• 	 lhav 

orcxv is the third type of subordinate conjunction which is used in the three 

Gospels. Verbs in these examples use the subjunctive mood form, and therefore represent 

the projection of the speaker. In Mark 12:23, the Jews first project a situation which 

might happen in the future (ora.v ava.arG>aw), and therefore confme their question (ri.voc;; 

a.urwv Eata.L yuv~;) under this specific condition. Similarly, in 12:25, Jesus first repeats 

the projection of the Jews (O!IXV ••• aV!XO!WaLV), and then gives his own statement. In 

Mark 2:20, the sequence of bound clause and primary clause is reversed. Here Jesus first 

utters a main clause which is related to time (E.A.euaovra.L ... ~IJ.Epa.L), and then adds this 

temporal bound clause O!IXV aTia.peu ... 0 VUIJ.QlLOc;;. This is the only place in which a O!IXV 

clause follows the primary clause. 

The only orav clause in Luke (5:35) contains the same content as that in Mark 

2:20, but the Lukan Jesus does not connect this bound clause with E.A.euaovra.L ... ~IJ.EpaL, 

. th ~ 11 . fr 1 , , ' ' , ~ ' ' 258bUt COnnects It to e 1.0 OWing ee Cause !O!E V110!EUOOUOLV EV EKELVIXLc;; !IXLc;; Tl!J.Ep!XLc;;. 

That is to say, in this clause complex the projected situation is used as the supporting 

information for the statement regarding the disciples. 

In the Fourth Gospel the ora.v clause is used in three conversations. Various topics 

258 The difference between Luke and Mark is that while in Mark ftiJ.Epa.L and lha.v are connected, in Luke 
there is a Ka.l. between fti-Lepa.L and o-ca.v. See BDAG §5411. 
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are projected here, including what may happen to the Son ofMan (1hav injJWa1l'tE -rov utov 

mu &v8pwTiou, 8:28), the action of the devil (o-rav A.aA.iJ -ro \jJEuoo'= [8:44]), and the action 

ofa shepherd in a parable (6-rav 'tCx 'LoLa mxna E:Kj3&A.u [10:4]), but the style of them is 

consistent-in all of them o-rav clauses are arranged in a preceding position to provide 

supporting information. 

In summary, the way o-rav clauses are used is similar in these three Gospels. They 

all use the subjunctive verb to project what may happen in a certain time, and except for 

Mark 2:20, all o-rav clauses precede the main clauses. 

(2) Conjunctions used by John and one Synoptic Gospel 

In this section I will discuss two subordinate conjunctions: 'Cva and on. The on 

clauses which function as content clauses will not be discussed here but will be dealt with 

in the section regarding projected clauses. 

• tva 

This conjunction occurs in the Gospel of Mark (four times, 15%) and in the 

Fourth Gospel (eleven times, 14%). All of these 'Cva clauses use a verb in the subjunctive 

mood, and they all occur after their primary clause. However, as to the semantic meaning 

of a 'Cva clause, it must be understood based on the context in which this bound clause is . 
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uttered.259 

In the four 'Lva clauses in the Gospel ofMark, the three uttered by Jesus are used 

in three different contexts, including an evaluation of the behavior of the Jews (7:9), a 

description of the action of the owner of the vineyard (12:2) and a command to the 

Pharisees (12:15). In these contexts, the action in the main clause would not come about 

''without some motivating force,"260 and these 'Lva clauses convey the meaning of 

purpose. The only one which does not serve as a purposive clause is the 'Lva clause in the 

question of the Jews in 11:28: who gave you this authority '(va 't'afrt"a TioLiJc;? Here the 

bound clause is the result of the action in the primary clause. 

The way'(va clauses are used in the Fourth Gospel is somewhat different from 

that in the Gospel ofMark. All of these clauses are uttered by Jesus, and in eight cases 

Jesus first indicates what the Father does (John 5:20, 5:23), what he himself does (John 

5:34, 9:39, 10:10), what the Jews do (John 5:40, 10:38), or what the thief does (10:10), 

and after this he adds an 'Cva clause. From the context of these clauses, it is not easy to 

define the·semantic meaning of these bound clauses. On the one hand, they indicate 

results that are brought about by the main clauses, but on the other hand, they are the 

259 As to some proper guidelines to distinguish purpose clause and result clause, see Porter, Idioms, 

231-36. 

260 Porter, Idioms, 232. 
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purpose of the actions in the primary clauses. Therefore, these bound clauses cannot be 

categorized as either result clauses or purpose clauses, but should be understood as "the 

result of an established purpose."261 

Different from the eight 'L vex clauses discussed above, the semantic meaning of the 

remaining three clauses can be defined based on their contexts. The main clause in John 

6:50 does not introduce any action but is a statement regarding the bread (ou't'6r; E=anv 6 

ap't'or; ...),and the '(vex clause immediately after it is the result or consequence projected 

by Jesus ((vex ... ¢ay1J Kexl ~~ aTI08&V1J). The '(vex clause in John 8:56 ((vex '(()1J ...) is not the 

result or purpose of its main clause, and should be understood as a causal clause. 262 As to 

the '(vex clause in 10:17 ((vex TiaA.w A.&j3w exu't'~v), it most likely connotes purpose and not 

result because the action in the main clause will not naturally bring about the result in the 

'Cvex clause?63 

In summary, though both Mark and John use the 'Lvex clause to provide supporting 

information and its proportion is close in both Gospels (14% vs 15%), the usage in each 

Gospel has some differences. For Mark, the 'Cvex clause is used to express the semantic 

meaning ofpurpose (three out of four cases), but for John, the '[vex clause is better 

261 Porter, Idioms, 234. These six 'Lva clauses are in John 5:20,5:23, 5:34, 5:40, 9:39, and 10:38. 

262 Porter, Idioms, 237. Barrett also states that "the 'eva is explanatory and introduces the ground ofthe 

reJoicing'' (Barrett, Gospel According to John, 351 ). 

26 Both Keener and Carson hold this opinion. Ssee Keener, Gospel ofJohn, 819-20 and Carson, Gospel 

According to John, 388. 
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understood as containing both the semantic meaning of purpose and result (eight out of 

eleven cases). 

• Bn 

Very surprisingly, although on is the subordinate conjunction that is most widely 

used in the Fourth Gospel (23 times, 29% ), it never occurs in Mark and is used only three 

times (19%) in Luke.264 Luke uses this bound clause in a consistent way (Luke 13:31, 

13:33, and 16:15): all ofthem occur after the main clause and express the semantic 

meaning of cause. 

This is also the most common usage in the 23 texts of John. The only exception is 

the one in John 7:35. Here the on clause which immediately follows the question of the 

Jews ( Tiou ou1:o<; IJ.EA.A.EL TIOpE&a8tn) is not a typical on clause with the indicative verb 

form, but a clause with the future verb form (on ~EL<; oux EUp~OOIJ.EV aut6v). Therefore, 

the Jews are not providing an assertive cause for the main clause, but utter what they 

expect to happen after the main clause. Semantically this is close to a result clause.265 

In summary, the on clause is the dominant bound clatise type in the Fourth 

Gospel (29% ), and its usage is quite consistent-most of them are used to describe the 

264 Note that these three occurrences belong to the texts that are peculiar to Luke, including Luke 13:31-35 
and 16:14-18. 
265 Bauer categorizes this on clause as consecutive on and translates it as "so that." See BDAG §5414. 

http:EUp~OOIJ.EV
http:IJ.EA.A.EL
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cause of a main clause. However, the fact that this type ofclause does not even occur 

once in Mark indicates that discrepancy exists between these two Gospels as regards the 

inclusion ofsupporting information. 

(3) Conjunctions used by one Gospel 

Among the six conjunctions of this type, only Ka8w~ and wmrEp are worthy of 

discussing here for they together occupy 10% (eight times) of usage in the Fourth Gospel. 

Both wmrEp clauses precede the main clauses (John 5:21, 5:26), but the position ofKa8wc; 

clause is not fixed-in four instances the bound clause occurs first (5:30, 6:57, 8:28 and 

10:15), but in another two instances the bound clause follows the main clause (5:23, 6:58). 

John's usage of these two conjunctions implies that the Johannine Jesus may sometimes 

compare another assertion with the statement in the main clause. This type of supporting 

information requires the Jews to acknowledge the similarity and dissimilarity mentioned 

in these two clauses. Since none ofthese two subordinate conjunctions are found in Mark 

and Luke, they represent two more distinctive ways in which John's Jesus provides 

supporting information. 

(4) Summary 

From the analysis discussed above, three observations can be mentioned here. 

First, the Fourth Gospel seldom uses adverbial participles, which are prevalently found in 
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the Synoptic Gospels. Second, the Synoptic Gospels seldom or never use certain bound 

clause types that are often found in the Fourth Gospel (e.g. (:cfv clauses, on clauses and 

m8ws I wanEp clauses). Third, even when certain dependent clause types are found in all 

three Gospels, the way they are used may be quite different (e.g. EL clauses). 

3. Projected Clauses Analysis 

In addition to expanded clauses, projected clauses may also be used in a clause 

complex. There are a total of 61 projected clauses in the three Gospels, and among them 

50 are free clauses, and eleven are bound ones. Their number in each Gospel is 

summarized in Figure 5.4. This comparison illustrates that the majority of projected 

clauses are free clauses, but bound ones are also used. No significant differences are 

found among these three Gospels. 
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90% 

80% 

70% 

60% 

50% 

40% 
illi Proj-Bound 

30% • Proj-Free 

20% 
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0% 

John (27) Mark(21) Luke (13) 

total 61 projected clauses 

Figure 5.4 
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The number of projected clauses in a projection varies: some contain only one 

projected clause, like the one in John 5:36 (on 6 1m-r~p IJ.E &nEo·w)..KEv), but some contain 

as many as five projected clauses, as the Scripture citation ofthe Jews in Mark 12:19 and 

Luke 20:28. No matter how many projected clauses are in it, a projection is connected to 

a free clause via two approaches: the first one is to use the conjunction on to record 

direct or indirect speech, 266 and the second one is to list the content of a cited utterance 

directly. The 61 projected clauses in these three Gospels belong to 33 projections, and the 

ways they are connected to the free clauses are summarized in the Figure 5.5. 
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total 33 projections 

Figure 5.5 

In the Gospel ofMark, both types of projections are equally used. The projections 

without on are used mainly to cite the utterance of other characters, including Moses 

266 Porter, Idioms, 272. 
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(El1TEV [7:10]), the Jews (A.EyEtE [7:11]) and God (A.Eywv [12:26]). This structure is also 

used in Scripture citation. In Mark 12:10, after Jesus asks the Jews oME t~v ypa<fl~v 

taunw avEyvwtE, he directly utters three sentences from Scripture. The projections with 

on are also used in these two situations. For example, in the parable of the wicked 

tenants, the utterances of the owner (A.Eywv on [12:6]) and the tenants (EL1Tav on [12:7]) 

are expressed with this method, though these words may be understood as direct speeches. 

In the last two instances in Mark the speaker cites the words oflsaiah (yEypa1T'tCXL on 

[7:6]) and Moses (Eypalj.rEV ~!J.lV on [12:19]). These words may contain direct speech, but 

Mark selects to present it in the form of indirect speech. In summary, among the eight 

projections in the Gospel ofMark, five are related to citation ofthe Old Testament. 

Among the six projections in Luke, five are without the conjunction on. All the 

five projections are the utterance of someone, including the words ofunidentified people 

(Luke 5:39 and 17:21), the words Jesus requires the Jews to tell Herod (13:32), the words 

Jesus expect the Jews to say in the future (13:35), and the words ofMoses (20:28). The 

only place where projection with on is used is to list what Moses shows in the story 

about the bush (on ... EYEtpovtaL ol VEKpo( [Luke 20:37]). 

Among the 19 projections in the Fourth Gospel, five do not use 1Sn and 14 are 

introduced with on. Because there is no difference between them, I will discuss these 
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projections together. The most important feature of these projections is that Jesus is in the 

content ofa majority ofprojection (13 projections, 68%). In some instances Jesus is the 

Subject of these projected clauses, such as Jesus' words in 8:24 (on 'Eyw ELIJ.L) or the Jews' 

words in 6:42 (on EK rou oupavou Katal3f~TJKa;). In some instances, though Jesus is not the 

Subject, the content ofprojection is related to him, such as Jesus' words in 5:36 (on o 

Tia-r~p IJ.E !XTIEotaA.KEV) and the Jews' utterance in 7:36 ((T}t~OETE IJ.E). These examples 

illustrate the important feature of the Fourth Gospel that Jesus himselfis usually the nub 

ofnegotiation, even in projection. 

John 8:24 and 9:41 illustrate Jesus' importance in another way. John 8:24 is the 

projection ofJesus (&Tio9avEI.08E EV tate; aiJ.aptLaLc; UIJ.WV), and John 8:33 is the projection 

of the Jews (on EAEu9Ep01. yE~oEo9E). In both instances the content is not directly related 

to Jesus, but they are citation of Jesus' words. Only four instances in the Fourth Gospel 

are not related to Jesus. Three ofthem are citations ofOT Scripture (6:45, 8:17 and 

10:34), and the last one is the citation of the Jews' words (6n ~A.ETIOIJ.EV [9:41]) 

In summary, projections are used in all the three Gospels, includjng both non-on 

and on projections. The most important finding in this comparison is that while five out 

eight projections in Mark are Scripture citations, a major portion of the projections in 

John (15 out of 19 instances) are either content related to Jesus or citations of Jesus' 

http:A.ETIOIJ.EV
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words. This again illustrate that Jesus is at the center of the exchanges in the Fourth 

Gospel. 

4. Recursion Analysis 

In the previous two sections I have scrutinized the types of expansion and 

projection that are used in public conversations between Jesus and his fellow Jews. In this 

section I will check how many bound clauses or projected clauses are used in these clause 

complexes. I will first examine the clause complexes which use only expanding clauses 

and then discuss the ones which use only projected clauses. The clause complexes with 

both expanding and projected clauses will not be addressed here because complexes of 

this type are too few (only 2-3%) to be significant. 

A. Expansion 

From the discussion in previous sections, we have found that expansion is _the 

primary logico-semantic type used in these three Gospels. As to the proportion ofusage, 

John is highest (23%), Mark the second (17%), and Luke is lowest (12%, see Figure 5.1). 

In this section I will examine how many bound clauses may be attached to a free clause 

when a speaker decides to use expansion in a clause complex. Figure 5.6 provides a 

fundamental analysis on this question. This table includes 100 clause complexes that use 

only expanding clauses. 
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total 100 complexes Mark (23) Luke (12) John (65) 

# of expanding clauses Jews Jesus Jews Jesus Jews Jesus 

1 5 16 3 9 4 44 

2 - 2 - - 1 11 

3 - - - - - 5 

Figure 5.6 

Among the 23 clause complexes in Mark, 21 complexes contain only one bound 

clause (91% ), and two complexes have more than one bound clauses (9% ). The clause 

complexes in Luke use only one bound clause; none of them contains more than one 

bound clause. As to the Fourth Gospel, it not only shows the highest proportion of 

expansion (65 times, 23%, Figure 5.1), but also the ratio with more than two bound 

clauses is highest among three Gospels (total17 times, 26%). That is to say, compared 

with Mark and Luke, the characters in the Fourth Gospel are more inclined to use 

multiple bound clauses to provide supporting information. 

B. Projection 

The next thing to analyze is projection. There is a total of21 clause complexes 

which contain only projection, and their recursion is summarized in Figure 5.7. 

Because the sample number ofLuke is too small, in this analysis I will focus on 

Mark and John. Generally speaking, the recursion number of most clause complexes in 

John is two (eight times) and three (three times), but the number in Mark is evenly 
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total 21 complexes Mark (6) Luke (3) John (12) 

# of projected clauses Jews Jesus Jews Jesus Jews Jesus 

1 - - - 1 2 6 

2 - 2 - 1 2 1 

3 - 2 - - - -

4 - 1 - - 1 -

5 1 - 1 - - -

Figure 5.7 

distributed between three and six. The difference between Mark and John is more 

obvious when these data are divided according to the Jews and Jesus, and I will examine 

them in sequence. The only projection by the Jews in Mark is a citation ofMoses's 

teaching, which is composed of five clauses (Mark 12:19). However, among the five 

projections of the Jews, four contain only one or two clauses (John 6:42, 8:33, 8:48, 8:52), 

and only John 7:36 uses four clauses. This trend is also found in the projection of Jesus. 

In the Gospel ofMark, no matter if it is the citation of Scripture (Mark 7:6,7:10, 12:10) 

or the citation ofsomeone's utterance (Mark 7:11, 12:7), they are composed ofmore than 

two clauses. Nevertheless, the majority ofthe Johannine Jesus' projections contain ·only 

one clause, whether the content is from Scripture (John 6:45, 8:17), someone's words 

(9:41) or projected idea (5:36, 5:45, 8:24). The only exception is the projection in John 

10:34, in which two clauses of the Scripture are cited. 

In summary, an obvious difference between Mark and John is observed in this 
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comparison. While the speakers in Mark (both Jews and Jesus) tend to cite multiple 

clauses (i.e. more than two projected clauses) in a projection, the speakers in the Fourth 

Gospel tend to cite single clause in a projection. 

Conclusions 

The purpose of this chapter is to understand how dependent clauses are used to 

provide supporting information for a move. My analysis indicates that expansion is the 

dominant clause complex type in these three Gospels, and that its usage in John (23%) is 

slightly higher than in Mark (17%) or Luke (12%). Projection is also used, but it only 

occupies 3-5% in these Gospels (Figure 5.1). 

It is also noteworthy that the types of expansion used are different between these 

Gospels. Whereas in the two Synoptic Gospels bound finite clauses occupy a portion of 

67%, in the Fourth Gospel they occupy a dominant portion of96% (Figure 5.2). The 

types and quantities ofbound finite clauses used in these three Gospels also have some 

differences. On the one hand, the Synoptic Gospels seldom or never use certain bound 

clause types that are often found in the Fourth Gospel (e.g. Mv clauses, on clauses and 

Ka8wc;; I wanEp clauses), and on the other hand, even when certain dependent clause types 

are found in all three Gospels, the way they are used may be quite different (e. g. Et 

clauses). 
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One possible explanation of John's extensive use ofbound finite clauses is that it 

reveals the difference between spoken language and written language. According to Ure, 

the lexical density of a written text (i.e. the proportion of content words to words as a 

whole) is higher than that ofa spoken one. 267 Compared with bound finite clauses, bound 

non-finite clauses are more compact in providing supporting information, and this may 

echo the suggestion ofLindars that much of John's Gospel "was originally sermonic 

material that the Evangelist successively put together. "268 

Another possible explanation is that John depicts Jesus as clearly identifying the 

semantic relationship between his supporting information and his main clauses, and this 

may correlate with the topics that the Johannine Jesus negotiates in his utterances. For 

example, all the ten standard Ei. conditional clauses uttered by Jesus are connected to 

statements about the Jews (i.e., these clauses use 2nd person Subjects).269 These 

arguments regarding the Jews only stand in some conditions, and Jesus uses these 

conditional clauses to confme his arguments. Another example is the use ofon clauses. 

Among the 23 on clauses used in the Fourth Gospel, 13 have 1st or 2nd person Subjects 

and five have 3rd person Subjects that are related to Jesus (5:27, 5:28, 8:22, 8:37 and 

267 Ure, "Lexical Density," 443-52, cited in Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic, 32. 
268 Carson, Gospel According to John, 36. 
269 For example, John 5:46 reads et yap e1na-re&re Mwooei., E:ma-re&re iX.v E!J.oL 
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10:36). The author of the Fourth Gospel is especially interested in Jesus and the Jews, 

and this concern makes him identify these characters' roles as the Subjects of these 

causes. These examples suggest the possibility that the usages ofdifferent subordinate 

conjunctions are related to the ideational focus ofthe Fourth Gospel. As I indicate in 

Chapter 4, the Johannine Jesus tends to explicitly describe the Kingdom of God. This 

tendency is also revealed in his extensive use ofvarious subordinate conjunctions. 

Finally I will briefly discuss the results ofmy projection analysis. While five out 

eight projections in Mark are Scripture citations, a major portion of the projections in 

John (15 out of 19 instances) are either content related to Jesus or citations ofJesus' own 

words. This again illustrates that Jesus is at the center ofthe exchanges in the Fourth 

Gospel. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

The purpose ofmy research has been to examine how the Fourth Gospel and the 

Synoptic Gospels depict exchanges between Jesus and certain ofhis fellow Jews, with the 

goal being to further our understanding of the relationship between these Gospels. 

Various studies have already examined similarities and dissimilarities between these two 

groups of Gospels, but most of them focus on the comparison of concepts or ideas. In this 

research, I have used Halliday's notion ofregister analysis to analyze these NT texts in a 

systematic way. This research examines the public conversations between Jesus and the 

Jews in Mark, Luke and John. In the previous three chapters, I have examined 

independent clauses, Subjects, and dependent clauses in turn. In this chapter, I will first 

summarize the findings in the previous three chapters and then discuss the implications of 

my data. 

From the independent clause analysis in Chapter 3, I found some important 

consistency across all three of the Gospels examined. Overall, Jesus makes more moves 

in a turn than the Jews do (Figure 3.3). In these exchanges, Jesus consistently appears in 

the role of giving information, but the Jews appear as both interlocutors and information 

givers (Figure 3.5). From the position of the moves in these exchanges, I found that all 

three Gospels consistently indicate Jesus' superiority. In most exchanges, Jesus is the 
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person who has the last word (Figure 3.9), and in the few exchanges that are closed by 

the Jews, their utterances reveal that they are left in ignorance and misunderstanding. 

Besides this, in the conversations that I have analyzed, Jesus seldom accepts the roles that 

the Jews assign to him but always redirects the conversation (Figure 3.15). On the 

contrary, the Jews in Mark and Luke tend to accept the roles that Jesus assigns to them, 

and when the Jews in John attempt to correct Jesus or defend themselves, they reveal 

only their inability to dominate the conversation. 

In Chapter 4, I discussed various differences in the usage ofpersons and Subjects 

between these three Gospels. First, compared with Jesus in Mark and Luke, the Johannine 

Jesus is more inclined to put himself forward as a Subject for negotiation. While the 

percentage of 1st person Subjects is only 5% in Mark and Luke, the percentage is as high 

as 24% for John (Figure 4.1). Second, a semantic domain analysis indicates that, although 

the domains shared by all three of these Gospels are not few (23% of the total domains 

used), the number of domains peculiar to the Fourth Gospel is fairly high, representing 

30% of the total domains used (Figure 4.2). These data indicate that the Subjects ofJohn 

and the Synoptics are different experientially. 

The analysis presented in Chapter 5 indicates that expansion is the dominant 

clause complex type in these three Gospels (Figure 5.1 ), and that its usage in John (23%) 
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is slightly higher than in Mark (17%) or Luke (12%). However, the types ofexpansion 

used are different between these Gospels. Whereas in the two Synoptic Gospels, the ratio 

of bound non-fmite clauses to bound finite ones is around one to two, in the Fourth 

Gospel the ratio is one to 24 (Figure 5.2). Besides this, some subordinate conjunctions 

that are prevalent in John are rarely used in the Synoptic Gospels (e.g. on, Figure 5.4). 

These results indicate a difference as regards the inclusion of supporting information in 

the moves made in John and the Synoptic Gospels. 

To sum up, the conversations in Mark and Luke are similar interpersonally to 

those in John, but they are different experientially and different in terms ofclause 

complexing. The key question then becomes: What do these results mean? 

First, why are the conversations similar interpersonally? This question can be 

addressed from two perspectives: their social function and their origins. From the social 

function point ofview, it is likely that all the Evangelists have conveyed the superiority 

of Jesus by reporting the dialogues as they have. From a historical point of view, there are 

three possibilities. One possibility is that all of the Evangelists have independently 

reported the way that Jesus did in fact interact with some ofhis fellow Jews in public. 

Another possibility is that Jesus is described in a similar way because these Gospels have 

all relied upon a common tradition. The third possibility is that John has intentionally 
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imitated the interactions described in the Synoptic Gospels. 

A linguistic analysis supports the explanation from a social perspective, for a story 

must be told to fit the need ofa specific context of situation. Since these stories are being 

told in the context of the early church, it is very probable that Jesus will be depicted as 

superior to his contemporary Jews. As to the problem of origins, I will discuss them at the 

end of this chapter. 

Though a similarity in interpersonal parameters exists between John and the 

Synoptic Gospels, an analysis of the Subjects used indicates that the things under 

negotiation are different among these three Gospels. One explanation for this 

phenomenon is that these Evangelists are interested in different things and therefore have 

Jesus discuss different topics. However, as I discussed in Chapter4, there is another 

possibility: namely, the Jesus depicted by the Synoptic Gospels and the Jesus depicted by 

John are both talking about the Kingdom of God-but in different ways. This notion can 

be understood from three perspectives. First, something that is implicitly mentioned by 

the Markan or Lukan Jesus may be explicitly indicated by the Johannine Jesus, often with 

a 1st person Subject. The conversations illustrate that while the Synoptics depict Jesus as 

using various approaches (e.g. parables or sayings) to expound the truth, John depicts 

Jesus as someone who explicitly puts himself at the center ofhis teaching. Second, in 
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some instances the thing that is treated as content information (i.e. not in the position ofa 

Subject but in the position ofFinite or Adjunct) by the Synoptics may be put forward as 

the Subject by John. That is to say, John intentionally deals with the things that are not 

deliberately handled by the Synoptics. In this situation, the sphere of experience that is 

explicitly discussed by the Johannine Jesus is similar to or even the same as the one 

discussed by Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels. Third, Jesus in these three Gospels may use 

imagery to describe things related to the Kingdom ofGod, though the terms used in each 

Gospel may differ. These three points suggest that the things which are implicitly 

mentioned by the Markan and Lukan Jesus are explicitly expounded by the Johannine 

Jesus, and this is probably because, as Keener says, "John seeks to be faithful to his 

historical tradition by articulating its implications afresh for his own generation."270 

From my analysis of clause complexing, I have identified another discrepancy 

between John and the Synoptic Gospels. On the one hand, the types of expansion used 

are different between these Gospels, and on the other hand, some subordinate 

conjunctions that are prevalent in John are rarely used in the Synoptic Gospels. I have 

discussed the possible explanations in Chapter 5. One possible explanation ofJohn's 

extensive use ofbound finite clauses is that it reveals the difference between spoken 

27°Keener, Gospel ofJohn, 79. 
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language and written language. The lexical density of spoken language is lower, and this 

may echo the suggestion ofLindars that much of John's Gospel was originally sermonic 

material.271 Another possibility is that the usage ofdifferent subordinate conjunctions is 

related to the ideational focus ofthe Fourth Gospel. As I indicated in connection with my 

analysis of Subjects, Jesus is the center ofnegotiation in the Fourth Gospel and the 

Johannine Jesus tends to explicitly describe the Kingdom of God. This may also explain 

the extensive use of various subordinate conjunctions, for they are an effective way to 

provide supporting information that requires a clear semantic relationship with its main 

clause. 

In the beginning of this research, I introduced the notion ofa Contextual 

Configuration as a way to describe a situation type. The values of the CC that is relevant 

to the conversations selected for analysis in this thesis are: interactions between Jesus and 

a group of Jews (tenor); negotiations which occur in public, non-legal settings (field); and 

spoken words in a second-order story world (mode). This general CC corresponds to a 

broad register that encompasses all of the Gospel conversations analyzed here. 

On the basis ofmy research, the conversations in the Synoptic Gospels and those 

in the Fourth Gospel may now be categorized into different sub-registers, which means 

271 Carson, Gospel According to John, 36. 
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that we can describe in a more delicate manner the CCs relevant to these sub-registers. 

The mode values relevant to these two sub-registers are still the same - i.e. spoken 

words in a second-order story world. For the two Synoptic Gospels, the other two 

parameters of the relevant CC are: interactions which reveal Jesus' superiority over the 

Jews (tenor); and conversations in which various general things pertaining to the 

Kingdom of God are negotiated, with certain supporting information of these things 

being provided (field). For the Fourth Gospel, the tenor value is the same, but the field 

value must be defmed as conversations in which Jesus himself, as a representative of 

God's Kingdom, is the topic ofnegotiation, with supporting information pertaining to 

him being provided. 

After these discussions, it is time to discuss the research question of this thesis: 

What is the relationship between the Fourth Gospel and the Synoptics? Three possibilities 

will be discussed here: John's dependency on the Synoptic Gospel, a common tradition 

that fed both Gospels, and an independent Johannine tradition. 

First, the superiority of Jesus is commonly illustrated in these three Gospels. This 

may suggest either that John is dependent on the Synoptic Gospels, or that these two 

groups of Gospels share a common tradition in which Jesus is depicted as the superior 

figure. Though an independent Johannine tradition is also possible, we would need to 
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assume that this tradition also emphasizes the superiority ofJesus. 

Second, the extensive use of 181 and 2nd person Subjects is an important feature of 

the Fourth Gospel. Besides that, the lexical terms used in the Fourth Gospel are also 

different experientially from those used in the Synoptic Gospels. However, when we 

consider these two points together, we find that these different Subjects may refer to the 

same sphere ofexperience. That is to say, both the Johannine Jesus and the Jesus in the 

Synoptic Gospel are talking about the same thing, but with different terms. Dependency 

on the Synoptic Gospels still cannot be excluded, but one has to assume the occurrence of 

an extensive rewriting of a Synoptic Gospel, including changing the lexical terms and the 

persons of the Subjects. Compared with this suggestion, a common tradition is perhaps a 

better suggestion. An independent tradition is also likely in terms of different usage of 

persons of Subjects, but one has to explain why these three Gospels refer to common 

things. 

Third, the different usage of dependent clauses suggests the existence of an 

independent J ohannine tradition. However, if this difference is related to the different 

ideational focus of the Fourth Gospel, then this item cannot be evaluated independently 

but should be aligned to the result of Subject analysis. 
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Dependency on the 

Synoptic Gospel 
A common tradition 

An independent 

Johannine tradition 

Independent Clause Analysis v v X 

Person and Subject Analysis X v -
Dependent Clause Analysis X v -

Figure 6.1272 

A brief summary of the three possibilities is summarized in Figure 6.1. Based on 

this evaluation, I will suggest that these three Gospels share a common early tradition to 

the effect that Jesus often engaged in public debates with other Jews-and that he 

consistently came out of those debates looking like the superior figure. At the same time, 

the sphere of experience to which that common tradition refers was also preserved, with 

different guises, in John and the Synoptic Gospels. 

272 The meaning of these symbols in this table: "V" means high possibility, "-" means medium possibility, 
and "X" means low possibility. 
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF TEXTS273 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Mark #ofvv. Luke # ofvv. 

2:1-12 12 5:17-26 10 

2:13-17 5 5:27-39 13 

2:18-22 5 

2:23-28 6 6:1-5 5 

3:1-6 6 6:6-11 6 

3:20-30 11 

7:1-13 13 

8:11-13 3 

10:1-9 9 

13:31-35 5 

14:1-6 6 

16:14-18 5 

17:20-21 2 

19:39-40 2 

11:27-12:12 19 20:1-8 8 

12:13-17 5 20:20-26 7 

12:18-27 10 20:27-40 14 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

John #ofvv. 

2:18-20 3 

5:16-47 32 

6:41-59 19 

7:14-19 6 

7:32-36 5 

8:12-30 19 

8:31-59 29 

9:39-10:20 23 

10:22-39 18 

Total 154 

Total 104 83 

273 This table juxtaposes those units that, according to UBS4, may refer to the same story. 
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APPENDIX B: DOMAIN SUMMARY 

Note: The number represents the number ofoccurrences ofwords of a domain, and the number in the 

bracket represents the number of texts that use words of that domain. 

Principal Class Domain Mark Luke John 

Objects or Entities 

(Domains 1-12) 

1 2 (1) 6 (2) -

2 - 1 (1) -

3 1 (1) - -

4 - 1 (1) 7 (2) 

5 - - 2 (1) 

6 4 (2) 3 (1) -
7 - 1 (1) 5 (3) 

8 - - 6 (1) 

9 8 (3) 5 (4) 1 (1) 

10 6 (4) 5 (4) 11 (4) 

11 3 (2) 3 (2) -

12 5 (3) 6 (3) 21 (6} 

Events 

(Domains 13-57) 

13 - 1 (1) -

15 - 1 (1) 11 (4) 

19 1 (1) - -
20 1 (1) 2 (2) -
21 1 (1) 1 (1) -

23 4 (3) 7 (4) 9 (2) 

24 - - 6 (3) 

25 - - 1 (1) 

27 - - 1 (1) 

31 - - 2 (2) 

33 7 (4) 5 (2) 17 (6) 

34 1 (1) 4 (1) -

36 4 (2) 1 (1) 1 (1) 

37 1 (1) 2 (2) -

42 - - 7 (3) 

43 1 (1) - -
44 - - 2 (1) 
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46 - - 1 (1) 

53 1 (1) 2 (2) 2 (1) 

56 - - 2 (2) 

57 3 (2) 3 (2) 5 (4) 

Abstracts 

(Domains 58-91) 

58 1 (1) 3 (1) -
59 1 (1) - -
60 7 (2) 6 (1) -

65 1 (1) 2 (2) -

67 2 (2) 6 (4) 3 (2) 

68 - - 1 (1) 

72 - - 2 (1) 

75 - 1 (1) -

87 - - 4 (3) 

88 3 (2) 2 (1) 6 (4) 

90 - 1 (1) -
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APPENDIX C: CONTENTS OF CONVERSATION 



No Book Ch Ver Cis 	 Text 
Bound Bound 

to Type 

Jews 

Free 

Mark 2 7 	 tl oko.; oihw~ AulA; Jews Self Frt~e Int Elem-Open Ind nemand Info None Self 3 

Mark 2 7 	 J-::ws Self Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 3fi}..acr<jll]~LE-i 


Mark 2 7 -rtc; Mvrnm &.pt<ivc" UiJ.!XpTLIX~ 
 Int Elem-Open Ind Oemnnd Info Self Other 	 3 25 

3 25Mark 2 7 I!~ d~ b 0f.6<;; 

Mark 2 8 -r[ TIXUTIX iiLci},oy[(Ecr6E i:v Trx1~ KrxpoLrxL~ uiJ.wv; 
 lnt Elem-Open Ind Dt~mand Info Otlm·-1 ni Self 2 2 


Mark 2 9 Jesus Jews Free lnt Elem-Res Ind [)emand Info Self Self 2 3 33 23 33
TL i:onv EUKOTTWtEpov, f.i:rrtlv '~ JJQ:pr(),y:;;JJSc,i:>· 
a<jlLEVtiXL crou !XL UiJ.!XptLIXL, ~ ~illd_l'· EYELPE KIXL 
apov tOV Kpapattov OOU KIX\. TIEp LTTcXtH; 

Mark 2 10 	 '(vex liE ELiiii-rE Jesus Jews Free-Pre l)ir Sub.i 2 

Mark 2 10 	 on E~OUOliXV EX( l 0 ),)_lQ;;___:;:Qi!___(\;J!fi.P.iillrou chjn(ve<.L Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self None 2 3 


UiJ.!Xpt LIX~ ETT\. tfi~ yfj~ 


2 Mark 2 16 on IJ.El:Ct TWV TEAWVWV KIXL UIJ.IXPTWAWV E06tH; Disciples Free Int Elem-Open Ind Demand Info None Othf'r 3 

2 Mark 2 17 ou XPElrxv E)(mmv oi. i.<J)(l!ol':r!C,; LrxTpou Jesus Jew:; Free Decl Ind Give Info Othcr-lni Self 2 3 23 

2 Mark 2 17 &U' oL Ke<.Kwc h;ovcrc· 	 Jesus Jews Free Decl Give Info Self Self 2 3 23 

2 Mark 2 17 ouK r)A.eov Krx.l..E:crrxt OtKrx[ou~ &Ua niJ.rxpTwA.ok Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self None 2 

3 Mark 2 18 ota TL oi. fJQ;.fin:;_q;J,Jwfil!J!_o_\1 Krxl oi ~q;Qn;Q;l, rc;iv Jews Jesus Free Int Elem-Open lnd Demand Info None Self I 3 36. 93 36 

(!>apwcr[c,w vr]o-::n)oucrw, 

3 Mark 2 18 oi. OE oo\. 1JCt6nca\. ou Vl]OTH)ot;crtv; Jesus Free Int Elem-Open Ind nemand Info Self Other I 3 36 

3 Mark 2 19 I!~ otvcwrrxt oi. vi.ol -ro\; VlliJWc;woc E:v t;i b Jesus Jews Free Int Lead(-) Ind Demand Info Other-Jni Self 2 3 

VUiJ.<jlLO~ IJ.ET' IXUTWV kanv JJT)OTEtlflV; 

Mark 2 19 
 93 000~Ind 	 3ooov xpovov Exouow -rov vYH\l<fo.v IJ.H' rxuTwv Jesus 

Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 93 


Mark 2 20 


Mark 2 19 ou Mvo:vmt VI]O"\"EtiHV. 	 Jesus 

Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 95 


Mark 2 20 


(-},EliOOV't!Xl OE UIJff!_(ll 	 Jesus 

Subj 3 95 

Mark 2 20 KIXL TOTE VT)OTEuoouotv EV EKElvu Tn ~IJ.EP~· Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 

3 Mark 2 21 OU6Et~ € nlPA.11iJ.IX paKou~ &yva<jlou ElTlprimH Enl 

OTIXV compSfl &n' IXUTWV 0 \'.W!h.Lo~. Jesus 

Jesus Jew:; Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 


LIJ.anov TIIXArxLOV· 

Mark 2 21 
 3 100 EL 

100 
Jesus 

Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 

TO ~ tOU TIIXArxLOU 

Mark 2 21 ;;o rrMP(•liJct &n' rxutou 	 Jesus 

Mark 2 21 Jesus Free Decl Give Info Self Self 2 3 

3 Mark 2 21 KIXL X\ipol! o.xLoiJ..!{ yi.vcrat. Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 19 

Mark 2 22 	 Krxl ouoEt~ ~cfUn oivov vE:ov Ek ricrKou~ Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 

Mark 2 22 OE iJ.~, 	 Jesus 

Free 

Free 

Free 

3 105 d 
105Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 


Mark 2 22 Krxl 6 oLJ!.o:,.; cbOIJ.u:m Jesus 


Mark 2 22 	 f'Jll~E L 0 ~ tOU~ tXOKOU~ Jesus 

Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 


Mark 2 22 Krxl oi. r(oKoL· Jesus 
 Decl Give Info Self Self 2 3 

3 Mark 2 22 &Ua oivov v€ov EL~ &crKou~ Krxtvou~. Jesus Decl Give Info Self None 2 	 3 

4 Mark 2 24 '(oE r[ notoilmv w1~ a&ppaatv oouK E~EOnv; J.ows Jesus Frt'e Int Elem-Open Ind Oemand Info None Other I 3 

4 Mark 2 25 OUOETIOtE civE'yvc.J1:( Jesus Jews Free-Pre Int Lead(+) Ind 	 2 

4 Mark 2 25 ioTIOtT)OfV ~IXULO 	 Jesus lnt Elem-Open Ind Oemand Info Other-Ini Self 2 3 120 

4 Mark 2 25 XPELIXV fOXEV Jesus Ind 	 3 120 
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http:civE'yvc.J1
http:nlPA.11iJ.IX
http:niJ.rxpTwA.ok


Jesus Jews Free Int Elem-Open Ind Demand Info Self Self 2 

Bound Bound 
to Tvoe 
120 Kill 

No Book Ch Ver Cis 	 Text 

4 Mark 2 25 E1rELvu.uEv cx.U-rOc; Kal ot j..LE"C ' aU-roU, 

4 Mark 2 26 nw~ ELoi]},6Ev EL~ -rov olKov -rou 6EOu i:TTL 
'Apw.8ap apXtEpEw~ 

Jesus Jews Free Int Elem-Open Ind .Demand Info Self Self 2 34 Mark 2 26 	 K!XL -rou~ &p-rou~ ,;;~ npo8EoEw~ E<jlayEv, oil~ ouK 
E~Eonv <jlayElv EL ~~ -rou~ lEpEl~. 

4 Mark 2 26 K!XL t'lic,JKEV K!XL -rol~ auv !XU't"Q oi!aw; Jesus Jews Free lnt Elem-Open Ind [)emand Info Self Self 2 

4 Mark 2 27 1:0 q_fi~~J;.Q\:' liLa 't"OV &v8pwnov l:y~:VHO Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 

4 Mark 2 27 K!XL oux 0 li.vepw:rrQ; OLCt 't"O aappawv· Jesus Jews Free Dec! Give Info Self Self 2 3 

4 Mark 2 28 Wo-rE KUpt..Oc; ~.O't'LV 0 uiOc ·coiJ &.v8ptSrrou Kat -roU Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Non<' 2 

oapp.:iwu. 

5 Mark 4 Jesus Jews Free lnt Elem-Res Ind Demand Info None None 3 23 21 20f~EO-:LV 't"OL~ aappaow ayaeov .TIQ\llQKL i\ 

K!XKQTI:Qki1. ~ gJJQJGf1J!a1;
@k, ~1!!;(}1\:' oJ;:K/~1 

6 M~ 3 n BEEA(EPouA. hn Jews Uncertain Free Decl Ind Give Info None Self 3 

Uncertain l'rce Decl Ind Give Info Self Other 36 M~ 3 n ev 1:Q lfpxovn 1:wv licn~ov(wv EK(lU.l.I.H 1:a 
OCtL~OVLil. 

6 Mark 3 23 n~ liVvcnm ar~Im!a<; Oll't"llviiv ixpUUELv; Jesus Jews Free Jnt Elem-Open Ind Demand Info Other-Ini Self 2 3 

6 Mark 3 24 82 E&.vSub_j 

6 Mark 3 24 

KilL ECtV [imn,l;t,Lfb e<jl' EllU't"~V ~EpL06fl, Jesus 
82Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

6 Mark 3 25 

ou i\{)lJil't"llL o-ra6f)vut 1) Br~oLAflrt ixdv11' Jesus 
85Sub.i 

6 Mark 3 25 

KilL eav QiK£.r~ W EllU't"~v ~Epw8fl, Jesus 
85Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 

6 Mark 3 26 

ou Otll!~OHCH Tl 9lKL.4 EKELVT] omefjvcu. Jesus 
89lnd 3 

6 Mark 3 26 

KilL d 0 o«:mYii~ CtVE01:T] e<jl' EllU't"OV Jesus 

Ind 	 3 89 Ka:lKilL E~f.p[o6T], Jesus 

6 Mark 3 26 Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 89 


6 Mark 3 26 


ou Mvuccn o-ri'jVIlL 	 Jesus 

Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 

6 Mark 3 27 

aUa -rEA.o~ (XEL· 	 Jesus 

Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 92 92 

toxupou do~-i,ec;w) 't"Ct OKEUT] llU'WU OLapmxouL, 

6 Mark 3 27 

aU' ou Mvamt Q{>\xl..; (El~ 't"~V OLKLilV 'l:OU Jesus 

3 	 92 AdvPt( ) 	 Jesus 

Subj 	 3 96 Ecfv6 Mark 3 27 eav ~~ npwwv -rov taxupov 6110'\1. Jesus 

6 Mark 3 27 Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 96 


6 Mark 3 28 'A~~v })y<.l u~1v Jesus Jt'ws l'ree-Pn~ Decl lnd 


33 


KilL 't01:E -r~v OLKlllV llUtou litapm:!ou. Jesus 

6 Mark 3 28 	 on TicXVTC< acpEeT]OE'i:ClL 't"OL~ ULOL~ 't"WV uv8pwTTWV Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

't"Ct &.~4PI1lu(~:;:a KUL a\. {)2,£\0dlQ~JJaJ oaa i,&v 
[j},~W_\lll:)>LllQ1,)Qkl'. · 

6 Mark 3 29 	 o; 6' av [JtJ:t.o\ill]lJ.l~Q\) Ek ro lH'!::YjJI( iQU)'W\:', Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

ouK EJ.:H if<jJEow EL~ 1:ov lllwvll, 

eXAM EVOXO~ EllHV lllwv[ou cl~llp't"~~ll1:0~. Jesus6 Mark 3 29 	 Free Decl Ind Give Info Self None 2 

Free lnt Elem-Open Ind Demand Info None Self 36 

TTilpnooow 1:wv npEapu't"Epwv, 

7Mark75 &Ua KOLVIlLc; XEpotv koelouow 1:ov &p-rov; Jews Jesus Free Int Elem-Open lnd Ocmand Info Self Other 

7 Mark 7 6 KllAW~ bpo<jJ~cE\iOEV '1-io:a:kK~ TTEp\. U~WV 't"WV Jesus Jews 

7Mark75 	 OLa ,[ ou rrEpLna-:ofJOLV oi ~~O.n:m( oou Kll't"Ct -r~v Jesus 

Free Decl Ind Give Info Other-lui Self 2 93 

UTTOKpL't"WV, 
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No Book Ch Ver Cis Text 
Bound 

to 
Bound 

7Mark76 19 

7 Mark 7 6 on o6:o<; 0 l.~t.h;; tOL~ XELA.EOLV ~E :L~l~. Jesus Ind 19 

7 Mark 7 6 Tj &E tsrxp6la a\m;Jv n6ppw &:n(:xu &.n' l:~oii· Jesus Ind 3 26 19 

7 Mark 7 7 1-Uftr)V OE OE~OV'tcx.t ~E Jesus lnd 3 19 

7 Mark 7 7 o'itMoKOVtE~ OLOaOKCI.ALCI.~ i:vniA!J,atCI. ocv8pw1TWV. Jesus 3 19 

7 Mark 7 8 ci¢fvtf~ t~v i:vtoA~V toii 8eoii Jesus 2 25 AdvPt 

7 Mark 7 8 KpCI.tEL1:~ t~V napaooaw tWV av8pwnwv. Jesus Ind Give Info Self Self 2 2 25 

7 Mark 7 9 KCI.AW~ d8micE 1:~v l:vtoA~v toii 8Eoii, Jesus lnd Give Info Self Self 2 2 27 

7 Mark 7 9 t~V lTCI.pUOOOLV U~WV nt~Ol)TE. Jesus Subj 2 27 

7 Mark 7 10 Mc,Jiiofi:: y&p Etnw Jesus lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 93 29 Proj . · 
. :·:, . .:;·; 

7 Mark 7 10 i tL~l!X 'tOV lTCI.tEpCI. oou KCI.L t~V ~T]tEpCI. oou, Jesus Imp 2 29 none 

7 Mark 7 10 IKCI. (. b !illKQ2,Q:;cc;}.J!. JT_gi£/l!X i\ fll1JfRcl 8avcftcp Jesus Imp 3 33 29 

7 Mark 7 II lif.I.€L~ OE 1-E"yHE' Jesus Ind Give Info Self Self 2 2 33 ' rt'oJ 
7 Mark 7 II i:av dnll q_J&Q<'-'1lQc; t4J natpl 11 tij ~TJtpl· Jesus Subj 3 33 none 

7 Mark 7 II Kop~av ... afav ;-,~ i-iloc c.;.l4st,neu~. Jesus 3 35 33 

7 Mark 7 12 0\JKEtL acplm: CI.UtOV OUOEV TIOlYjOU'.L t4J 1TCI.tpl i\ Jesus Ind Give Info Self Self 2 2 

tij ~TJtpl, 

7 Mark 7 13 ciKupouvn'<; 1:ov Aoyov toii 8EOii tij napao6ou Jesus 2 38 AdvPt 

u~wv UlTCI.pEOWKCI.tE· 

7 Mark 7 13 KCI.L 1TCI.p~OLCI. tOLCI.UtCI. lTOAAtt lTOLfi.cE. Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self IIOIIl' 2 2 

8 Mark 8 II KCI.L i]p~av:o OU(1)1:"f.lV CI.Ut4J, (rrrotiVTE~ 1TCI.p ' J~ws Jesus Verbal Demand G-S None Other 

CI.UtOU OT]~ELOV OC1TO tOU oupavou, 

8 Mark 8 12 tl 1) Y!:.l'.~,!X a\i1:1l (1pi. OTJ~E'iov; Jesus Jews Free Int Elem-Open lnd Demand Info Other-lui Self 2 

8 

8 

Mark 

Mark 
8 

8 

12 &:~~v lht•l u~'iv, 

12 EJet 6o0~0(TCI. L tij yeve~ tCI.UtlJ Q1~dQ!!. 
Jesus 

Jesus 

Jews 

Jt'WS 

Free-Pre 

111:&1 
Decl lnd 

lnd Give Info Self None 2 3 33 none El 

9 Mark 1o 2 (~Hmv &.vopl :'i-l.!J!li.~KQ; ~m>.Aii.O:Q:.k.• Jews Jesus Free lnt Non-lead Ind Oemand Info None Other 34 

9 Mark 10 3 tl u~'iv tv(HJI,ctTo Mwiian~;; Jesus Jews Free Int Elem-Open Ind Demand Info Other-lui Other 2 3 93 

9 Mark 10 4 ~: nhpHjJE v 1::l.wiiof)~ ~t~Hov &.no01:aolou ypu~raL Jews Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info Other-! ni Other 3 3 93 

KCI.L rino:tiioe::L. 

9 Mark 10 5 llp~ t~V OKAT]pOKCI.pMav u~wv EypclljiEV U~LV t~V Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give hlfo Other-lui Self 4 3 

EVtOAT)V tCI.UtT]CI.V 

9 Mark 10 6 &.no ot: &:pxfi~ Ktloew~ ifpoev Kal 8f]Au b oJnoEv Jesus Jews Fn~e Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 4 

autou~· 

9 Mark 10 7 EVEKEV 'tOUtou KCX."Oa),EL~IH tXF8pc;)TIO' tbv lTCI.tEpa Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give hlfo Self Self 4 3 

CI.UtOU KCI.L t~V ~T]tEpCI. 

9 Mark 10 7 Kal 11pooKo.UTJ8r]oErcxL npo~ ~v yuval.Ka autau, Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 4 3 

9 Mark 10 8 KCI.L ftlOVtfXL oi. fum El~ OcXpKCI. ~(av· Jesus Jews Fret~ Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 4 3 

9 Mark 10 8 Wa-ce oUKE-rL <::lolv OUo Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give hlfo Self Self 4 3 

9 Mark 10 8 ciill ~ la ocfpC Jesus Jews Free Decl Give Info Self Self 4 3 

9 Mark 10 9 0 oi'iv 6 Sea~ OUVE(EU~EV (W~JIQ; ~~ xc,Jpt(EtV.l. Jesus Jews Free I>ir Imp Dt>mand G-S Self None 4 3 
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15 
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15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

15 
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15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

Book 
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Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Mark 

Ch Ver Cis Text 

11 28 i:v no(q. E~oua(q. 1:atn:a TIOLE'l<;; 

ll 28 T\ tk OOL EOC.UKEV l:~V E~OUOLaV 1:aU1:T]V 

ll 28 '[va 1:auta rrolij~; 

11 29 EnE:pwn)ow UiJ.ii<; E'va A.6yov, 
11 29 Kal C(110KpL6T)1:E IJ.Ol 

11 29 KaL Ept~l uiJ.I.V EV no[q. i:~oua[q. 1:au1:a noLw· 

11 30 to parr:wwx TO 'lc,JcXVFOlJ E~ oupavou ~v T\ E~ 
&vepwnwv; 

11 30 cboKpL9T)n' IJ.OL. 

11 33 auK o'Liit~IJ.E!!. 

11 33 oUOE l,yc;l ))cyc,J UiJ.I.V EV no[q. E~oua(q. 1:au1:a nOLW. 

12 1 cXIJ.nEAWVa ~vGP.Y.JJJQ;; ~cjJurWCJt!! 

12 KaL 11EpLE8llKEV tjlpayiJ.OV 

12 Kal. wpu~t'V imoA.~vwv 
12 Kal ~KOii6flT)OEV nupyov 

12 KaL ~~ftww av1:ov yEwpyol.~ 
12 KaL i<lTEiiT\iJ.T)OEV. 

12 2 Ka\. cllTEtrr:ELAEV npo<; 1:0U<; yEwpyou<; 1:cji Ka Lpcji 
OOUAOV 

12 2 nap& 1:wv yEwpywv A<XPu &no 1:wv Kapnwv 
1:0u cXIJ.nEAWVO<;· 

12 3 KaL ()ce4l(ww; au1:ov) Eiiupcw 
12 3 

12 3 Kal. cin(a:ukrtv KEVOV. 


12 4 Kal. mihv cXTTE01Hi.EV npo<; auwu~ &Uov liouA.ov· 


12 4 KcXKE1vov EKEcpctHc.Joo:v 

12 4 KaL T)TLIJ.!XOfiV. 


12 5 KIXL &Uov &m'arni.~ov· 


12 5 KciKE"iVOV r.XnEKTE-.l.VO:V, 


12 Kal noi..Aou~ &Uou~. OU<; iJ.EV liEpoV'tE<;, ou~ liE 

anOK'tEVVOVtE~. 

12 6 en E'va dxo' uLov &ya1TT)c6v· 
12 6 !XnECJTELi.EV IXU'tOV EO;(IXtOV npo~ IXU'tOU~ 

12 6 1~.-Ey(JJV 

12 6 on {v.:q.lQ.ITU\IQV_I!:H. 1:ov u\.6v IJ.OU. 
12 7 ~ :Kt:lvoL &E ol :{.(.(.~)f.:X'f..0.1. npO<; EauroUc; ~hm.v 

12 7 on ou;;o~ i:onv 0 KAT]pOVOIJ.O~· 
12 7 liEu'tE chTOK'l;ELVt.liJ.EV au1:6v, 
12 7 Kal ~IJ.WV i'm:m ~ KA11f)Q!;'Q.I),l!X. 

12 8 KIXL ().ap6vn:<;) chiKn LVaV au-rov 

12 8 ( ) 
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Sub.i 
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lnd 
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lnd 
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lnd 
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lnd 

lnd 
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Subj 

lnd 
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lnd 

lnd 
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lnd 
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l)emand 
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Ot~maud 
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l)emaud 


Oemaud 


(Response) 
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Give 

Give 

Give 
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G-S 
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G-S 
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Info 

Info 

Info 

Info 

Info 
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Info 
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Info 
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Info 
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Info 

None 
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Self 2 
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Self 2 

Self 2 
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Other 3 

Self 4 
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Self 4 

Self 4 

Self 4 

Self 4 

Self 4 

Self 4 

Self 4 

Self 4 

Self 4 

Self 4 

Self 4 

Self 4 

Self 4 

Self 4 

Self 4 
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AdvPt 

Combo 

AdvPt 

on 

AdvPt 

Jesus 

Jesus 

Jesus 

Jews 

J~ws 

Jews 

Jews 

Jews 

Jesus 

Jews 

Jew:; 

Jews 

Jews 

Jews 

Free 

Fret' 

.Free 

Free 
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Free 
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Free 

Free 

Free 

Free 
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3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 
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3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 
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Jews 

Jew:; 
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2 

3 

2 
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Free 

Free 
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43 
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120 
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Jesus Jew> Decl lnd Give InfoFree Self Self 4 

Bound Bound 
·. to TypeNo Book Ch Ver Cis Text 

IS Mark 12 8 Kal io~i'[la},ov cx.tn;ov E~w -coD cXf!TTEA.wvo~. 

IS Mark 12 9 Jesus Free lnt Elem-Open Ind Demand Info Self Self 4 57 
-c[ ouv TTOL1lOEL oK.lif)JQ6 :ou rr~LJJJAW!!o;; 

1S Mark 12 9 /),fUOHaL Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 4 3 

IS Mark 12 9 KIX.L !XlTO}JuEL tou~ yEwpyou~ Jesus kws Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 4 3 

IS Mark 12 9 Kcx.l li1i)(Jn -cov cXf!TTEA.wva &UOL~. Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 4 3 

1S Mark 12 10 lnt Lead(+) Ind Dem;tnd Info Self None 4 38oMl: -c~v ypcx.tjl~v tcx.unw &viyvt.rn,· Jesus Jews "' 
~ 

Dec!- lnd 30 45 38 noneJesus JewsIS Mark 12 10 AifrQE ov f&JK6.QdW&QfJ".E oi ollio6..9J1ofw~t;;.. o\;-co~ 
~yEv~811 EL~ KE!jlaA.~v ywv(a<;· 

Dec/ Ind 38 

15 Mark 12 II 

15 Mark 12 11 11apa Kuplou ioyE-vno o:\Jr~1 Jesus Jews 
Decl Ind 38KIX.L EOHV 8aUf!!XOt~ EV 6tjl9aA.f!ol.~ ~f!wv; Jesus Jews 

16 Mark 12 14 OL.sci.OK!XAE, o'l/icql~V Jews Jesus Free-Pre Decl Ind 

16 Mark 12 14 on &:A.T]9~~ E1 Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info None Self 2 

16 Mark 12 14 KaL ou j.lEi,H OOL TTEpL oUbEVO~· Jews Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 

16 Mark 12 14 ou yap i)A.(TTEL<; EL<; 11p6aw11ov &vepw11wv, Jews Jesus Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 

16 Mark 12 14 aU' ETT' cXAT]9EL!X~ t~V Obov tOU 9EOU liLMoKw;· Jews Jesus Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 

16 Mark 12 14 l'~wnv 6ofJ..L<f(J,. KUV.J.TOI' Kr((\io:PJ ~ ou; Jews Jesus Free lnt Non-lead Ind .Ot,mand Info Self Self 57 57 37 

16 Mark 12 14 oc;>WV ~ f!~ /ic;i~Hv; Jews Jesus Free Int Elem-Res Subj [)emand Info Self Other 

16 Mark 12 15 

'(liw. 

Jesus Jews Free lnt Elem..Open Ind Demand Info Othe1·-lni Self 2 2 

16 Mark 12 15 Dir Imp Demand G-S Self Other 2 2 69 

16 Mark 12 15 

Jesus 

Jesus Subj 69 

16 Mark 12 16 OL liE ~VEYK<tV. Jews Jesus Non-verbal (Response) Other-Ext' Other 3 

16 Mark 12 16 -c(vo~ 1] dKw.JL cx.utTJ Kal ·~ i::JU:;:pwP,q; Jesus Jews Free Int Elem-Open Demand Info Other-lui Other 4 33 

16 Mark 12 16 Kcx.(crcx.po<;. Jews Jesus Free Decl (Response) Other-Exp Other 5 3 

16 Mark 12 17 -ca Ka(ocx.po<; a1161iorE Ka(crapL Jesus Jews Free Dir Imp Demand G-S Other-l.ni Self 6 2 

16 Mark 12 17 KaL ta tOU 9EOU <0 9E0. Jesus Free Dir Imp Demand G-S Self None 6 2 

17 Mark 12 19 85 lhMoKaA.E, Mt.lilm'l' (ypo:lj!Ev ~f!LV kws Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info None Self 3 93 85 

17 Mark 12 19 86 on EUV nvo~ aof;),(jlo~ cX'iTOVUVlJ Jews Jesus Subj 3 85 

17 Mark 12 19 87 K!XL Kcc:o:J,[nt! yuvcx.LKIX. .Jews Jesus 3 85 

17 Mark 12 19 88 KaL f!~ rh)l{j tEKVOV, Jews Jesus 

Sub.i 

Subj 3 85 

17 Mark 12 19 89 'lva i,ai31J o tio.U.,w.iK <drrou -c~v yuval.Kcx. Jews Jesus Decl Subj 3 85 

17 Mark 12 I9 9o Kal k~avao·n1ol1 oTTEpf!cx. <0 &oEA.tjl0 cx.uwu. Jews Jesus Decl- Subj 85 

17 Mark 12 20 k:rr:;;!X t\:r)f;/,W.olliocw Jews Jesus Free Decl Jnd Give Info Self Self 3 

17 Mark 12 20 Kal o~V..o:~)Ev yuva'l.Ka Jews Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

Mark kWS Jesus Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 9417 12 20 I.' .•.;..I.D... '.Kal (arro9vljOK(,)IJ) OUK a!jJfiKW OTTEpf!!X.' 
17 Mark 12 20 : .' ( ) Jews Jesus 3 94 AdvPt 

17 Mark 12 21 KIX.L 0 O(lit~IJQ~ l'A.afkv avt~V Jews Jesus Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 

17 Mark 12 21 KIX.L &n~9aVEJI Jews Jesus Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 96 

17 Mark 12 21 f!~ KIX.TIX.J,liT!;lV OTTEpf!!X Jews Jesus 3 96 AdvPt 

17 Mark 12 21 K!XL 0 tpJ:o~ wcrautw<;· Jev,-s Jesus Free Decl Give Info Self Self 3 

17 Mark 12 22 Kal ol. tJIIC< ouK &qli'JKCW OTTEpf!a. Jev,-s Jesus Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 
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Bound Bound 
to TypeNo Book Ch Ver Cis Text 

17 Mark 12 22 EOXIlTOV 1TrXVtWV KilL 1) Y\i!!ll a;;l'eav~v. 


17 Mark 12 23 101' EV ttl aVIlOtrXOEL OtllV avaa-:<;XJLV Jews Jesus Hound SubJ 102 0-ro:v 


17 Mark 12 23 192 tLVO~ llUtWV fOTCH ¥J)_g_1); Jews Jesus Free lnt Elem-Res lnd Demand Info Self Self 102 


17 Mark 12 23 ol yap ic;r;;a EOXOV llUti)v YUVIllKil. Jews Jesus Fret~ Dec! lnd Give Info Self Other I 3 60 , 


lnt Lead(+) lnd Dt~mand Info Other-lni Self 2 217 Mark 12 24 ou ota touto 11A.aviioeE: ~il ELootE~ ta~ YPil<Pa~ Jesus Jews Free 

~T]OE ti)v OUVIl~LV tou 6Eoii; 

17 Mark 12 25 Subj 3 109 0-ravyap ix vEKpwv &.vaau;Jaw Jesus Jews 

17 Mark 12 25 Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 2 109"(f<j.IOt)O LV Jesus Jews 

17 Mark 12 25 olrtE yr.q.L l.(ov-rct L, Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

17 Mark 12 25 &.A.A.' ELOLV w~ &yyEAOL EV to"i~ oupllVOL~. Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 

17 Mark 12 26 lTEpL 0€ tWV VEKpwv on EYELPOV"t"lll OUK Jesus Jews Free-i>re lnt Lead(+) 2 

avl'yvr.m E!J ttl ~L~AC¥ MwiiOEW~ ElTL TOU ~TOU 

17 Mark 12 26 

'A~plla~ Ka.L b 9Eo~ 'lollaK KllL b 6Eo~ 

lnt Elem-Open lnd Oemand Info Self Self 2 3 114 Combo 

17 Mark 12 26 

Jesus Jews 
3 114 Adv PtJesus Jews 

Dec/- 114 none17 Mark 12 26 Jesus Jews 

17 Mark 12 27 ouK Eonv 6Eo~ vEKpwv &.A.Aa (wvrwv· Jesus Jews Frt~e Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 

17 Mark 12 27 noA.u rr).aviio6E:. Jesus kws Free Decl lnd Give Info Self None 2 '2 

1 Luke 5 21 tk ionv ou-:o~ o~ AaAEL ~A.ao<!JTJ~Lil~; Jews Self Free lnt Elem-Open Ind Demand Info None Self 3 


Luke 5 21 TL<; Mva.clll cXf.lllptla.~ a<!>Etllctl Jews Self F:rec Jut Elem-Open lnd Demand Info Self Other 3 110 


3 110
Luke 5 21 El f-Ill ~6vot; 0 e_t.Q_~; Je\\'S Self Bound 


Luke 5 22 tL 6tal..oy[(HJ6E EV till~ KIXpoLill~ u~wv; Jesus Jews Frt~e Int Elem-Open lnd l)emand Info Other-lni Self 2 2 


33 33
Luke 5 23 tL f.otl.v eUKoTTWtepov, ~· &.q,EwvtaL aoL a.L Jesus Jews Free lnt Elem-Res lnd Demand Info Self Self 2 

cX~IlptLIXL oou, 11 d:m:J~t· EYELPE KilL lTEpt1TrXtEL; 


Luke 5 24 '[ Vll liE ELlifi't:E: Jesus Jews Free-Pre Subj 2 


Luke 5 24 Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self None 2 3
on 0 ui.P~o\• avepuiTI.O.U E~OUOlllV EXH ElTL tfi~ 
yf]~ a<jltEVIlt cXf.lllptlll<; 

2 Luke 5 30 ota tL ~Eta tWV tEI..wvwv KilL cX~Ilp't:WAWV Jews Disciples Free lnt Elem-Open Ind Demand Info None Other 2 

EoeLerE Kal rrLvFtE; 

2 Luke 5 31 ou XPELilV E;(OUOLV ol irno:(vov:E~ Llltpou Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Other·-J ni Self 2 3 23 

2 Luke 5 31 &A.A.a ol Kfl.KW.i;]~!:..c;: Jesus Jews Free Decl Give Info Self Self 2 3 23 

2 Luke 5 32 Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Other 2OUK ~t..nA.u81l KIXAEOill OLKilLOU~ &.A.A.a cX~IlptwA.ou<; Jesus Jews 
EL<; ~EtrXVOLIXV. 


2 Luke 5 33 ol ~~ VT)O!EljQljtJL\1 1TUK!!Il Jews Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info Other-1 ni Self 36 93 


2 Luke 5 33 KilL OEUOEL~ lTOLOll!!tiXL Jews Jesus Free Dec! lnd Give Info 
 Self Self 

2 Luke 5 33 o~o[~ KilL oi. ":WV ¢.<&pJJJakhll', Jews Jesus Free Dec! Give Info Self Self 3 

2 Luke 5 33 oL liE ooL ~aelouatv Jews Jesus Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 

2 Luke 5 33 KilL rr[vouotv. Jews Jesus Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Other 3 

Luke 5 34 Jesus Jews Free Int Lead(-) lnd l)emand Info Othcr-lni Self 4 '2 

VUf.L<jl[o~ ~ET' llUTWV Eonv lTOlT]Oilt V110cE[;or(t; 

2 Luke 5 35 UE:uoov--;<n 0€ J]Jfpak, Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 4 3 

2 ~il li1!vo:oeE 1:ou~ ulou~ toii vu~<jlwvo~ EV <\> b 
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Bound Bound 
to Type 
180 O'tll'.V 

180 

No Book Ch Ver Cis Text 

2 Luke S 35 KaL Otav &mtp6ij a1T' autwv 0 V\ifl<Pio;, 

2 Luke 5 35 totE VI)QI.(UQO\l!mt iov EKElvaL~ tal~ T]f!EpaL~ . 


2 Luke 5 36 0\JO(Lc; h[~},TJf!a a1TO Lf!at'LOU KaLVOU crxlow; Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 4 3 


ErrL[ktJ.AEL E1TL lflthwv 1TaML6v· 

2 Luke 5 36 OE fl.~ yE, Jesus Jews 3 185 EL 

2 Luke 5 36 Kal 70 KCXLViJV OXLOEL Jesus Jews 
 Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 4 3 185 

2 Luke 5 36 KaL t'<\) 1TaAaL<\) ou OUf.l.tp(,>lJr\OH ro ETI[pi.lli-UX t'O Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 4 3 

rho ·we K.rtkVQU. 

2 Luke 5 37 KaL Ot•lid~ ~&Uu oivov VEOV El~ aOKOU~ Jesus Jews Fr<'c Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 4 3 

2 Luke 5 37 EL OE fl.~ yE, Jesus Jews 3 189 El 


2 Luke S 37 pr\~n ooiY_Q(. ov_(QJ; rou~ aoKou<; Jesus Jews 
 Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 4 189 

2 Luke S 37 Kat ai.n:o~ EKXU8r\OH(H Jesus Jetvs Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 4 3 

2 Luke S 37 Kat oi rcHKo1 c.hro/coDvmv Jesus Jl'ws Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 4 3 

2 Luke 5 38 &ua. olvov VEOV EL~ aoKOU~ KaLVOU~ ~ATJ'tEOV . Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 4 3 

2 Luke 39 Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 4 3 193 


2 Luke 39 

Kat ou& L~ (mwv 1TaA.aLOV) e~J.H VEOV· Jesus Jews 

3 193 Adv Pt 

2 Luke 39 
( ) Jesus Jews ' 

AEYH yap· Jesus Jews Decl Ind Give Info Self None 4 3 195 


2 Luke 39 
 Dec/- Ind 195 none 

4 Luke 6 2 'tl 'ITOLEL'\"(c oOUK E~EO'tLV 'tOL<; oci~~oLV; Jews Jesus Free lnt Elem-Open lnd Demand Info None Other I 2 

OUOE 'tOU'tO &v.'oyv(,rtE oE1TOLl']OEV ~aul.li on 

o :rm.Ntko~ XPTJO'to<; /;onv . Jesus Jews 

4 Luke 6 3 Jesus Jews Frt~C Int Lead (+) Ind Demand Info Other-Ini Self 2 2 

EnElva.oEv a.uro<; Ka.l. oL fiE'' a.u'toiJ ovtE<;, 

4Luke64 W<; dufi/,8EV El<; t'OV olKoV 'tOU 6EOU Jesus Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 

4Luke64 Kll'.L (t'OU~ lfpwu<; 'tfj~ 1Tp06EOEwt; Aa[l<:w) rq,cxy~v Jesus Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 16 

4 Luke 6 4 ( ) Jesus 16 AdvPt 

4Luke64 Kat (-O«lK(V 'tol.~ f!E't' a.uwu, o\l~ ouK E~EOnv El Jesus Jews Free Dec] Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 

fl.~ f!OVOU~ 'tOU~ LEpEl~ 

4 Luke 6 S KupL6~ ~anv 'tOU oa.~~t'ou o1JtQ<;:mf; __ fiv0p\~.JIQ\i. Jesus Free Decl lnd Give Info Self None 2 

5Luke69 (,TIE pt..m;J Ufli'i.~ Jesus Jews Free-Pre Dec! lnd 

5Luke69 El E~EOHV t'<\) oa.~Ut'<1J &ycx6mrmqoo:L ~ Jesus Jews Free Int Elem-Res lnd Demand Info None None 23 21 20 

KC;;K.orr.o.tflo.rx.k.. ~IYXJ\e.: o\~!.!«t ~ fi:rro2,fo<u; 
10 Luke 13 31 E~EA\k Jews Jesus Free Dir Imp nemand G-S None Self 2 

10 Luke 13 31 Dir Imp nemand G-S Self Other ISOKll'. L 1TOplUOU ~:V'tEU6EV' Jews "' 
~ 

Ind 3 93 150 

10 Luke 13 32 

10 Luke 13 31 on 'Hp<~&n~ 8EAH OE a1TOK1:EL1J(.(L, Jew~ 

1 !55 AdvPt 

10 Luke 13 32 
:rropEll6EV1:E~ Jesus 

l)ir Imp l)cmand G-S Othcr-Ini Self 2 2 1S5 Combo 

10 Luke 13 32 

f:lmxtE 1:ij aJ,.wlTEKL 'l:ll'.UtlJ· Jesus 

DeciInd ISS none 

10 Luke 13 32 

loou lx~&;u(,) Oa.Lf!ovLa. Jesus 

Dee/ Ind !55 

10 Luke 13 32 

Ka.l. lcioEL~ tl.:rrorEAW mlf!Epov Kll'.L a.upwv Jesus 
Dec/ Ind 155 

10 Luke 13 33 

Kll'.L 'tij 'tp[ 'tlJ 'tEAELOl!f.lltt. Jesus 

Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 15 160 

rropf;.litoBcn, 
lTA~V lid f.LE ~ Krtl. ~ Ko:L :jj ~ Jesus 

Frcl' 

188 



Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 	

Bound Bound 
No Book Ch Ver Cis 	 Text to Type 

160 onlO Luke 13 33 161 _	on ouK i:vo~xEnn rrpo\luinw q:n:o!,fofJo:J f.~w 
'I~povoc.;AiUJ -

lO Luke 13 34 'IEp01!0!XA~j.1 'IEpOVO!XA~j.1, ~ OCTTOK't:ELVOUO!X 't:OU~ 


11po$~ta~ Krxl A.L6oPoA.ouaa tou~ ocTTEotrxA.j.1EVou~ 

TTPO~ aut~V, TTOOtlKL~ ~(l~h]O!X f1TLO\JJlfft;(a tel 

tEKV!X aou ov tpOTTOV opvL~ t~Jl E!X\!t~~ VOOOLUV 


imo tar; TTtEpvya~. 


Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 2 

10 Luke 13 35 tooU &tflLE-caL U~lv 0 QIKo.~ {j!J.(;)v. Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

lO Luke 13 35 kyt.l liE Uj.1LV' Jesus Jews Free-Pre Decl Ind 

lO Luke 13 35 

lO Luke 13 34 	 Krxl ouK ~fl~A~oarE. 

ou 1-1~ 'l6rp:(. j.1E 

·~~E:L 

EuA.oyTJ!-1Evor; b ~PXQfif.Yor; EV 	

175 ComboDecl Subj 	 Give Info Self None 2Jesus Jews 

lnd 3 175 Ewe; 
10 Luke 13 35 

Jesus Jews10 Luke l3 35 

Snbj 	 2 175 OtEJesus Jew& 

Deci	 3 15 33 175 noneJesus Jews10 Luke 13 35 Ql!Qfi«IL !<up~o\i . 
I ~'11 Luke 14 3 	 n;wnv 1:t\' oi>PPg:;;,; \kpg;:rr.si!.Qll> ~ ou; Jesus Jews Free Int Elem-Res Ind Demand Info None Other 3 ~.) 

11 Luke 14 4 o( liE: ~ouxaaav. Jews Jesus Verbal (Response) Other-Dis Other 2 

11 Luke 14 5 rlvo~ [,w;w v1rlr; ~ f)g\;~,; El~ <jlpErxp ·rrHJEl-r:ru, Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info Othe•·-J.ni Self 3 3 

1 I Luke 14 5 Jesus )cws Free Int Lead(+) lnd Demand Info Self None 3 3K!XL OUK EU6Ew~ CllJ(t01ir:f.OH av-r:ov EV ~j.1Epfl: tOU 
oa~j3rhou; 

12 Luke 16 14 OL <llrxpLaalol E~Ej.1UKt~pL(ov aut6v. Jesus Verbal Give Info None Other 

12 Luke 16 15 Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Other-lui Self 2 2Uj.1EL~ icO'CE OL OLK!XLOUVtE~ E!XUtoU~ EVWTTLOV tWV 

&.vepwnwv, 


68Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 

12 Luke 16 15 

12 Luke 16 15 oliE fk..o..c; ywr.>nKH ta~ Kaplilar; u1-1wv· Jesus Jews 
683on ro Ev riv(ipwllok~ i;l)IJJ}.bl! ~EA.uy1-1a €vwmov Jesus 

tou 9EOU. 

12 Luke 16 16 '0 l'OIJ.OC Krxl oi. 'lPocVfrrrn !-1EXPL 'Iwtivvou· Jesus Jews Free Decl Give Info Self Self 2 

12 Luke 16 16 &.no totE ~ llmn_},d!l ToiJ fl.tQD. E\;rxyy~i.l(Frru Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

12 Luke 16 16 Krxl TTii~ El~ aut~v PLci(crrn. Jesus Jews Free 	 Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 

Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 312 Luke 16 17 EUKOTIWtEpov liE ~onv -riw oUj)Q;l!OV Kr:tl ·n1v :{fw Jesus Fret' 

1llXp.rUk!,v 
12 Luke 16 17 ~ ro\;_l!.Qf,i,Q.u j.1trtV K.Ep!l;_tQ:.l!. :IT{..o_dE. Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 2 

16 Jesus Dec! Give Self 212 Luke 18 	 rra~ 0 li:Jioluc;ll!. c~V YllEO:iK.Q: CtlrCOll KUL :,'(~JlWl'. Free Ind Info Self 3 

kicpav j.10LXE{JEL, 

12 Luke 16 18 Krxl o~JioAft.l!!JfY.lll! &no ~vopor; ycq.lwv fwLx(uH. Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info Self None 2 3 

13 Luke 17 20 TTOtE ~PXFi:aL 1] !i~&OJ.t,d.!X. to\i f;)~Q.U Jews Jesus Free Int Elem-Open Ind J)emand Info None Other 3 

13 Luke 17 20 Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Othe•·-1 ni Self 2 3ouK \'pxEta• 1] P.a.QJAda mi> lk..Qii j.1Eta 
TT!XpO:tTjp~OEW~, 

Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 95 

13 Luke 17 21 

13 Luke 17 21 oUiiE lcpo\;ow· 	 Jesus Jews 

Decl	 3 95 noneLOOU WOE 	 Jesus Jews 

~- EKE'i, 	 Jesus Jews Dec/-	 3 9513 Luke 17 21 
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No Book Ch Ver Cls Text to Type 

13 Luke 17 21 l.llou yap i) lk!:o~?,({rJ -ron \koi) Evto~ ufiwv ionv. 
14 Luke 19 39 lilOUOKa:AE, hrvrLfiT)OOV tol~ fi0:81)ml~ aou. 

14 Luke 19 40 ).Jyrv UfilV, 

KprX~OUOLV. 

Jews Jesus 

Jesus Jews 

I'rce ))ir Imp l>emand G-S None Other 

Free-Pre Decl lnd 

Jesus Jew,; lnd 3 180 EUv14 Luke 19 40 

14 Luke 19 40 Jesus Jews Decl lnd Give Info Othcr-lni None 2 3 180 

15 Luke 20 2 ~hrov i)fi'iv Jews Jesus Free-Pre ))ir Imp 2 

15 Luke 20 2 EV 1TOL~ E~OUOL~ 'tO:U'ta: 1iOld~. Jews Jesus Free lnt Elem-Open lnd Oemand Info None Self 2 

15 Luke 20 2 ~ •k ~onv o6o0; oot ·n'w ~;qvgJav -rw1n1v; Jews Jesus Free Int Elem-Open 1nd [)enmnd Info Self Other 3 57 37 

15 Luke 20 3 lcpr, rrr\ur,l Ufiii~ Kayr;l J..6yov, Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Othcr-1 ni Self 2 

Luke 20 3 Jesus Free l>ir Imp l>emand G-S Self Self 215 KO: \. <'LTICC!:E fiOL' 

Luke 20 4 Jesus Jews Free Int Elem-Res lnd Demand Info Self Other 2 3 53 9315 1:0 QrhrnOj,J.« 'Ir,xivvou E~ oupa:vou ~v ~ E~ 
&vepwnwv; 

15 Luke 20 7 a1TEKpl8T]Oa:v f,li) ELDEVO:l n68Ev. Jt~WS Jesus Verbal (Response) Otht~r-Dis Other 3 

15 Luke 20 8 oME loyw Myw vfi'i.v i:v no[~ lo~oua[~ rauto: notw. Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Othe1·-Jni None 4 

16 Luke 20 21 fltMoKa:AE, o'lC«i.i(V Jews Jesus Free-Pre Decl lnd 

16 Luke 20 21 on op8w~ A~YH~ Jews Jesus Free Oecl Ind Give Info None Self 

16 Luke 20 21 K«l /id\rXOKEl~ Jews Jesus .Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 

16 Luke 20 21 Kat ou }..a:fi[lrXvH~ np6awnov, Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

16 Luke 20 21 &.u: i:n' riJ..TJSEla:~ ti)v Mov roil 8Eou liuSaaKu~· Jew~ Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

16 Luke 20 22 ~~Eanv 1lfLii~ Kcdoa{)J rj)r)pov QQ\))!.((J ~ ou; Jev.':' Jesus Free lnt Non-lead Ind [)cmand Info Self Other 3 57 57 

16 Luke 20 24 Ofl~a:r~ fiOL CT]vripwv· Jesus Jews Frt~e Dir Imp Oemand G-S Othcr-lni Self 2 "' 
~ 

16 Luke 20 24 'Ctvor; EXH ELKOVO: KO:L i:mypo:rj>;\v; Jesus Jews Free lnt Elem-Open lnd Ocmand Info Self Other 2 

16 Luke 20 24 Ko:loa:p~ . Jews Jesus Free Decl (Response) Otltcr-l':xtJ Other 3 

Other-lui None 4 216 Luke 20 25 'tOLVl!V cin66o:E '(U Ka:laa:po~ Ko:loa:pl KO:L ra '(QU Jesus Jews Free Dir Imp Demand G-S 

8EOU 'Ct\i 8Et;i. 

17 Luke 20 28 Decl Ind Give Info None Self 3 93 121 

3 121 none 
~Eypa~IEV DfiLV, J<,ws Jesus 

SubJ 

3 121 
17 Luke 20 28 

fltMoKO:AE, 

KO:l 

KO:l 

Mv nvo~ (~~i_~J.mo' arro6riv1.1 Jews Jesus 

17 Luke 20 28 EX!,lV yuva:'i.Ka:, Jews Jesus 

17 Luke 20 28 OllcO~ atEKVO~ \lo Jesus Subj 3 121 

17 Luke 20 28 i.rir)lJ o~ o:\rrofl ti)v yuva:lKa: Jews Jesus Decl Suhj 3 121 

17 Luke 20 28 E~avrwn)01,1 onEpfia: 'Ct\i rii\EA.rj>t;i a:umu. Jews Jesus Decl Suhj 3 121 

17 Luke 20 29 b:;;a oov &:o(},ffiot ~oav· Jews Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info ~K Sill 3 

128Decl lnd Give Info SeK Sclf 3 

128 AdvPt 
17 Luke 20 29 KO'.l /) Tff)WIQ;; (A.o:[Jwv yuva'i.Ka:) U1TE60'.VEV atEKVO~· Jews Jesus 

17 Luke 20 29 () Jews Jesus 

17 Luke 20 30 Kat o 6.oi:r_ql.Q~ Jews Jesus Free Decl Give Info Self Self 

17 Luke 20 31 Ka:'t 0 :;pLio' ~:i..rxPEv o:.lrr~v, Jews Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

17 Luke 20 31 woau'Cw~ fl(; Kat ol ~m:(r Jesus Free Decl Give Info Self Self 3 

17 Luke 20 31 ou KacEAL1TOV 'CEKVa Je\I'S Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

17 Luke 20 31 Kal. &m'6avov. Jews Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

17 Luke 20 32 UO'CEpov KO:L il yuv.1'! aTI(6cw~v . Jews Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 
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Bound Bound
Person ·No Book Ch Ver Cis Text to Tvoe 

l7 Luke 20 33 ~ yvvl) oliv i:v 'U &va.onioH ,[vo~ at'm:iv kws Jesus li'rec Int Elem-Res Ind llemand Info Self Self 3 

y[vHc<L yuvi}; 

17 Luke 20 33 ol yap b-J;.ft. Eo-J:ov at'n~v yuvaiKa. Jews Jesus Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Other I 3 

ol v191IQ\lqiC/vQC:IQtlJQ~' ya~ouow17 Luke 20 34 Jesus .Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Other-lni Self 2 3 

17 Luke 20 34 KilL ya~LOKOV:<Xl, Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 

17 Luke 20 35 oL 6f Kq:c~Hu.fl!J~..>:~;;; Ioli ~&.~J~l\!9..( ixslvoE E'Xfll!. Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 90 23 23 
\ ~ ' I " ) - )I

KCXL 1:!)!; CtVIXOHWEt,JC 'tl)~ fK ~ OU'tE 

17 Luke 20 35 OU'tE yr<f!L(mrr;a v Jesus Jews Free Dec] lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 

17 Luke 20 36 oUii(; yap &nofJavE'iv 'En MvatJ"tiXL, Jesus Jews F'rt~C Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 

17 Luke 20 36 lo&yyEA.ol y&p ~tow Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 

17 Luke 20 36 148 Kal ui.ot dow 8Eou Jesus kws E:ree Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 148 

17 Luke 20 36 ·: 149 "tTJ~ &vam:&aEw.; ui.ol ovtf~. Jesus Jews 3 148 

Ind 3 23 151 01:1.17 Luke 20 37 ·· ;·(on liE EYELpOV'tiXL oi. E~Kpo.L Jesus Jt.>WS 

l7 Luke 20 37 "!Sf Ka.l M(,Jiiafic ~f!l)vuo(-V E-rrl tfj~ 13<irou, Jesus Jews Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 93 151 Combo 

17 Luke 20 37 °•.·.· ~ AEYH Kupwv <:ov fJEov 'Appa!x~ Ka.l fJEov Jesus lnd 3 151 ~ 

'loa.aK K!XL fJEOV 'la.KWp. 

17 Luke 20 38 flEo<; & ouK f'o-rw vEKpwv &A.A.a (wvrwv, Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 

17 Luke 20 38 miv-rt't; yap a.ut4J ((~)(JllJ. Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Other 2 3 

17 liLii&OK!XAE, K!XAW~ Ehra.;. 

Jews 

Luke 20 39 Je\v.s Jesus Free Decl Ind (Response) Other-Exp None 3 2 

18 John 2 18 6l ·d OTJ~ELOV i5ELKV&l>; ~~i.v Jews Jesus Free Jnt Elem-Open lnd Demand Info None Oth~r 2 61 
(I ... ~ 2 61 

18 John 2 19 AllOflTE tOV vaov 'tOU'tOV Jesus Jews Free Oir Imp llemand G-S Othcr-Ini Self 2 

18 John 2 19 Ka.l i:v <:pwlv ~~epa.u; EYEP<~J a.ur6v. Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Other 2 

nooEpaKov<:a. Ka.l 'E~ hEoLv olKol5o~i}e,, o vc<o;;; 

18 John 2 18 : 6~ On t!XU't!X TIOLHt;; Jews Jesus Bound Ind 

18 John 2 20 Jews Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info Other-lui Self 3 .otno:;, 

18 John 2 20 Ka.l au iov rpwtv ~~epaL<; l:y(pd<; a.ur6v; Jews Jesus Free Int Non-Lead lnd Dt,mand Info Self None 3 2 

19 John 5 17 6 TIIGl\fl !lOU 'Ew.; ifpn i:pyu(mu Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info None Self 1 

19 John 5 17 KUyt~) Epycf(o;Jat· Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 

19 John 5 19 &~l)v &~~v AE"'fW u~v. Jesus Jews · Fre1,-Pre Decl Ind 

19 John 5 19 76 ou lii'll'Clt(Xl b l2.i14 TIOlELV &<jl ' ea.urou OUOEV Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 76 

19 John 5 19 Mv ~{] n pi.~mJ rov 'IT!XtEpa. 'ITOlDUVta.· Jesus Jews Bound.. Subj 3 76 

19 19 IX yap av EKELVO<; 110LiJ, 't!XUta. K!XL 0 vlk o~o[w.;John Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self" 3 

110lEL. 

19 John 5 20 b yap :rrru:i)ll_ <Pli.Ei. tov ui.ov Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 

19 John 5 20 K!XL TltXVt!X i5fcLK1'\JOLV a.ut4J IX auto<; 'ITOlEL, Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 

19 John 5 20 }. ss ' Kal ~d(ova 'tOU1:wv lifL~H a.urc;i Epya, Jesus Jews Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 85 

19 John 5 20 ,, 86 :: '[va. U~El<; eau~tX(l)TE. Jesus Jews Subj 2 85 

19 John 5 21 Ind 3 89 WO'ITEP 

19 John 5 21 

wmrEp yap o:rrruiu2 EYELPH rou.; vEKpou.; Jesus Jt.>WS 

Ind 3 89 K!XL 

19 John 5 21 

K!XL ((;JOTfOL(-L, Jesus Jews 

Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 3 89 

19 John 5 22 OUOE yap 0 :ml.:djp KPLVH oulieva., Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 3 
ourw.; K!XL 0 vi.o;;; OU<; eEA.El (tll0110LEL. Jesus Jews 
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No Book Ch Ver Cis Text 

19 John 22 ,: ~2 &!..luX t~v KpLaw niiaav M:li<.>KEV tQ utQ, 

19 John 23 93 '(va mivtEc; Hfl~lOL tov utov Jesus Jews .Houml Sub.i 3 92 

19 John 5 23 ' 94 , Ka9~ ;;qJ.c;}aL tOV natEpa. Jesus kws Bound Subj 3 92 KaSwc; 

19 John Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 875 23 0 ~lll nw:i~ tOV lJi._i:l~ ou Hll~ tOV ll<XtEpa tOV 

n€11\jlavta aut6v. 

19 John 24 'Ail~V &f!~V Myc.J Uf!LV Jesus Jews Free-Pre Dec! lnd 

19 John 24 On 0 'COV ).oyov flO\> ~ KctL TILOT\ciJ(,)]J Tf~ Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 3 .u 24 31 .15 

nf.IHi!!b.E:rJ w EXH (w~v alwvtov 
19 John 5 24 K<XL Ek KplOLV OUK EPXE't<XL, Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

19 John 5 24 &!..luX i.J.Ha(X'fiT]K~V EK ;;ou 9avchou ELc; 1:T)V (w~v. Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 

19 John 5 25 &ll~V &fl~V /Jyw Uf!LV Jesus Jews Free-J>re Decl lnd 

19 John 5 25 on EPXE<XL Wj).A; Jesus Jews .Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 

19 John 5 25 ,)OJ. Kal vuv eanv Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 107 

19 John 5 25 'lOS OtE Ol 1/.f.Kf!Ql nKo{;aouaw tf]c; <jlwvf]c; tOU utou Jesus Jews Bound Ind 3 23 107 

. tOU 9EOU 

19 John 25 Ind 24 107 KtlLKal ot tk.Ko.~oav:;:~; (11oouow. Jesus Jews 

19 John 5 26 Ind 112 WOTTEpWonEp y&p b JJw.n'w. EXH (w~v ev E:aut<iJ, Jesus Jews 

19 John 5 26 Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 112 

19 John 5 27 

oihwc; Kal ;;Q uly Elit.>KEJJ (w~v fXHV i:v E:amQ. Jesus Jews 
Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 114 

19 John 5 27 

Kal E~ouaLav (oWKO' au;;y KplOLV 1!0t.~1v, Jesus kws 

Ind 3 114 

19 John 5 28 

on utoc; &vepwnou em:Lv. Jesus Jews 

Dir Imp nemand G-S Self Self 2 117 

19 John 5 28 

fl~ 8<XU!1tX(HE ;;outo, Jesus Jews 
24 33 117JndOn. E.pxE-:rcn (~f.?~. i:v fl ncivtE<; oi ~v -roi:; Jesus Jews 

IJl!tliJdok; &K:o\;ooJ;ruv tf]c; !l!wvf1~ a\n:ou 
117 K(XLInd 

&vaa;;aatv (wf]c;, 

19 John 5 29 

19 John 29 Kal ~K1TOpE{,aovtrtt oi. ,a. li_;.fl6ft. m:m1mwr~ Elc; Jesus Jews 

117 .SE 

19 John 5 30 

oL OE r& !llli.ful.~ 1IP-~!&Elli ELc; avaa;;aaLV KploEwc; Jesus Jews 

Ou otJVC£flC£l i:yw 'ITOLELV an' Efl<XUtOU oucSEv· Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 

19 John 5 30 121 Kaewc;lnd 

19 John 5 30 
Ka8~ aKOlJc,J Jesus Jews 

127Decl lnd Give Info Self SelfKplV<jJ, Jesus Jews 

128Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 

19 John 5 30 

19 John 5 30 Kal i1 ~~ Ef!l'J OtKaLa ioa-r (v, Jesus Jews 

128Ind 

wu 11Efl\jfavt6c; f!E . 

19 John 5 31 

__ 

' i3i 'E&v i:yw J.!aptupw nEpl Efl<XUtou, Jesus Jews Bound Subj 

on ou (rp;l to eH111la to i:11ov aU& to 9EAT]J.!a Jesus Jews 

133 Eciv 

19 John 5 31 )33, Tj wwwpLcx f!OlJ OUK EO!LV aAT]9~c;· Jesus Jews i<ree  Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 33 133 

19 John 32 liUoc; i:orlv o J,lf!.IL'Jll)sil\'. n~pl Ef!Oi>, Jesus Jews Free Decl Jnd Give Info Self Self 3 33 

19 John 32 Kal oiiia Jesus kws Free-Pre Decl lnd 

19 John 32 Jesus Jews Free Decl Jnd Give Info Self Self 3 33 33on a.l..TJ9~c; ianv Tj JJ«fnliP'!& ~v JJ<XPiliP~l ll(pl 
EJ.!OU. 

19 John 33 UflELc; aTIEG":cXf.KC£H' npoc; 'lwaVVT]V' Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

19 John 33 K<XL W~tap1:Ufl11KEV ;;fj a.l..T]9ELC):' Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 
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Free 

No Book Ch Ver Cis 	 Text 

19 John 5 34 	 l;yw 6E ou napa &vepwnou 1:~v ~apwpLav 
;l.o:~LpUvc,J , 

19 John 5 34 JA2 &:A.A.& mii1:a Hyw 

19 John 5 34 r i4~ . 'Lva u~Ei.~ ow6i'r;E. Jesus Jews Bonud. Subj 2 I42 

19 John 5 35 EKEi.vo~ 1]v b )..uxvot; b KaL4,1Ev~ KilL <j>aLvwv, Jesus Jrws Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

19 John 5 35 U~E'i~ 6E 1i6EA1\0fHE &ya:Uw:6fivaL npo~ wpo:v EV Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

1:4\ ljlw'tL au1:oii. 

19 John 5 36 'Eyw 6l: EXW 1:~v ~ap1:upLav ~d(w wii 'Iwavvou· Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 

41 !50Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self'I:Ct yap (pycx rt 
If.l.•.tlc;)Q[,) m'mi, rxka rr't ~py(~ & noLw ~aprvpE'i 

!50 on 

~~Ol 0 llilliw. '(vrr Jesus Jews19 John 5 36 

Dec/ Ind 3 

Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

Jesus Jews19 John 5 36 o1ill'...I.UI2 ~E an~OrrtAK<-V. 
19 John 5 37 	 KilL orii!W~ ~E lffi...n'w EKEi.vo~ ~q.1.ap1:up11K~v 

nEpL E~OU. 

19 John 5 37 oihE <j>wvr[V au1:oii nwnon aK1lKOil'tE Jesus Jews 'Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

19 John 5 37 oihE d6~ au1:oii i:wpaxaTE , Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

41 57 

19 John 5 38 	 KilL TOV )..oyov (lU'tOU OUK ~XE:'tE: EV u~'iv ~EVOV'tll, Jesus Jews Dec! Ind Give .Info Self Self 2 I61 

19 John 5 38 ov &.nEO'tELAEV EKEi.vo.;, 'tOU't<¥ u~E'it; ou Jesus Jews Ind 	 2 161 

Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 I65 

19 John 5 39 IIJon u~Ei.~ 6on"(-rE EV au1:ai..; (~v atwvwv EXEW" Jesus Jews 

19 John 5 39 	 i'pauvih( 1:a~ ypaljlck Jesus Jews 

Ind 2 165 

19 John 5 39 KilL ixELVIlL Elow al ~ap1:upoiioaL nEpL i:~oii · Jesus Jews Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

19 John 5 40 HQ K(lL ou ef.i.HE W1ELV np6.; ~E Jesus Jews Free ·· Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 170 

19 John 40 • 172 '[va (w~v f;(T]rE. Jesus Jews Bound Subj 2 170 

19 John 5 41 !16/;av napa avepwnwv ou }.a~pUvw, Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 

19 John 5 42 aHa ~yvwKa u~ti~ Jesus Jews Free-Pre Decl Ind 

19 John 5 42 on 't~V &.yalTT]V 'tOU 6EOU OUK EXHE EV l:auw'i.;. Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

19 John 5 43 Eyw Ei.Tj).u&t EV 1:4\ bv6~an 1:0ii na1:p6.; ~ou, Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 

19 John 5 43 KilL ou l.a~pUvcE ~E · Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

19 John 5 43 'm·i:av &Uo~ E,;.,ell i:v 1:4\ bv6~an 1:4\ i6Ly, Jesus Jews Subj 3 179 i:av 

19 John 5 43 J17~ EKELVOV ).~iJ.~IEOi1L Jesus Jews Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 	 179 

19 John 5 44 nw~ Mvao6E u~Ei.~ 1TLOt~floaL Jesus Jews Free lnt Elem-Open Ind ()emand Info Self Self 	 2 

2 183 AdvPt19 John 5 44 ~~66/;av napa &.A.A~)..wv All~pavovn.; , Jesus Jews 
~ 
~19 John 5 44 l \\; KaL T~V 66/;av 't~V napa 1:0\J ~OVOU 6EOU OU Jesus Jews 

"' <,.;,:;;.~~<:h..'3 Dec/

Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 	 183 

John Jesus Jews Dir 	 Ind l)cmand G-S Self Self 2 184 

Ind 184 otl
19 5 45 iJt~~M~ 6oKEL'tE 
19 John 5 45 \\li~ on i:yw K(l'.cTjyop~ar.J u~wv npo.; 'tOV nll'tEpa· Jesus Jews 

::·.~;.,.;;~)').. 

19 John Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 33 

i]AnLKil'tE. 

19 John 5 46 /.8~ E:L yap E;rwrEunE MwiioEi., Jesus kws 

5 45 Eonv b K~&~ilJL /;~r;iv Mwiiofic;, EL~ ov Uj..i.Ei.t; 

Ind 2 190 EL 

19 John 5 46 19,8 ~mOt(IJHE av E~o[· Jesus Jews DecI Ind Give Info Self Self 2 190 

19 John 5 46 nEpL yap k~ou EKE'ivoc; ~YPilt)rEv. Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 3 
~Ind 	 193 EL19 John 5 47 :: 19~ . El 6E w'i~ EKELvou ypa~~aow ou TILO:Eum, Jesus Jews "" 
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3 31 

No Book Ch Ver Cis Text 

19 John 5 47 )93 1TW~ 1:0l~ E!-LOL~ P~i-LO:O~V 'ITLO't"~UOHE; 

20 John 6 42 mix oh6.; iconv 'lT]oou~ b uto~ 'lwo~<jl, ou Ji!-LE'i~ 
o'Lc'ia!-LEV 1:ov 1Ta1:Epa Kal ti]v !-LT]tEpa; 

20 John 6 42 ~~;7:\~ 11~ vuv AEYEL Jews Self Int Elem-Open Ind Oemand Info Self Other 3 171 Proj 

20 John 6 42 ~~?:~ on EK tOU oupavou Klmtflf~T]Klt; Jews Self Dec/- lnd 171 0-CL 

20 John 6 43 1-1iJ yoyyu(H~ !-LH' a.U.~AWV. Jesus kl\'5 Free I>ir Imp Demand G-S Othcr-.lni Self 2 2 

20 John 6 44 )16ouli!L; &uvanx:~ ii..OE'iv 11p6~ 1-LE Jesus Jews Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 176 

4 :::'1;.7•·8 ~ ' \ \ ~ \ ! ' ' I IJ Jews Subj 3 176 

20 John 6 44 Kr'<.yc:J UV0:01:~(J(,) autov EV ttl EO;(a1:1J Jif.LEpq:. Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

20 John 6 45 1t!'~J~ ('onv YEYpa!-1!-LEVOV i:v 'tOL~ TTpo<jl~ta~~· Jesus Jews 

20 John 6 4 ··.,,.,,.,: Eav 1-111 o rrc.n:np o 'ITEiltVO:~ 1.LE EAKV01.1 au1:ov, Jesus 

Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 181 

20 John 6 45 .(M.~ Kal EOOVTo:L Tl!XVTE~ li~liaKtol 0EOU· Jesus Jews Dec/- Ind 3 181 none 

20 John 6 45 TTa~ o('Km)o~Xc JTapa ·;-of; lill.I~ Kal ~Jill)wv Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 24 27 

('p;(HO:~ 1Tp0~ EI-LE. 

20 John 6 46 ''' 187 oux on tOV Tl0:1:Epa Ec,)paKEV n~ Jesus J.::ws Iir~l) · Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 187 

20 John 6 46 '188 d 1-1iJ owv TTapO: TOU fu:Qi/, Jesus kws · Boun,d. 187 

20 John 6 46 oucoc; EwpaKEV tOV TlO:tEpa. Jesus Jews Free lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 

20 John 6 47 &:~T,v a~~v AEylu UJ.LLV, Jesus Jews Frec-Pn' Decl lnd 

20 John 6 47 0 TILan~t~c~>v ~~x~: L (w~v alWvLov. Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 

20 John 6 48 'Eyw di-LL b &pto~ tf]~ (wf]~. Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

20 John 6 49 ol J!<&ItPf~ Djlwv ~<Payov i:v 'U EP~i-141 1:0 1-1avva Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

20 John 6 49 Kal ch€0avov· Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 

20 John 6 50 l97 ou<:o:; (:onv oupto~ o ix tou oupavou Jesus Jews Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 197 

20 John 6 50 •. 199 . '(va n; E:~ au1:ou Qiayu Jesus Jews Sub.i 197 

20 John 6 50 [: zoo .Kal f.LiJ li11o8&vu. Jesus Jews ':B.ouud ..."" Subj 197 Kal 

20 John 6 51 ~y&.l <'Lf.LL b iiptoc; 0 (wv 0 EK tOU oupavou Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 2 

20 John 6 51 204 Mv nr; <jlan1 EK mutou mu &pmu Jesus kws Suhj 3 204 E!iv 
20 John 6 51 205 (lJtJEL d~ tov alwva, Jesus Jews Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 204 

20 John 6 51 Kal 6 (ip;o;; OE ov ~y<;, I:!J:.&.w f} o&p~ !-LOU loonv Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Other 2 3 23 

\m€p "tf]r; t'OtJ ~ (r.Jflr;. 
20 John 6 52 1TW~ ouva·m~ ohoc; Ji!-LLV i5ouva~ 1:ijv crcf.pKa autou Jews Self Free Jut Elem-Open Ind ))emand Info Other-.1 ni Other 3 

<jlayELV; 

20 John 6 53 a!-LiJV a!-LiJV f...icyw U!-LLV, Jesus Jews Free-Pre Decl Ind 

20 John 6 53 : 214 i:&v 1-LiJ \f>ayT]'tE 'ti]v aapKa 1:0U ULOU tOU Jesus Jews Bound ·· Subj 216 E:&.v 
.··· nound 2 216 Ka.l20 John 6 53 : 215'· Kal 1Tll'J'tE aumu tO at1-1a, Jesus Jews Suhj 

20 John 6 53 •"21~ ouK ~xer~ (wi]v i:v Eau1:ok Jesus Jews Decl lnd Give Info Otber-l.ni Self 4 2 216 

20 John 6 54 6 IP~fjllill! !-LOU -ri]v QcipJffi. Kal mill!! ~LOU c:o aLjJ.a Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 4 3 23 23 

~XH (wi]v alwvwv, 
20 John 6 54 KCcy<;l avaorT\Q(,) autOV tij EO;(at1J Tlf.1Epif. Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 4 

20 John 6 55 ~ yocp !JJ!I)_~ !-LOU aAT]O~~ (mLV ppc.:io~~. Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 4 

20 John 6 55 Kal TO C!.i~.<ci f.LOU aAT]O~~ l:onv TTOO~~. Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 4 
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15 

Bound Bound
No Book Ch Ver Cis Text 

to Tvoe 
20 John 6 56 b wy;.ywv fLOU c~v oxlpKr~ Kat 11£vwv 1wu -ro c~liJ,a 

EV E]..IOL ]..L~VEL 

20 John 6 56 ' ' ' ' -KIXY<•l EV lXU't:<t>. 
20 John 6 57 Kt:t9~ aTIEO''t:HAEV ]..IE b (Wv TIIXJllP 

Jesus Jews Free Decl Give Info Self Self 4 

Jesus Jews lnd 3 23 230 Ka9~ 

20 John 6 57 Ktiyll> (c.~1 Oul -cOv natEpa, Jesus Jl'WS lnd 230 Klll 

20 John 6 57 KlXL 0 Tpl:lyt.ll! f.K KlXKEll!O~ ( TJOH OL' E]..LE. Jesus Jews Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 4 3 23 230 

20 John 6 58 oirr6~ kn11 0 ifp't:O~ 0 E~ oupt:t110U Klltt:tp&~, Jesus Jews Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 4 3 233 

20 John 6 58 !:_~~? ou Kt:t9w~ ~cpo:yov OL l!f?ItPf~ Jesus Jews lnd 3 233 

20 John 6 58 ' 1$6 KIXL anfecx.vov· Jesus Jews lnd 3 233 KIXL 
. '"':•-:' t , .... ' JJ y ' ' ' ' .... J

20 John 6 58 0 :;pJ:,f{\.ilL' t0\it011 "C011 (;(fllQ¥. ~110H EL~ 1:011 lXLW11lX Jesus CWS Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self None 4 23 

21 John 7 15 ;so:: nw~ otJto~ ypa]..L]..Lt:t't:a o[occv Jews Uncertain Int Elem..Qpen Ind Demand Info None Other 3 50 

21 John 7 15 i Sl ·. ]..1~ ]lc]..Lt:t9T]KW.;; Jev.'S Uncertain 3 50 AdvPt 

21 John 7 16 ~ Efi~ 6Ji5q;o1 ouK f.crnv E]..L~ &.J..A.U tou m~]..L\(It:tv't:o~ Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Other-lui Self 2 3 33 

]..IE' 

21 John 7 17 57 Eciv n~ 8Ei.1J 1:0 8EAT]]..Lt:t t:tuwu TIOLElv, Jesus Jews Subj 59 E&.v 

21 John 7 17 yvc~accn TIEpl 1:f]~ OLOttXil~ n6tEpo11 EK tou 8Eou Jesus Jews Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 59 

~ i:yw &.n' E]..Lt:tu't:ou A.aJ..w. 

21 John 7 18 o&.cp' l:rwroi; ).gi,c6w 't:~V 1i~a11 1:~11 tMav (T]:d· Jesus .Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 33 

21 John 7 18 0 (\~ (1FG:ll! ·c~V 66Ecw 'tOil !l(IJlii!X1/TQC rr\dw OtJ Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

roc; aJ..T]\lTJ~ ioanv 

21 John 7 18 KIXL &.6Jd(i; EV au't:c;i OUK ~O'rLll. Jesus Jews Frce Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 

21 John 7 19 Ou Mlillicik W\c,.)I(EV u]..Li.v 1:ov vo]..Lov; Jesus Jews Free Int Lead(+) Ind J)emand Info Self Self 2 93 

21 John 7 19 Kal o\Ji\Etc ~~ \Jwilv noLEi. 1:011 116]..Lo11 . Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

21 John 7 19 1:l ]..IE (T]'t:~LTf aiTOKt~lVCXL; Jesus Jews Free Int Elem-Open lnd Demand Info Self None 2 2 

22 John 7 33 En XPOV011 ]..LLKp011 ]..LE8' Uf!WV cLiJ.l Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info None Self 

22 John 7 33 Kal lmrfyc..> rrp~ 1:ov TTE]..L\(Ia111:a ]..IE. Jesus J l'WS Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 

22 John 7 34 (lF~OHE f!E Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 2 

22 John 7 34 KIXL oux d;p~O'E:T<i: ]..IE, Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 

22 John 7 34 Kal. Orrou E:L11l E-y(;J Jesus Jews . Ind 140 Onou 
22 John 7 34 Ll]!E·L~ ou M11rm8E EI.8Ei.v. Jesus Jews Decl Ind Give Info Self Oilier 1 2 140 

22 John 7 35 TIOU OU"CO~ ]..L~UH 1f0PEIJE080:L Jews Self Int Elem-Open lnd l)emand Info Othcr-lni Self 2 3 143 

22 John 7 35 lnd 143 OtL~flE:i.~ oux ~up~crof.l~11 au1:6v; Jews Self 

22 John 7 35 f!~ EL~ 1:~v OLaorrop&v 1:wv 'EH~vwv ]..LEAAEL Jews Self Free In I Lead(-) lnd Demand Info Self Self 2 3 

nopEuw8aL Kal 6LMOKHV 't:OU~ "EUT]va~; 

22 John 7 36 ~i4?j ·rl~ ~anv oMl.YSi.l. o\rmc; ov dJ!fl!' Jews Self lnt Elem-Open lnd nemand Info Self None 2 3 33 33 149 

22 John 7 36 ~i'g;!'~ (lp\on~ f!E Jews Self Dec/- lnd 2 149 none 

22 John 7 36 U:St)KlXL oux cupr'joE:TE f!E, Jews Self Dec/- Ind 2 149 

22 John 7 36 8f!$~] Kt:tl onou ElllL l:yr~l J.:ws Self lnd 149 
:.x::: :-. ·~~~ ! ,. • , • .. Dec/ Ind '2 149 

23 Jolm 8 12 ~yc~ ~l]..LL 1:0 cpWc; -mii KOOf!Ou· Jesus Crowds Free Decl Ind Give Info None Self 

23 John 8 12 otXKo),onflciw ~110l ou f!~ TrEpl'r.rn~Oll EV 'U Jesus Jews Free Decl Subj Give Info Self Self 3 36 

22 John 7 36 :,l:SiL U]..LEL!; ou 1iuvacr8c ~A9ELv; Jews Self 
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No Book Ch Ver Cis Text 
Bound Bound 

to TVPe 
23 John 8 12 Jesus Jews Frt~e Decl lnd Give Info Self Other 3 

23 John 8 13 au lTEpL OEIXU'tOU f.11Xptup~ol~ · Jews Jesus Free Decl lnd Give Info Other-lni Self 2 2 

23 John 8 13 ·~ IJ.«PI.li.ILl<& 00\J otJK ~OHV cXAT)9~~

ci:U' 'E~H to <Pw~ tf]~ (wf]~. 

Jews Jesus Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Other 2 3 33 

23 John 8 14 Subj 56 E&.vKUV icyc1 f!txptupw 11epl Ellauwu, Jesus Jews 

23 John 8 14 Decl lnd Give Info Other-lui Self 3 3 33 56 

23 John 8 14 

&>..,e~~ ~anv ~ ~~~pn;p(~ 1wu, Jesus Jews 

lnd 56 

23 John 8 14 

on oUia TI69ev ~>..9ov Kal Tiou \mciyw· Jesus Jews 

lnd 2 56 liE 

23 John 8 15 t!j.!E-~t; Kata t~v acipKa KPLVHE, Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 2 

23 John 8 15 f.yc~l oU KpLVhl oUOEvo:. Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 

23 John 8 16 

tJj.!EL<; liE OUK o'LbarE 1T09ev EPXO!la~ ~ TIOU \mciyw. Jesus Jews 

Subj 66 E&.v 
23 John 8 16 

Kal eav KpLvv.l liE !eye/>, Jesus Jews 

Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 56 66 

23 John 8 16 

~ KPiQJ_<; ll ~·f.L~ cXAT)BLV~ EOtLV , Jesus Jews 

lnd 66 

23 John 8 16 

OH jlOVO~ OUK ~ lj.!L, Jesus Jews 
66 ci:>...luf&u· i:y<'u Kat o TIEjl~H.u; J!E :rr~:nip. Jesus Jews 

23 John 8 17 Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 3 3 70 Pr?J . 
23 John 8 17 

Kai. ev t<iJ v6j.!c.p liE t<iJ Uj.!E'tEpc.p yfypama ~ Jesus Jews 

3 

3 

33 70 OHDeci lnd 

23 John 8 18 ~yw ei1u b jlap1:upwv 11epl Ej.!au1:ou Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

23 John 8 18 Kal j.!aptup{L 11epi. Ej.!ou o Tiftt~m>; JlE :rr.«Til£1· Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Other 3 

23 John 8 19 Tiou locrnv oTfCt.'PlP oot:; Jews Jesus Free Int Elem-Open lnd Demand Info Othcr-.lni Other 4 

23 John 8 19 OU'tE Ej.!E o'LiiarE OU'tE tov TIU'tEpa f.LOU· Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Other-lui Self 5 2 

23 John 8 19 El Ej.!E fjlimE , Jesus Jews 

OH ouo ~.l'ilfl_l~JJl!.lV. ll IJ.>!.P.H!Pk£& a>..T)B~~ ~.onv. Jesus Jews 

lnd 2 81 H 

Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 5 2 81 

23 John 8 21 f yc.~1 {nr&y(u Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 5 

23 John 8 21 Kal (YJt~oni j.!E, Jesus 'Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 5 

23 John 8 21 Kal EV 'tfl lij.iap'tL!): Uj.!WV ri.TI00<wel.o9E · Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 5 2 

23 John 8 21 

23 John 8 19 Kal 1:ov Tia'tEpa j.!OU liv fj&v;;E. Jesus Jews 

ou i\l;vaa9E IJ.OElv. 

l!J!E~~ ou iit!vc.mOE U9ei.v; 

lnd 91 OlTOU 

23 John 8 21 

Jesus 

Dec! lnd Give Info Self Other 5 2 91 

23 John 8 22 

Jesus 

Int Lead(-} lnd l>emand Info Other-lui Other 6 3 94 Cotnbo 

23 John 8 22 

Jews 

Ind 3 94 on 
23 John 8 22 

Jews 

Ind 94 none 

23 John 8 22 

Jews 

Deci lnd 2 94 

23 John 8 23 u~L~i.~ EK 'tWV Kchw £m:E, Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Other-lui Self 7 2 

23 John 8 23 E"{w EK 'tWV &vw ~lf.i.[ · Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 7 

23 John 8 23 UJ!EL<; EK 'tOU'tOU 'tOU KOOj.!OU E01:~. Jesus Jews Fret' Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 7 2 

23 John 8 23 Ey<:l OIJK Elj.il EK 'tOU KOOj.!OU 'tOU'tOU. Jesus Jews ·Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 7 

23 John 8 24 

Jews 

Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 7 104 ProjJesus Jews 
· O·nDec/- Ind 2 10423 John 8 24 

ITIOV ouv Uj.!LV 

ctTio9avdcr9~ EV 

yap ll~ TILOtEUOlFE 

cboeav~i.a9~c i:v 1:ai.~ &j.iap't[a~~ Ujlwv . 

1:ai.~ &j.iap't(a~~ Uf.i.wv· Jesus Jews 
~Subj .. 108 Eciv 

23 John 8 24 

Jesus Jews23 John 8 24 

Jesus Jews ;m :Pr.~t> ,~ Dec/- 1nct 108 OtL 

23 John 8 24 Dec! lnd Give Info Self Other 7 2 108 Combo 

23 John 8 25 au,[~ d; Jews Jesus Free Int Elem-Open lnd Demand Info Other-lui Other 8 2 

23 John 8 25 tl)V cl:PXIil' 0 n Klt.L /,a/,w UJlLV; Jesus Jews Free Decl (Response) Other-Exp Self 9 3 33 

Jesus Jews 
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Bound Bound 
No Book Ch Ver Cis 	 Text to Tvoe 

23 John 8 26 i!OAAU EXhl i!EpL UIJ.WV AltAELV KilL KPLVELV, 

23 John 8 26 aU' 0 lifJJ_t)!g_~ IJ.~ a/..TJ9~~ EOt LV , Jesus Jews Free !nd Give Info Self Self 

23 John 8 26 Kaye;> a ~KOUO!t i!!tp' ltUtOU tauta ).cti.C~l El~ tOV Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 

KOOIJ.OV. 
Snbj 2 126 Ot!XVD John 8 28 0-rav in~H.Xrrytf. -rOv ulOv -coU &:vepWnou, Jesus Jt'WS 

D John 8 28 tOtE yvc..'>o~o9E Jesus Jews Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 9 2 126 Combo 

126 OttDeci	lnd 

D John 8 28 KilL ail ' EIJ.!tUtOU i!OLW oU&ev •. Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 9 

130 Kaew~ 

D John 8 28 . on l:yt:> ELf.ll, Jesus Jews 

Ind 
130 

D John 8 28 :' 1"2~ O:Ua Ka9W<; E6(6o:E;Ev IJ.E b :rn~:dw Jesus Jews 
Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 9 


John 8 Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 9 .15 

D John 8 28 . po ·tauta /...aA.t~>. 	 Jesus Jews 

D 29 KaL o TI~!!~~ 11~ IJ.Et' EIJ.ou ionv· 


n John 8 29 133 OUK O:tj>f)KEV IJ.E IJ.OVOV, Jesus Jews 
 Decl !nd Give Info Self None 9 3 133 


D John 8 29 ~ 134 .on (yw ta apEOta aut~ 1TOLW iliXV'tO"tE. Jesus Jews 
 lnd 133 


Sub.i 2 140 E&.v
u John 8 3I I i:av i>f.LE"i ~ f.LELVTJTE i:v t~ A.6yUJ t~ EIJ.~. Jesus Jews 


u John 8 31 ~ ~ . UATJ9~ IJ.IX9TJtltL IJ.OU (OT(· Jesus J~ws 
 Decl lnd Give Info None Self 2 140 

u John 8 32 KIXL yvWoE08E "'.:~V a/...~9Etav, Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

M John 8 32 KaL 11 ~.Ani7.nf6 UEo8Epc..'lOH uiJ.ii~. Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Other 3 72 

u John 8 33 oTIEpiJ.a 'A~paaiJ. ~awv Jews Jesus Free Decl lnd Give Info Other-1 ni Self 2 

M John 8 33 KIXL OUOEVL &iSOUAEUKIXIJ.EV i!WTTOtE· Jews Jesus Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 

Jut Elem..Open lnd Demand Info Self Othe•· 2 2 146 l'rpjM John 8 33 ~1M4 il~ au 1-kyH~ Jews Jesus 

u John 8 33 J!(}'7)on EAEU8Ep0L YEV~OE08E. Jews Jesus Dec/- lnd 	 2 146 0'tL 
t.""='0-'?.'0,0;{} 	 I 

u John 8 34 0:!-L~V &:!i~V l..fc.yc,> U!-LLV Jesus Jews Free-Pre Decl lnd 

24 John 8 34 Free Decl lnd Give Info Othcr-Ini Self 3 3 42on mX.~ b ~'t~V tiiA!Xprla.v .Sou/...6~ Em:w tii~ Jesus kws 
al-lapt(a~ . 

24 John 8 35 olie QQl),!;o~ ou !-LEVE L i:v tt'J oLKlq. EL~ tov aLwva, Jesus Jews Free Decl !nd Give Info Self Self 3 3 

24 John 8 35 o~ 1-Lf'VH Ek tOV alwva. Jesus Je'ws Fret~ Decl lnd Give Info . Self Self 3 3 

155 E&vSubj 3 

24 John 8 36 Is.s.·, ovt~ i:AEu8Epo• (o(coeE. Jesus Jews 
24 John 8 36 '1~4:: i:av oi\v 0 !l.i.Q~ u!-lfi~ I-AEU8Epc:l01J, Jesus Jews 

Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 2 !55 

24 John 8 37 Oi.Sa Jesus Jews Free-Pre Decl lnd 

24 John 8 37 on om\pi-LIX 'A~p!ttX!-1 EOcE" Jesus Jews Free DecJ . Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

24 John 8 37 r~~ · a/...Aa (TJcE"i.:"~ i-LE ClTIOKtEltJ!tl, Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 3 2 !58 

24 John 8 37 ·.+~9 on 0 2,oyo;; 0 Ef.lO~ ou xwpd EV Ui-LLV. Jesus Jews ' ·· Boimd lnd 3 33 

24 John 8 38 a Eyw EWpaKa TTapa 't~ TTatpL MAW· Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 

24 John 8 38 KIXL iJI-IEl' ouv a ~KOUOIXtE TTapa tOU TTatpo~ Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Other 3 2 

24 John 8 39 omt.:>iw. 1il-l<;>v 'A~pa&1-1 ioa-av. Jews Jesus Dec! 	 lnd Give Info Otber-1 ni Other 4 3 

lnd 2 169 et 24 John 8 39 El tEKVa tau 'A~paa1-1 ~OT<' , Jesus Jews 

24 John 8 39 Epya tou 'A~paa1-1 hoLE-~tE· Jesus Jews Decl lnd Give Info Other-lni Self 5 2 169 

24 John 8 40 VUV 0E (TJcEL1:(, !-IE aTIOKtdtJ!XL av8pWTTOV 0~ t~V Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 5 2 

0:1..~8ELav u1-11.v I..EA&A-11Ka ~v ~Kouoa i!apa tou 

24 John 8 40 touto ~APpaaiJ ouK iTTol,1aEv. Jesus kws Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 5 3 93 

u1-1E"i.~ TTmE"i rE ta Epya tou il!X'tpo~ u1-1wv .24 John 41 	 Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Other 5 2 

F ree 
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Bound Bound 
No Book Ch Ver Cis Text to Tvoe 

24 John 8 41 ~iLfLi; ix nopvda~ ou yq~vv~~!E8a , 
24 John 8 41 EVCl TICltEpet EXOf.lEV tOV 8EOV. 

24 John 8 42 EL 6 fJ.t.o_c; nat~p Uf.LWV i\v 182 d 

u John 8 42 )g.~yami-t~ iiv Ef!E, Jesus Jews Decl lnd Give Info Other-lui Self 7 2 182 

M John 8 42 /;yw yap EK tou 8EOu io~i]}"&ov Jesus Jews free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 7 

M John 42 KClL ~Kul· Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 7 

M John 8 42 ouo€ yap &n ' Ef!autou ii"~A.u8a, Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 7 

M John 42 &H' EKcl vo; i!E anEOtHAEY. Jesus Je~v,; Frt~e Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 7 3 

u John 43 .SLa ,[ ·~v A.ahav t~v Ef.L~v ou yLv<.)oKHE; Jesus Jews Free Jut Elem-Open lnd l>cmand Info Self Self 7 2 

24 John 8 43 Otl ou Mvaaa~ aKOl!f: lV tOV A.Oyov tOV EI!OV. Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 7 2 

24 John 8 44 UllfL~ EK tou natpo~ tau .SLa~6A.ou i:ocE Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 7 2 

u John 8 44 KClL ta~ ETIL8U!!Lct~ tOU natpo~; ilf!wv 8EAETE Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 7 2 

M John 8 44 EKELVO~ av8pw1TOKtOVO~ ~v an' apxii~ Jesus Jews Frc1~ Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 7 3 

M John 8 44 "'.19~ : KaL i:v tiJ &A.118EL!): ouK EOtl]KEV, Jesus Jews Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 7 194 

M John 8 44 : 'I95 on OUK ~OclV Mlleti(l EV au-r<i>. Jesus Jews lnd 3 194 

M John 8 44 m6'1o-.:av .Aal"i,] to lj/Eu.So~, Jesus Jews Subj 3 197 0-ra.v 

u John 8 44 EK twv L.slwv ko:Af.'i, Jesus Jews Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 7 3 197 

u John 8 44 Otl \jiEUOtTI~ EOTLV Jesus Jews lnd 197 

24 John 8 44 KctL 0 Tlct~p au·taii . Jesus Jews 3 197 Kal 

24 John 8 45 i:yw .sE on t~v O:A.~SELav lEyw, Jesus Jews lnd 202 Otl 

24 John 8 45 ou 1TlOt~UEcE i!OL . Jesus Jews Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 7 2 202 

24 John 8 46 TLI; E~ {;w:Jv EAEYXH i!E TIEPL af!ctptla~; Jesus Jews .Free lnt Elem-Open Ind Demand Info Self Self 7 3 

24 

24 

John 

John 

8 

8 

46 "}04 EL &A.l18ELav AE"fl•l, 
,, ..2..05., ' • • - ' • •

46 !\ ) OLct n Uf.lEl~ ou montJE;H' I!OL; 

Jesus 

Jesus 

Jews 

Jews lnt Elem-Open 

lnd 

lnd Demand Info Self Self 7 2 

205 

205 

d 

24 John 8 4 7 6 (:Jv ix wu fu:o\i. -.:a P~i!a•a -rou 8Eou aKouE L· Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 7 3 

24 John 8 47 ) os 'oLa -routO uf!EL~ ouK aKOliE'tf, Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Other 7 2 208 

24 John 8 47 2Q9 on EK tOU 8EOU OUK EmE. Jesus Jews Hound lnd 2 208 

24 John ou KctAWI; A~YOf.l~V ~f.lEL~ Jews Jesus Int Lead(+) Ind Demand Info Other-lui Other 8 212 Proj 

24 John 48 I:et!!!XP ['11~ EI Oll Jews Jesus Dec/ Ind 2 212 0'tL 

24 John 8 48 Octlf.LOVLOV f.;(Hi;; Jews Jesus Decl lnd 2 212 

24 John 8 49 ~· y(;) Oalf.LOVLOV OUK EXC.J , Jesus Jews I•' ree Dec! Ind Give Info Other-1 ni Self 9 

24 John 8 49 a/..J.ft r qJ.LJ tov natEpct i!OU, Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 9 

24 John 8 49 KctL Uf(EL<; rblla(HE !!E . Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 9 2 

24 John 8 50 i:ycJl 0E OU (T]1:f;l t~V O~aV i!OU· Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 9 

24 John 8 50 t'onv o(Tltwv Kctl Kp[vwv. Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 9 

24 John 8 51 a1-1~V &.i!~V A.(yw UI!LV, Jesus kws Free-Pre Dec! Ind 

24 John 51 •224., E&v n~ -rov Ef!OV }..oyov nJp1lmJ, Jesus Jews Bou;icf Subj 3 225 E&v 

24 John 8 51 pf e&vatov ou fl~ 8E<.lp~01.1 EL<; tov aLwva. Jesus Jews Decl Subj Give Info Self Other 9 3 225 

24 John 8 52 VUV EYVl:lKcti!EV Jews Jesus I•'ree-Pre Dec! Ind 

24 John 52 Otl Octlf!OVLOV E;(EL<;. Jews Jesus Free Dec! lnd Give Info Other-lni Self 10 2 

24 John 52 'AJJ(l<X~I.I. an~80:VEV Jewli Jesus Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self I 0 3 93 
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No Book Ch Ver Cis Text 
Bound Bound 

to Tvoe 
24 John 8 52 Kat oL rrpoc!Jfn:q ~_ . Jews Jesus Free DecI Give Info Self Self 10 53 

24 John 8 52 §,[~)~ Kat alJ AEYH~- Jews Jesus Decl lnd Give Info Self Self I0 2 231 
£00: ~;.,·~ , f \ I 

Subj 231 none 

24 John 8 52 i:~~~-~ ou ~-~-~ yE{'(JT]tat 9av&tou ELc; tov o:twvo:. Jews Jesus 

f . Jesus24 John 8 52 ;•~~-f;{ EUV ·w; tOV AOYOV 1-J.OU rT]pl)OlJ, Jews 
Dec/- lnd 3 231 

24 John 8 53 ~-~-~ au 1-J.EL(wv El toii JTo:tpoc; TJIJ.WV 'A~po:a~J., Jews Jesus Free lnt Lead(-) Ind Demand Info Self Self I 0 2 

oonc; cfm\9o:VEV; ,,
24 John 8 53 Kal. oi 1!Po¢:ii~J&1. &rr.'9cwov. Jews Jesus Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self I 0 3 • 0 

24 John 8 53 tLvo: OEO:Utov 1i0i.E'ic;; Jews Jesus Free Int Elem-Open Ind Oenumd Info Self Other I 0 2 

24 John 8 54 •239 l:av ioyc;J oo~ci.ac,) EIJ.O:UtOV' Jesus Jews 240 E&.v 
24 John 8 54 )40 .~ m 1-J.OU OUOEV i:a:w- Jesus Jew> 

Sub_j 

3 

240 

24 John 8 54 <canv 6 llliillll~J.m> oli<t,&(wv 1-J.E, ov UIJ.E'ic; AEYEtE Jesus Jews F"ree Decl lnd Give Info Self Self II 

on 9E0c; tli-J.WV eanv, 

~ John 8 55 KO:l OUK EyVWKfHE O:UtOV' Jesus Jews Frc!' Decl Ind Give Info Self Self II 2 

~ John 8 ~yt;> liE oLiia o:ut6v. Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self II 

Decl lnd Give Info Othcr-lni Self II 

5555 ______,. 
~ John 8 249 Eav 

~ John 8 55 

Jesus Jews Subj 

249 0-rL 

~ John 8 55 

OUK ol:lia o:ut6v, 

L 01-J.OLOc; UIJ.LV ljJEUOtT]c;· Jesus Jews 

Deci IndJesus Jews 

249 Combo 

~ John 8 55 aUa ollia o:utov Jesus Jews; ~·ree Decl lnd Give Info Self Self II 

~ John 8 55 Ko:l. ·dw A.oyov o:utoii tl)pc;J. Jesus kws Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self II 

~ John 8 56 ~5~ :AP.pr.\g}.\ 6 IT!l',:>:1'lP UJlwv ~yccA.haoato Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self II 3 93 252 

~ John 8 56 3~3 '(vo: "Lon t~v tlJ.LEpo:v t~v EJ.L ~v, Jesus Jews Bound Subj 3 252 

~ John 8 56 KO:L d.l'iEV Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self II 3 

~ John 8 56 Ko:l. i:xc{P,l· Jesus Jews l'ree Decl lnd Give Info Self Other II 3 

~ John 8 57 lTEVt~Kovm hTJ oulTw !'xn.; Jews Jesus Free Decl Ind Give Info Other-lni Self 12 2 

~ John 57 KO:L 'A~po:aJ.L ~cSpaKo:c;; Jel'o'l' Jesus Free Int Non-lead lnd Demand Info Self Other 12 2 

~ John 8 58 OCJ.L~V OCJ.L~V l.f.yw UJ.LLV, Jesus Jews Frt,c-Pre Decl lnd 

~ John 8 58 lTpl.v 'A~paaJ.L yEv€o9cn Eyw EL~J.l. Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Othcr-lni None 13 

~ John 9 39 de; KpLJ.La ~yc;; Elc; tov KODIJ.OV toiitov 1]JJlov, Jesus 

Decl Ind Give Info Self Self II 

all 

all 

185 

~ John 9 39 oi J.Lll P.U.Tio.v.rE' [}AfTiwaLv Jesus 

Decl Ind Give Info None Other I 

Subj 3 24 185 

~ John 9 39 KO:L oL (l2hov-rEc t\XjlA.ol. yf'v<vvtcu. Jesus Subj 24 185 K(lL 

~ John 9 40 ).1~ K(ll tli-J.E·Lc; t\XjlA.o( i'a;<!EV; Jews Jesus Free Int Lead(-) lnd Demand Info Other-lni Other 2 

25 John 9 41 El tu<j>A.ol. ll"iE, Jesus Jews ·Bound' lnd 2 196 EL 
25 John 9 41 Decl lnd Give Info Other-lui Self 2 196 

25 John 9 41 

ouK liv ~1XETE cXJ.Lo:ptLo:v· Jesus Jews 

Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 197 

25 John 9 41 
viiv liE )j:yHE Jesus Je-ws 

3 15 

197 on 
25 John 9 41 t1 ~ tJ)l<;lV J.Lf.vu. Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 

25 John 10 'AJ.Li)V aJ.Li)v AEyw UJ.LLV, Jesus Jews Free-Pre Decl lnd 

25 John 10 o1-lTJ (i.orpxogw_oc; li ta :i'jc; tl;)po;_c; de; ;;~v c~_0Arw Jesus Je-ws Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 

Dec/ lndon ['IMrroJ.LfV, Jesus Jews 

15 

rc;)v n:p_o{ki_Illl!L &/)1.: lil'.!!}~il!_w_ll_ ,;J.i.axo8EV 
EKELJI(J~ KAElTtT]c; EOTLV KO:L AlJOt~c;· 
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Bound Bound 
to TvoeNo Book Ch Ver Cis Text 

25 John 10 2 0 0~ ~Jotf)X,Q~~JIQ~ bUX tii<; (;)Qpf'~ 1TOL!l~V ~OtLV 
•wv 11pojxhwv. 

25 John 10 3 1:0U<4J o lhiPt!.lfLQ~ &vo CyE L Jesus .kws Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 46 

25 John 10 3 Kul 1:!Y. :rrpQI~_:m tf]~ lj>wvf]~ uuwii liKOVEL Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 3 3 

25 John KUt <a 'U'JLu 11p6jkau <l><•lVE1 KU<' ovollu10 3 Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 3 

25 John 10 3 Kal E~cfyEt air~cf. Jesus Jews Free Dec! lnd Give Info Self Self 3 3 

25 John 10 4 oruv <a HiLu miv<u €Kpc.t;.. 11 , Jesus Jews · J$olind Subj 3 13 Chav 

25 John 10 4 "i3 Ell11POOSEV uurwv "ITOflEllHC<L Jesus Jews Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 3 3 13 

&I , , '!'·· , - . ' e - Jews Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 3 14 

25 John 10 4 on o'llicww -ri)v lj>wv~v au<ou· Jesus Jews 

25 John JO 4 KUl ret l!VQN.I~ UU1:4J IXKOAOtl EL , Jesus 

Ind 3 14 
~'m 

25 John 10 5 &.Uo<pL4J OE ou ll~ aKo},ouG~oouow, Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 3 

25 John 10 5 17 &Ua lj>Eui;ovmL &.11' au<ou, Jesus Jews ·Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 3 17 

25 John 10 5 on OUK olliamv "LWV &.Uo<p[wv "L~V lj>wv~v. Jesus Jews . ~ound Decl Ind 3 17 

25 John 10 7 OC!l~V &~~v J..~yv.1 u~"Lv Jesus Jews Free-l're Decl Ind 

25 John 10 7 on (y,;l ELfl,L ~ Supu "LWV npojxhwv. Jesus Jews f' ree Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

25 John 10 8 Jesus Jews Fr<'C Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 3 15n&vc!' ~ cooL 1\M!.ov. 11po (~ou KAElTLUL ( Lolv Kul 
J..uou[, 

25 John 10 8 &U' ouK ~Kououv uv<wv r:a np6Ucm:c Jesus J~ws Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 

25 John 10 9 lyw d~t ~ eupu· Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 

Subj 3 31 Eciv25 John 10 9 : 'Ji(ot' E:~ou E&v n~ EoloWln Jesus Jews 

25 John 10 9 3f owS~onu L Jesus Jews Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 3 31 

25 John 10 9 Kll'.L ELOEt,EIJOE!CXL Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 3 

25 John 10 9 Kll'.t E~<'AHJOETUL Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 

25 John 10 9 Kll'.t VO!l~V dJfl~O!: l. Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

25 John 10 10 6 K2,i:rr:;;.rl~ ouK ~p;.;:cmL Jesus Jews Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 3 57 35 

Subj 35 

25 John 10 10 

25 John 10 10 EL ~~ '[va. Kt.f~llJ Jesus Jews 

(w~v EX<•lOLV 

11EpLooov E;(ulOLV . 

Sub.i 35 KUL 

25 John 10 10 

Jesus J~ws 

Subj 35 Kll'.tJesus Jews 

Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 39Jesus Jews25 John 10 10 

Subj 3 39 

25 John 10 10 

25 John 10 10 Jesus Jews 

Subj 3 39 KalJesus Jews 

25 John 10 11 'Eyw dill oTIOL!l~V o Kll'.AO~. Jesus Jews Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 

25 John 10 II Jews Fr<'C Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 3 3 44 88oJiolf,l,Ult b K!XA.i.K r~v ljlux~v a.u<ou cL811olV UTIEp Jesus 


l:WV 11p01J1hwv· 


25 John 10 12 o~uaOulrh, Krt l. 01'•K C.:lv noq,1{]v, o\i ot;K Eon v 1:rl Jesus kw> Free Dec! Ind Give Info Self Self 3 3 57 44 

:IT$).6j~.:;_a. 'Uiw, 8EwpEL "LlJV AUKOV EPXO!lEVOV 

25 John 10 12 Kll'.L acpLT)OlV "tel 11p0pa<a. Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 3 

25 John 10 12 Kll'.t <Pd>yH- Jesus Jt-ws Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 3 

25 John 10 12 Kal b ~; Ctpnci.(E Loctrr& Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 3 

25 John 10 12 OKOpnt(H- Jesus Jews Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 3 51 

25 John 10 13 on ~LOSW"L~ EOHV Jesus Jews Ind 51 
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Bound Bound 
No Book Ch Ver Cis Text to Type 

25 John 10 13 Ka\. OU f.LEi.EL au-r<\i l!Epl -rwv npoj3a'tWV. 51 K(l.L 

25 John 10 14 'Eyc:J <'t~H ono~~~v oKaAO~ Jesus J~ws Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

25 John 10 14 Kal. y ~vwoKw 'til 1:~11 Jesus kws f"ree Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

25 John 10 14 Kal ywwoKouo[ ~E -ril i:~a. Jesus Jews Fret'. Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 3 

25 John 10 15 Ka9Wc; y~v<(lOKEL ~E 0 TJU~j) Jesus Jews Ind 58 KIX8W~ 

25 John 10 15 Kayw y w <(JOKV.l 1:ov na-rEpa, Jesus Jews Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 58 

25 John 10 15 Kal 't~V \jiUX~V ~OU Tl8rj!H imEp 'tWV llpOplX'tWV. Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 

25 John 10 16 K(l.l lfUa np6pa'ta EX<v & OUK EOHV EX 'tf)~ auA.f)~ Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 

'taun1~· 

~ John 10 16 KaKElva <'i(i. ~~' civrrvE"tv Jesus kws f"ree Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 3 15 

~ John 10 16 Kal 'tf)~ cjlwvf)~ ~OU aKO\JOOUO~JJ, Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 3 

~ John 10 16 Kal. yf.v~oov'to:~ ~(a no[~vfl, EL<; no~~~v. Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 3 

~ John 10 17 t.~il 'tOu't6 ~E o:rrrm'lP ciyan* Jesus Jews Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 66 

~ John 10 17 on Ey(;) 1: Lell~~ 't~V tJ!UX~V f.LOU, Jesus Jews lnd 66 

~ John 10 17 '(va nahv A&pt.J au't~V. Jesus Jews Subj 66 '[va 

~ John 10 18 o\;()('l<; o:'lpEL aU't~V an' E~OU, Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 3 

~ John 10 18 aU' Eye:) 'tl9fl~~ (l.U't~V d:n' E~aU'tOU. Jesus Jew:; Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

~ John 10 18 E:~ouo(av EXc,; 6{tva~ au't~V, Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 3 

~ John 10 18 KIXL E:~ouo(av EXt.J TlclALV i..ajklv au't~v · Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 3 

25 John 10 18 -raunw 't~V EV'tOA~v {"A.apov napa 'tOU na'tpo<; ~ou Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Other 3 

~ John 10 20 oa~~6vwv E;(H Jews Uncertain Free Decl Ind Give Info Other-lui Self 4 3 

~ John 10 20 KIXL ~lC~LJJHtXL" Jews Uncertain Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 4 3 

~ John 10 20 'tL aU'tOU ttKOIJH"E; Jews Uncertain F ree Int Elem-Open lnd Oeman!l Info Self None 4 2 

M John 10 24 E~ TIO'tE 't~v ljlux~v ~~wv a'lpELc;; Jews Jesus Free lnt Elem-Open Ind Oeman!l Info None Self 2 

26 John 10 24 ou EI 0 XP ~O'tO<;, Jews Jesus Ind 2 93 E[ 

26 John 10 24 ~~lv napp,o[~. Jews Jesus Dir Imp llemand G-S Self Other 2 93 

26 John 10 25 drrov u~lv Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Other-1 ni Self 2 

26 John 10 25 Ka.l oU iHO-rEU(:·n :· Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 2 

26 John 10 25 'ta !ipycx IX i:y<;l no~w i:v n(J Ql'..OI.I((.:C.' 'tOU rrq.:c.p6~ Jesus Jews Fret'. Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 42 42 33 

~ou ·;a\)m ~aprupd, nEpl i:~oii· 

26 John 10 26 100 . aA.A.il tl~Et<; OU lllOC"El;E"t:E, Jesus Jews DecI Ind Give Info Self Self 2 2 100 

26 John 10 26 . 1.01 on OUK EOT~ EK 'tWV npoplX'tWV 'tWV E~WV. Jesus Jews ·· Bound Ind 2 100 

26 John 10 27 ta 1WO!ku.cx 't"CL ff.la 'tfjc; cjlwvfic; iJ.OU ctKououmv, Jesus Jew; Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

26 John 10 27 K<iy<~> yLvc00KW aUtft Jesus Jew:; Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

26 John 10 27 Kal aKoi.oueo\)o[v ~o~. Jesus Jews f"rec Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 

26 John 10 28 Kcl'(l:l /i[{)c,y,_;.~ aU'tOt~ (w~V a[wVWV Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 

26 John 10 28 KaL ou ~i) anoA.wvrcn E[c; 'tClV alwva Jesus Jews Free Decl Subj Give Info Self Self 2 3 

26 John 10 28 K(l.L oux apmioH n~ IXU'til EK 'tfic; XE~p6c; f.LOU. Jesus Jews .Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 

26 John 10 29 0 Jf!G.J\p fkOU 0 ~(6WK(E tlO~ TllXV'tWV ~Et(OV Jesus Jews Free Decl Ind Give Info Self Self 2 3 57 

26 Jolm 10 29 KIXL oiHSd~ M>vCI:tcu apmx(ELI! EK 'tfic; XELpoc; 'tOU Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Self Self 2 3 

lTIX'tpO<;. 
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Bound Bound uomamBook Ch Ver Cis 	 TextNo 
·'''/. to Type 

26 John 10 30 	 ~y(;l KIX1 b IT(lt~p EV EOj.IEil. 

26 John 10 31 	 'EJXianwav mihv Heou<; ol 'Ioulia1m '(va Jews Jesus Non-verbal (Response) Othcr-l}is Other 

he&aw<nv a\rr6v. 

26 John 10 32 	 noi..Aa €pya KaM ~liE L~a uf!lv EK wu na-.p6<; · Jesus Jews Free Decl lnd Give Info Olher-Jni Self 4 

26 John 10 32 	 liLa no1ov au-.wv Epyov Ef!E 1L6r.f.,m; Jesus Jews Free lnt Elem-Open lnd Demand Info Self Other 4 

26 John 10 33 ,n9 :11Epl KtlAOU epyou ou AL6ct(Of.LEV OE UAM lTEpL Jews Jesus Decl lnd (Response) Other-Exp Other 5 119 

·pJ..ampT]f!La<;, 
Ind 2 119 g'tL26 Jolm 10 33 !,I2J KCll Otl (JU (ifvepwno<; wv) liWL<; OEIXUTOV 8e6v. Jewo Jesus 

26 John 10 33 ' 122() Jews Jesus 2 119 AdvPt 

Int Lead(+) 1nd l)cmand Info Othcr-lni Self 6 3 12426 John 10 34 ,~ l~J ouK !'onv yqpaf!f!Evov i:v rc{) vof!ctJ uf.Lwv Jesus Jews 

26 John 10 34 idZJi,1on ivw dna · Jesus Jews Dec/- lnd 	 124 
b;.)"·.·:/J j 

Dec/- lnd 	 2 12426 	 John I 0 34 i\1.2,7~ BEOL ErOt'f ; Jesus Jews 

lnd 	 3 132 El26 John 10 35 B El EKELVOU<; Etli~V 8EOU<; npo<; ou<; b Aoyo<; TOU Jesus Jews 

EYEVETO , 
~, 

26 Jolm 10 35 11Kal ou ,'51\vccrc<L A.u8~va L ~ :t.PlllffiU, Jesus Jews 1£ ' '-- ~. Ind 3 .u 	 132 Kal,.''- _---~~~< 
" t \ t , 	 ' ' ' ' \ Non-Lead lnd Demand Info Self Self 6 2 132 Combo 26 Jolm 10 36 , ... OV 0 lltltT]p TJYLClOEV KilL lllTEOTELAEV EL<; <OV Jesus Jews lnt 

KOOf.LOV l l f.IE'L~ l.f.yHE 

26 John Jesus Dec/- lnd 2 132 OtL 

3 	 132 O-ct.II""~""'*"'''· 26 John 10lO " .r.!.• · on dnov· 	 Jesus lnd36 

26 John 10 36 ,: ul.o<; "tOU 8EOU ELjlL; Jesus Dec/- lnd 	 132 none 

139 EL26 John 10 37 .,g~: El ou liOLW ta epya tOU mnpo<; f.LOU, Jesus lnd 

26 John 10 37 ''lJ(J'' f!~ TTL01:EIJETE f.LOL' Jesus Dir Imp Demand G-S Self Self 6 2 139 

14226 	 John 10 38 ' EL & iiOlC~ , Jesus lnd 

John 10 38 Jesus Subj 2 142 E&v26 · Kliv Ef.IOL fl~ mo:d>11n, 


26 Jolm 10 38 rol<; EPYOL<; TT Lo-.~{'1' -:E , Jesus Dir Imp Demand G-S Self None 6 142 Combo
"' 
~ 

'(va26 John 10 38 . Y. va yvc.~rtE Jesus Subj ~ 142 

26 John 10 38 ' ' Jesus Subj 2 142 KatKilL YLVulOKllt( 
142 0"CL26 John 10 38 on EV Ef.LOL 0 1!:ldw. Jesus Dec/

26 Jolm 10 38 K!Xvt;> EV tc{) natpL Jesus Dec/- 142 

202 
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